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Abstract

Branch and bound and similar tree-search techniques have been well-studied and im-

plemented on a variety of parallel computing platforms. The techniques have been

proven to successfully find the solutions of many difficult mixed integer programming

(MIP) problems that are impossible to solve on a single machine. However, there are

still many research questions and challenges that must be addressed in order to effec-

tively apply branch-and-bound algorithms to the solution of difficult MIP problems

on a relatively new type of multiprocessor platform known as a computational grid.

In this thesis, we study open research questions related to implementing branch-and-

bound algorithms for MIP problens on computational grids.

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to build an effective grid-enabled MIP solver.

The efficiency of the MIP solver in the grid computing environment is impacted

by numerous factors. First, fault tolerance is of extreme importance to our work

since the computational grids draw CPU power from non-dedicated processors and

resources may appear or disappear during the course of computation. We argue that

to easily and effectively harness the power of computational grids for branch-and-

bound algorithms, a master-worker paradigm should be used to control the algorithm

and handle the dynamic characteristic of the grid environment. Second, contention

may occur when the master processor is overwhelmed with requests from the workers.

Thus, we need to be able to dynamically alter the size of a unit of work (grain size) sent

out to the workers according to the status of the master processor and the availability
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of the workers. For large branch-and-bound trees, the number of active nodes can

exhaust the available memory on the master processor. The number of remaining

tasks must be kept in a manageable size by dynamically changing the search order.

Third, effective search and branching strategies are crucial when solving difficult MIP

instances because good strategies may result in a significantly smaller search tree. Our

research focuses on obtaining useful information at early stages of the branch-and-

bound tree by performing computationally intensive branching techniques (perhaps

using otherwise idle processors). In addition, we hope to identify a poor search

strategy that could cause long solution times and perform the search with a better

scheme. Thus, work estimation may be a useful tool during the solution process of

MIP problems. In many cases, MIP instances may require several months to solve or

may not be solvable with any available amount of computing power. We develop and

test procedures to predict whether or not it is worthwhile to spend vast computing

power attempting to solve certain problems and how long it is likely to take.

We study and perform computational experiments related to each of the above

mentioned challenges along the way to achieve the final goal of building an effective

grid-enabled MIP solver. In Chapter 2, while recognizing that the master-worker

paradigm is inherently not scalable, we show that the manner in which the tree search

is performed can have a significant impact on the resulting parallel branch-and-bound

algorithm’s scalability and efficiency. The focus is on features of the master-worker

framework that are of the most utility for effectively implementing branch-and-bound

algorithms on a wide-area computational grid of hundreds of processors. We end

the chapter with a case study implementing a branch-and-bound solver for the 0-1

knapsack problem.

In Chapter 3, we develop and test procedures to estimate the size of the branch-

and-bound search tree. The ability to dynamically update the tree size estimate

during the solution process of MIP solvers is of fundamental importance. We describe

2



mechanisms and implementation details of how to gather and use node information of

two new estimation methods. We show that the estimation accuracy can be improved

by a bias reduction method. The effectiveness is first tested by providing the optimal

solution as a priori in order to minimize factors other than branching that determine

the size of the branch-and-bound tree. We then demonstrate that with only small

modification, neither method requires knowledge of feasible solution values in order

to make good estimates. Computational results on a wide variety of instances are

reported and show that the methods compare favorably to other methods in the

literature.

In Chapter 4, we focus on building an effective grid-enabled MIP solver out of

existing software components. We first study the benefit of a new computationally

intensive branching scheme called lookahead branching in which the current branch-

ing decision is based on the bounds and information of the child nodes two levels

deeper than the current node. We then create an effective grid-enabled MIP solver

by combining a state-of-the-art sequential solver with existing grid middleware. A

“blackbox” implementation within the master-worker framework, in which powerful

distributed algorithms can be easily constructed, is presented. We explain how the

sequential MIP solver is engineered to run on the master-worker framework. We ex-

amine starting branching and restart strategies that employ the lookahead branching

and the work estimation procedures to further improve the effectiveness of the grid-

enabled MIP solver. The chapter concludes with a report of large-scale computations

to solve difficult MIP instances.

3



Chapter 1

Introduction

Branch-and-bound algorithms are generally applied to NP-hard problems for which

there are no known polynomial-time algorithms available. Thus, harvesting the enor-

mous computing power of a diverse and untapped collection of processors for the

branch-and-bound algorithms is a natural idea to consider. Branch and bound and

similar tree-search techniques have been well-studied and implemented on a variety

of parallel computing platforms. The techniques have been proven to successfully

find the solutions of many difficult mixed integer programming (MIP) problems that

are impossible to solve on a single machine. Crainic et al. [29] provide a survey of

parallel branch-and-bound algorithms, including references to early works. However,

there are still many research questions and challenges that need to be addressed in

order to effectively apply branch-and-bound algorithms to the solution of difficult

MIP problems on the computational grids.

The ultimate goal of this thesis is to build an effective grid-enabled MIP solver.

In order to achieve this goal, numerous research challenges must be addressed. A

majority of the contribution of this thesis comes from our ideas for addressing the

challenges and empirical evaluation of these ideas. We here summarize the research

challenges that we address along the way in this thesis. Since the computational

4



grids draw CPU power from non-dedicated processors and resources may appear

or disappear during the course of computation, fault tolerance is very important to

our work. The power of computational grids for branch-and-bound algorithms can

easily and effectively be harnessed by using a master-worker paradigm that controls

the algorithm and handles the dynamic characteristic of the grid environment. The

single master processor may be overwhelmed with requests from the workers. This

contention can contribute to lower efficiency of our grid-enabled MIP solver, thus we

need to be able to dynamically alter the size of a unit of work (grain size) sent out

to the workers according to the status of the master processor and the availability

of the workers. For large branch-and-bound trees, the number of active nodes can

exhaust the available memory on the master processor. The number of remaining

tasks must be kept in a manageable size by dynamically changing the search order.

Search and branching strategies are another important factor especially when solving

difficult MIP instances because effective strategies may result in a significantly smaller

search tree. We focus on obtaining useful information at early stages of branch-

and-bound tree by performing computationally intensive branching techniques using

otherwise idle processors. In addition, we need to be able to identify a poor search

strategy that could cause long solution times and re-evaluate the problem with a

better scheme. Thus, work estimation can also be useful during the solution process

of MIP problems. In many cases, MIP instances may require several months to solve

or may not be solvable with any available amount of computing power. We develop

and test procedures to predict whether or not it is worthwhile to spend vast computing

power attempting to solve certain problems and how long it is likely to take.

We study and perform computational experiments related to each of the above

mentioned challenges along the way to achieve the final goal of building an effective

grid-enabled MIP solver. We elaborate more on each of the above mentioned chal-

lenges when they are dealt with in subsequent chapters. In the remaining of this
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1.1. MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING PRELIMINARIES

chapter, we review necessary material relating to MIP and computational grids. We

also provide a literature review of each stated challenge. The chapter ends with an

outline of work in each of the following chapters.

1.1 Mixed Integer Programming Preliminaries

A mixed integer programming (MIP) problem is the problem of finding

zMIP = max{cx+ hy : Ax+Gy ≤ b, lo ≤ x ≤ uo, x ∈ Z
|I|
+ , y ∈ R

|C|
+ }, (MIP)

where I is the set of integer-valued decision variables and C is the set of continuous

decision variables. c is a |I|-dimensional row vector, h is a |C|-dimensional row vector,

n = |I|+ |C| is the number of variables in the problem, m is the number of constraints

in the problem, b is an m-dimensional column vector, A is an m×|I| matrix, and G is

an m× |C| matrix. The values of lo and uo are the lower and upper bounds enforced

on x ∈ Z
|I|
+ .

The value zMIP is known as the optimal value of MIP. We define S = {(x, y) ∈

Z
|I|
+ × R

|C|
+ |Ax + Gy ≤ b} as the feasible region of MIP. A vector (x̂, ŷ) ∈ R

|I|+|C|
+ is

a feasible solution if (x̂, ŷ) ∈ S. An optimal solution is any (x∗, y∗) ∈ S such that

cTx∗ + hTy∗ ≥ cTx+ hTy,∀(x, y) ∈ S

Most algorithms to solve MIP are based on solving linear programming relax-

ations, i.e., removing the integer restriction on discrete variables. The branch-and-

bound principle for MIP was first introduced by Land and Doig [66]. The branch-

and-bound method divides the feasible region into smaller parts that are then dealt

with separately. We characterize a node N = (l, u) in a branch-and-bound search

tree by lower bounds l and upper bounds u enforced on x ∈ Z
|I|
+ . Given the bounds

6
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(l, u) on x, we define the LP relaxation of MIP at node N = (l, u) as

zLP (l,u) = max{cx+ hy : Ax+Gy ≤ b, l ≤ x ≤ u, x ∈ R
|I|
+ , y ∈ R

|C|
+ }, (LP(l,u))

The LP relaxation of MIP is infeasible (zLP (l,u) = −∞) if {(x, y) ∈ R
|I|+|C|
+ |Ax+Gy ≤

b} = ∅.

If a feasible solution to LP (l, u) exists, the LP relaxation has an objective value

that cannot be smaller than that of the original problem (zLP (l,u) ≥ zMIP ). In other

words, the solution value of the relaxed problem provides an upper bound (zN
U ) for

the original problem. On the other hand, the value of any known feasible solution

provides a lower bound (zL) on zMIP . Ideally, these two bounds are equal in which

case an optimal solution has been found.

Typically, the feasible region is divided by branching on a variable. Suppose that

(x̂, ŷ) is a feasible solution to LP (l, u). Branching on a variable is performed by

identifying a decision variable xj whose solution value in the relaxation is not integer-

valued. The constraint xj ≤ ⌊x̂j⌋ is enforced in one subproblem and the constraint

xj ≥ ⌈x̂j⌉ is enforced in the other subproblem. In a given feasible solution (x̂, ŷ)

to the LP relaxation of MIP, there may be many decision variables for which x̂j is

fractional. A natural question to ask is on which of the fractional variables should

the branching dichotomy be based.

Let us make a few definitions to precisely define the branch-and-bound algorithm.

We use the term node or subproblem to denote the LP relaxation problem associated

with a certain portion of the feasible region of MIP. The list A of nodes that must

still be solved is called the active set. Define zL to be a lower bound on the value

of zMIP . For a node N = (l, u), let zN
U be an upper bound on the value that zMIP

can have in the region associated with N . An upper bound on the value of zMIP is

maxN∈A z
N
U . Denote the optimal solution by (x∗, y∗). If (x̂, ŷ) is a feasible solution to

7
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LP (l, u), zLP (l,u−) and zLP (l+,u) are the LP relaxation value when the node is branched

down and up on variable xj respectively. The bounds of the child subproblems are

u−j = {u−k = uk,∀k 6= j and u−j = ⌊x̂j⌋} and l+j = {l−k = lk,∀k 6= j and l+j = ⌈x̂j⌉}.

The root node is LP (l, u) such that (l, u) are the original lower and upper bounds of

x ∈ Z
|I|
+ . Algorithm 1 is an LP-based branch-and-bound algorithm for solving MIP.

Algorithm 1 Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for MIP

Require: A = {N = (lo, uo)}. zL = −∞. (x∗, y∗) = ∅.
while A 6= ∅ do

Choose and delete a node N = (l, u) from A. (Select)
Solve LP (l, u). Let (x̂, ŷ) be the solution.
if zLP (l,u) ≤ zL then

Fathom node N .
else

if x̂ ∈ Z
|I|
+ then

(x∗, y∗) = (x̂, ŷ) and zL = zLP (l,u).
Remove nodes N with zN

U < zL from A.
else
N1 = (l, u−j ) and zN1

U = zLP (l,u).

N2 = (l+j , u) and zN2

U = zLP (l,u). (Branch)
A = A ∪N1 ∪N2.

end if
end if

end while

Since each node of the solution tree represents a linear programming problem that

must be solved in the process, it is important to keep the number of evaluated nodes

as small as possible. During the course of the algorithm, the two following decisions

need to be made,

• Branch: the variable on which to branch, and

• Select: the node to evaluate next.

We next discuss effective mechanisms for making the branching decision.
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1.2 Branching Variable Selection

A good branching strategy can result in significantly fewer nodes evaluated in the

branch-and-bound tree. This is especially important for difficult MIP instances.

Therefore, the branching decision can greatly impact the effectiveness of our branch-

and-bound based grid-enabled MIP solver.

The effectiveness of the branch-and-bound method strongly depends on how quickly

the upper bound on zMIP , obtained from the solution to a relaxation, decreases.

Therefore, we would like to branch on a variable that reduces this upper bound as

quickly as possible. In fact, a long line of integer programming research in the 1970’s

is focused on developing branching methods that estimated which variables would

be most likely to lead to a large decrease in the upper bound of the relaxation after

branching [18, 50, 78, 20, 45, 49]. We here discuss three of the most effective methods:

pseudocost branching, strong branching, and reliability branching. These methods

are based on the idea of pseudocosts. For a history and survey of other branching

methods, see Linderoth and Savelsbergh [69] and Achterberg et al. [1].

The essential idea behind pseudocosts is to estimate the change in zLP (l,u) if a

variable xj is chosen for branching at node N = (l, u). Suppose that x̂j = ⌊x̂j⌋ + fj,

with fj > 0. The value ρj− is a per unit change in zLP (l,u) when the variable xj

is rounded down. Similarly, the value ρj+ is a per unit change in zLP (l,u) when the

variable xj is rounded up. The values ρj− and ρj+ are called down and up pseudocosts

respectively [18]. The next time the variable xj is to be branched on, we can estimate

a decrease in objective function value on the down and up branches as

Dj− = ρj−fj and Dj+ = ρj+(1 − fj). (1.1)

There are several ways to obtain the value of pseudocosts of the variable xj.
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Direct Computation We can obtain the pseudocosts of the variable xj at node N

(“local” information) by explicitly performing dual simplex pivots to either partially

or completely resolve the child subproblems; resulting in values zLP (l,u−) and zLP (l+,u).

The down (PN
j−

) and up (PN
j+) local pseudocosts can be computed as follows:

PN
j− =

zLP (l,u−) − zLP (l,u)

fj

and PN
j+ =

zLP (l+,u) − zLP (l,u)

1 − fj

. (1.2)

This is similar to strong branching in which the selection of the branching variable is

made by tentatively selecting each variable from a potential set C of candidates to be

the branching variable and observing the change in relaxation value after performing

a limited number of dual simplex pivots. In full strong branching, the set C is chosen

to be the set of all fractional variables in the solution of the LP relaxation and there

is no upper limit placed on the number of dual simplex pivots performed. Full strong

branching is a computationally expensive method, so typically C is chosen to be a

subset of the fractional variables in the relaxation solution and the number of simplex

pivots performed is small.

Historical Prediction Many researchers have studied the effects of different ap-

proaches to obtain the pseudocosts [18, 49, 69]. The most effective way is to average

the local values obtained throughout the tree (“global” information) suggested by

Forrest et al. [45] and Eckstein [37] i.e.,

Pj− =

∑

PN
j−

nj

and Pj+ =

∑

PN
j+

nj

, (1.3)

where Pj− and Pj+ denote the down and up global pseudocost of variable xj respec-

tively and nj denotes how many times variable xj has been branching candidates.
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Combination The fact that strong branching can be a powerful, but computa-

tionally costly, the technique has led some researchers to consider weaker forms of

strong branching that only perform the necessary computations at certain nodes.

For example, Linderoth and Savelsbergh [69] suggested to perform strong branching

computations for variables that have yet to be branched upon and use the global

pseudocosts defined in equation (1.3) otherwise. The commercial package LINDO

performs strong branching at all nodes up to a specified depth of the branch-and-

bound tree [71]. This work was improved by Achterberg et al. [1], in a process called

reliability branching in which the choice of the set C and the number of pivots to

perform are dynamically altered during the course of the algorithm. The value of

nj = 8 in equation (1.3) was shown to be the number of times the strong branching

has to be performed before the global pseudocost of xj is “reliable”.

Once we have the bound estimates, we still must decide how to choose the branching

variable. Our goal is to maximize the difference in value of the LP relaxation from a

parent to its children, but since there are two children created by variable dichotomy,

different measures of “difference” have been suggested by many researchers. Bénichou

et al. [18] suggested to branch on the variable xj∗ with

j∗ ∈ arg max
j

{Dj− +Dj+},

that is, to branch on the variable with the maximum of the sum of the degradation on

both branches. Bénichou et al. [18] and Beale [14] suggested to branch on the variable

for which the smaller of the two estimated degradations is as large as possible. That

is,

j∗ ∈ arg max
j

{min{Dj− , Dj+}}.
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Eckstein [37] suggested combining these ideas by branching on the variable

j∗ ∈ arg max{α1 min{Dj− , Dj+} + α2 max{Dj− , Dj+}}. (1.4)

Linderoth and Savelsbergh [69] verify empirically that when α1 = 3 and α2 = 1 result

in good behavior over a wide range of instances and take this as default branching

rule for the MIP solver which we use as a component of our grid-enabled MIP solver

introduced later in Chapter 4.

We later describe other ways to use pseudocosts, namely node selection in Sec-

tion 1.3 and branch-and-bound tree size estimation in Section 3.3.

1.3 Node Selection

While the branching variable selection, described in Section 1.2, emphasizes on im-

proving the upper bound on zMIP . The node selection, in which we choose a candidate

node to evaluate, may focus on finding good feasible solutions (improving the lower

bound), proving that the current incumbent is a good solution (improving the up-

per bound) or both. Linderoth and Savelsbergh [69] categorize the node selection

methods as static methods, estimate-based methods, two-phase methods, and hybrid

methods.

Static Methods

There are two popular static methods for node selection. Best-first or best-bound

chooses a node N with the largest upper bound value (zN
U ). This strategy tends to

minimize the number of nodes evaluated and quickly improve the upper bound. The

drawbacks of best-first includes high memory requirement and high node evaluation

time. Depth-first selects a node with the maximum depth. This strategy tends to find

good lower bounds quickly since the good feasible solutions are typically found deep
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in the search tree. Depth-first also requires less memory and results in lower node

evaluation times than best-first. However, depth-first may evaluate many nodes that

would have been pruned had a better lower bound been found earlier. This results in

larger search trees.

Estimate-based Methods

Estimate-based methods select a node based on some estimate of the value of the

best feasible solution. The estimate of the best feasible solution at node N (EN) can

be obtained in various ways. Hirst [59] and Mitra [78] introduce the best projection

method. It chooses the node with the highest value of

zN
est = zN

U +
zL − z0

U

s0
sN , (1.5)

where sN =
∑

j∈I min(fj, 1 − fj) is a measure of total fractionality of solution to the

relaxation at node N , z0
U and s0 are the values computed at root node.

Bénichou et al. [18] and Forrest et al. [45] introduce the best estimate method. It

considers the remaining fractional variables associated with their pseudocosts when

estimating the best feasible solution. The estimate is computed using the formula

zN
est = zN

U −
∑

j∈I

min(Pj−fj,Pj+(1 − fj)). (1.6)

Two-phase Methods

Two-phase methods balance the opposing goals of finding good feasible solutions

and proving optimality together when choosing the node. These methods switch

from one goal to the other during the course of the search. The first phase focuses

on finding good feasible solutions and thus employs a depth-first strategy until a

feasible solution is found. The second phase emphasizes on proving that the solutions
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obtained are good, thus best-first is employed. More sophisticated two-phase methods

were proposed by Eckstein [38], Beale [14], and Forrest et al. [45].

Hybrid Methods

Hybrid methods are developed to satisfy both goals of finding good feasible solutions

and proving that the current incumbent is a good solution. Typically, depth-first is

employed until zN
U < τ , where τ is a threshold value. The next node is chosen by

a different node selection method, then the depth-first search resumes. Most MIP

solvers use variation of hybrid methods as the default node selection scheme. For

example, MINTO explores the branch-and-bound tree in a depth-first fashion until

reaching node N such that zN
U < zN

est, where zN
est is computed from equation (1.6).

Then, the next node is selected by best-first method and the search continues in a

depth-first manner.

1.4 Computational Grids

Networks of computers, such as the Internet, that have been highly successful as com-

munication and information-sharing devices, are beginning to realize their enormous

potential as computational platforms [47]. Computational grids are collections of

loosely-coupled, geographically distributed, heterogeneous computing resources that

can provide significant computing power over long time periods. As an example of

the vast computing power available on computational grids, consider the Berkeley

Open Interface for Network Computing (BOINC) project [6], which consists of over

560,000 computer worldwide and has provided ten thousands of CPU centuries of

computing cycles to various projects. Computational grids are generally used in this

manner, as high throughput computing devices. In high-throughput computing, the

focus is on using resources over long time periods to solve problems larger than would
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otherwise be possible. This is in contrast to high-performance computing in which

the performance is usually delivered and measured on a shorter time scale. Another

important distinction is that high-performance resources are typically scheduled and

users must request a fixed number of processors for a fixed computing time. It is ex-

tremely difficult to accurately predict the CPU time required for branch-and-bound

algorithms, which makes using resources in such a rigid manner nearly impossible

for purveyors of branch and bound. One of the aims of our research is to improve

the accuracy of work estimate, discussed later in Chapter 3. A grid computing ap-

proach must be more flexible in its use of resources. Computational grids are not

engineered for achieving peak instantaneous performance or solving problems in sec-

onds, or minutes, but rather for solving larger problems than would otherwise be

possible by harnessing the computing power of a diverse and untapped collection of

processors. Indeed, achieving good performance in a high-throughput sense is our

main focus in this work. Typically, grid computing environments are very powerful

and inexpensive, but their use is more challenging than traditional parallel computers

in a number of fundamental ways. We define computational grids as collections of

processors that are

• Unreliable – Resources disappear without notice,

• Dynamically available – Resources appear during the course of the computation,

• Weakly linked – Communication times between any given pair of processors are

long and unpredictable,

• Heterogeneous – Resources vary in their operational characteristics (memory,

processor speed, and operating system).

This thesis focuses on computational grids built using the Condor software system

[72], which manages distributively-owned collections of workstations known as Condor
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pools. A unique and powerful feature of Condor is that each machine’s owner specifies

the conditions under which jobs are allowed to run. In particular, the default policy

is to stop a Condor job when a workstation’s owner begins using the machine. In this

way, Condor jobs only use cycles that would have otherwise been wasted. Because

of the minimal intrusion of the Condor system, workstation owners are often quite

willing to donate their machines, and large computational grids from Condor pools

can be built.

Our computational grids draw CPU power from the Condor system of non-dedicated

processors, so fault tolerance is of extreme importance to our work. In this thesis,

we assume that the master is a fixed (fairly reliable) processor and the workers are

assigned dynamically during the course of the solution procedure. Fault tolerance is

an ability to restart long-running computation from the point of failure. In master-

worker paradigm, the fault is less severe if it occurs on the worker side. The task is

re-sent to another worker. To mitigate the risk on the master, the master state is

periodically written into a file.

1.5 Literature Survey

In this section, we review previous work related to the challenges we study along the

way to achieve the goal of building an effective grid-enabled MIP solver. We also

review available software for solving MIP.

1.5.1 Fault Tolerance

A variety of authors have realized the importance of providing support for master-

worker applications running on computational grids. The packages Piranha [23] and

Carmi-Wodi [87] were both adaptive master-worker systems. Piranha was built on

top of the Linda tuple-space model, while Carmi-Wodi relied on Condor-PVM. Both
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of these codes are no longer available or supported.

There are a variety of packages, for example Bayanihan [91, 90], Xtremeweb [22],

and COSM [16], that employ the master-worker model as a framework for developing

computational grids from volunteer computing resources. Ninf-C [79] is a master-

worker-based computing toolkit that runs on top of Condor. It is effectively an

extension of the Condor DAGMan tool [72] that allows for a dynamically changing

workflow. Ninf-C is designed for coarse-grained parallelism, as each computational

task in the master-worker paradigm is mapped onto one Condor job. TOP-C [26]

is a framework that allows for rapid prototyping of master-worker style scientific

computations. TOP-C works only with MPI, and as such, its focus is on distributed

applications running on dedicated clusters of processors. The AppLeS Master/Worker

Application Template (AMWAT) [93] is a master-worker framework that supports

process spawning and interprocess communication using sockets and shared memory.

AMWAT also supports Globus, MPICH, and PVM. The AMWAT scheduler uses a

separate package to detect process failure and AMWAT cannot presently recover from

the death of the master process. Raftnet [67] is a lightweight library for master-worker

parallel programs, but does not have an interface for the dynamic addition of tasks.

1.5.2 Contention

The centralized approach to branch-and-bound algorithms in which a single master

maintains the search tree and assigns tasks to workers is not scalable. The master

processor becomes a performance bottleneck when it is overwhelmed with the requests

from the workers. A fine-grain task can especially cause poor performance for the

single master framework. Therefore, applications must instead have large enough

grain size that compensate for the communication overhead. By solving a number

of quadratic assignment problems to optimality, Anstreicher et al. [8] showed that

the grain size and the manner in which the tree search is performed can have a
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significant impact on the resulting parallel branch-and-bound algorithm’s scalability

and efficiency. Neary and Cappello [80] studied the effect of grain size when solving

traveling salesman problems on computational grids.

The hierarchical master-worker paradigm, also known as decentralized approach,

is another solution to alleviate the contention problem. In the hierarchical framework,

there is a single supervisor processor that controls multiple processor sets. Each set

is composed of a single master and multiple worker processors. The tasks are first

distributed from the supervisor to the masters, then the masters assigned the tasks

to the workers. The results are reported from the workers in the reverse order.

ALPS [102] and PEBBL [40] are both C++ class libraries for constructing parallel

tree search. They are frameworks that handle generic features of tree search while

allow users to implement specialized algorithms by deriving a small number of abstract

methods. The parallel tree search are controlled by master-hub-worker paradigm.

Processors are organized into clusters. Each cluster has one hub that manages a

number of workers. The master supervises the work of the hub.

Aida et al. [3] described a hierarchical master-worker paradigm aimed at reducing

application performance degradation including contention that may occur as a result

of a single master. Their framework is applied on a branch-and-bound algorithm to

minimize the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix function and run on a distributed com-

putational grid testbed of up to 50 processors. Aida and Osumi [2] extended this work

in scaling the algorithm up to 384 processors. Aida et al. [3] conclude that “the con-

ventional master-worker paradigm is not suitable to efficiently solve the optimization

problem with fine-grain tasks on the WAN setting, because communication overhead

is too high compared to the costs of the tasks.” While this conclusion is certainly true,

it is our contention that a significant majority of branch-and-bound algorithms can

be made to consist of coarse-grained tasks and the loss of coordinated control induced

by such the algorithmic decision does not result in significant redundant work being
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done. We note that fault tolerance was not addressed in master-worker frameworks

of Aida et al. [3] and Aida and Osumi [2].

Iamnitchi and Foster [61] proposed a fully-decentralized branch-and-bound al-

gorithm that addresses the fault recovery issue by propagating messages about the

complete subtrees to all processors through a gossip mechanism [5]. This mechanism

may result in significant overhead, both in terms of redundant work and bandwidth

usage. However, simulated results on reasonably-sized configurations show that in

many cases the overhead is acceptable. The works of Drummond et al. [36] and Filho

et al. [42] describe a decentralized branch-and-bound algorithmic framework that is

used to solve instances of the Steiner Problem using the branch-and-bound algorithm.

Good computational results are presented on configurations of up to 48 processors.

1.5.3 Search and Branching Strategy

Healy [58], Dakin [30], Davis et al. [33], and Driebeek [35] were among the first to

introduce the idea of finding a lower bound on the objective function degradation

by essentially implicitly performing one dual simplex pivot. Breu and Burdet [20]

provided computational evidence that this idea can be beneficial. In addition, Tomlin

[98] have proposed extensions of Driebeek [35]. However branching methods based

on simple lower bound calculations fell out of favor in later years [45, 14].

The concept of strong branching was proposed by Applegate et al. [9]. In Sec-

tion 4.1, we take the strong branching one step further by looking at the impact

of branching decision made from grandchild nodes’ information. We are not aware

of a work that considers the impact of the branching decision on grandchild nodes.

Anstreicher and Brixius [7] considered a “weak” (but computationally efficient) form

of two-level branching as one of four branching methods. In the method, k1 “piv-

ots” are made to consider one branching decision, then using dual information akin

to the penalties of Driebeek [35], one more “pivot” on a second branching entity is
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considered.

Our work in Chapter 4 employs restart procedures in the branch-and-bound tree

search. Gomes et al. [53] demonstrated the importance of randomized restart when

solving constraint satisfaction problems. Deterministic search algorithms are shown to

solve some problems faster than others. Small changes to the search algorithms due to

randomness in branching heuristics can result in significant reduction in total running

time. The decision made at the top of the search space is the most crucial factor of

the total running time. Different restart indicators are tested on two solvers and the

results show that the mean of total running time is substantially diminished. To avoid

repetition of the same search space, Zhang [104] introduced an idea of checkpoints

with a random jump strategy. It is proved that the searches are never duplicated

with previous ones. This is exactly similar to how all MIP node selection strategies

work. Walsh [100] proposed a universal restart strategy, called Randomization and

Geometric Restart (RGR), for general total running time distributions. The restart

indicators are increased with a constant factor for each new restart.

Bussieck et al. [21] have shown that restart can also be effective for solving difficult

MIP instances on the grids with GAMS/CPLEX. While most tasks are completed

within a time limit of 2 hours, a few subtrees still have open nodes left to be eval-

uated. When the time limit on the worker is reached, the subtree is re-evaluated

by performing strong branching. This restart strategy helps to solve 4 previously

unsolved MIPLIB 2003 instances [77], namely a1c1s2, roll3000, swath, and timtab2.

1.5.4 Work Estimation

Knuth [63] first attempted to estimate the size of a general backtrack tree by applying

a leaf counting method. The general backtrack is a systematic approach to completely

search all possible solutions. It is like branch-and-bound tree search without the

bounding mechanism for fathoming nodes. Nodes are only pruned by infeasibility in
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the case of general backtrack. The estimate is obtained by performing a random dive

from the root in which the child node is selected randomly according to the uniform

distribution. The dive is stopped when a leaf is reached and the estimate is taken

to be the size of a complete tree ending at the depth of the leaf found. The random

dive is performed repeatedly from the root until a leaf is reached (node is fathomed).

The estimated tree size is an average over several trials. Knuth tests the effectiveness

of random diving for estimating search tree size on many application, e.g., uncrossed

knight’s tour problems and most of them show promising results. However, Knuth

points out that random diving cannot be applied directly to estimate the size of

branch-and-bound trees unless the optimal solution is known in advance. In addition,

backtrack trees possess a “heavy-tailed” behavior than can make estimating their size

difficult in some instances. The heavy-tailed characteristic of the backtrack occurs

when there exists a small number of leaf nodes at deep levels of the tree. Even though

these leaves can be reached with a low probability in a dive, the random dive ending

deeper down constitutes exponentially more nodes in the average estimation.

Knuth suggested a refinement called importance sampling in which the successor

of a node is selected according to a weighted distribution designed to include visiting

deeper leaf nodes. The estimate is then systematically adjusted to account for this

bias. Knuth’s method has been improved in many ways in later years. Purdom [88]

generalized Knuth’s method by performing a partial backtrack search. The method

uses partial backtracking and allows several branches out of a node in order to reduce

variance. The method especially improves the prediction made on larger tree size.

Chen [24] presented a method called heuristic sampling that classifies nodes using

a heuristic function called a stratifier. Chen [24] demonstrated that the stratified

sampling can reflect broad characteristic of the nodes and also reduce the variance of

the estimate. The method leads to a more accurate estimation by applying different
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methods to estimate the size of search tree including depth-first, breadth-first, best-

first, and iterative deepening.

Kilby et al. [62] modified Knuth’s offline method to one that is online. The

Weighted Backtrack Estimator incorporates Knuth’s idea with the probability of ran-

dom dive reaching a given leaf node. We investigate and expand more on this idea in

Section 3.2. Lobjois and Lemaitre [73] proposed a Selection by Performance Predic-

tion (SPP) method which selects a branch-and-bound algorithm that is likely to per-

form best for maximal constraint satisfaction problems by applying Knuth’s method

to estimate the running time. The result demonstrates that the method can match

the best algorithm to each instances in most cases. Allen and Minton [4] considered

an approach called a Runtime Performance Prediction (RPP) that chooses the best

heuristic algorithm for a given constraint satisfaction problem. The method applies

Knuth’s method to estimate the size of the tree and the number of constraint checks

per node. Anstreicher et al. [8] estimated the running time of the branch-and-bound

algorithm for QAP. With Knuth’s method, the solution time of instances with size

less than 24 can successfully be estimated. To make a more precise estimation in

larger problems up to size 30, importance sampling that assigns probability to each

node according to its relative gap is applied.

There are several approaches other than the fundamental idea of Knuth attempt-

ing to estimate the size of the search tree. Cornuejols et al. [27] presented a model-

fitting method that is based on the general shape of most branch-and-bound trees.

The model are characterized using several parameters, e.g., the number of nodes at

each level, the level at which the width is the maximum, the maximum depth of the

tree, the last level at which the tree is a complete binary tree. The model to estimate

the size of branch-and-bound tree measures a sequence of changes in the width of the

tree from one level to the next. Kilby et al. [62] proposed a recursion method named

Recursive Estimator. The method assumes that the structure of unexplored search
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tree is similar to the current one. Özaltin et al. [82] developed a graphical represen-

tation tool that utilize statistics associated with each node in the branch-and-bound

tree, e.g., upper and lower bounds, number of integer infeasible variables. The tool

is aimed at helping users to assess current performance and predict future progress

of the algorithms.

1.5.5 Software for MIP

All modern software for MIP employs branch-and-bound algorithm as a basis for

solving the NP-hard discrete optimization problems. While commercial packages,

including CPLEX [28] and XPRESS [32], are the most efficient in term of speed

and robustness, noncommercial and open source solvers, such as MINTO [81], SYM-

PHONY [89], GLPK [74], and CBC [43], provide more flexibility for the users to tailor

for specific applications. A number of solvers are aimed at serial implementation of

LP-based branch and bound. MINTO [81], SYMPHONY [89], GLPK [74], and bon-

saiG [57] are among general-purpose MIP solvers that are based on algorithms not

exploiting special structure. On the other hand, BCP [65], ABACUS [97], and CBC

[43] are generic frameworks in which the use of special structure can be implemented

via user-supplied, problem-specific subroutines and can also be run in parallel.

Notable implementations of parallel branch-and-bound algorithms as general MIP

solvers include FATCOP [25], PARINO [83], SYMPHONY [89], and BLIS [103]. FAT-

COP [25] is implemented using master-worker framework and designed to run on non-

dedicated processor under Condor resource management system [72]. PARINO [83]

exploits the concept of active entities for distributed computation such that it can

work on any message-passing system. In addition, various parameters such as search

and heuristic strategies can be altered during the solution process. SYMPHONY [89]

is developed based on brand, cut, and price algorithm and can be used as a “black-

box” MIP solver either in sequential or parallel, where users only need to implement
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a few required functions. It is also capable of solving bicriteria MIP, performing local

sensitivity analysis, and warm starting the branch-and-bound process. CHiPPs [103],

PEBBL [40], PPBB-Lib [99], PUBB [94, 95], and BOB [17] are frameworks for general

parallel branch and bound. Many issues in traditional parallel computing environ-

ment have been studied. However, little work has been done in the area of branch

and bound on computational grids. In addition, all the parallel MIP solvers except

for FATCOP do not explicitly address the significant fault tolerance issues necessary

to run on computational grids composed of harnessed idle CPU cycles. Crainic et al.

[29] give a complete review of parallel branch-and-bound algorithms.

1.6 Computational Tools

In this section, we summarize important features of 3 computational tools that we

use to perform computational experiments in this thesis.

1.6.1 MW

The master-worker framework is centrally controlled at a master processor. The

master is responsible for managing load balance, detecting task termination, and col-

lecting job statistics. The workers perform portions of computation and report results

back only to the master. Workers cannot communicate with one another. There have

been many frameworks developed to support abstract master-worker computations

as described in Section 1.5. Many different types of applications besides branch and

bound can make use of the master-worker paradigm. To effectively run fine-grained,

adaptive, master-worker computations on non-dedicated computational grids built

from Condor resources, we use and extend mw the framework of Goux et al. [55].

mw consists of an Application Programming Interface (API) designed to be easy

for application programmers to use, but one that also allows the users to exploit
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specific properties of the algorithm in order to build an efficient implementation.

In order to parallelize an application with mw, the application programmers must

re-implement three abstract base classes, MWDriver, MWTask, and MWWorker.

MWDriver

To create the MWDriver, the users need to re-implement four pure virtual methods:

• get userinfo(int argc, char *argv[]) – Processes arguments and does ba-

sic setup.

• setup initial tasks(int *n, MWTask ***tasks) – Returns the address of

an array of pointers to tasks on which the computation is to begin. For branch-

and-bound algorithms, n=1 and the task is a description of the root node.

• pack worker init data() – Packs the initial data to be sent to the worker

upon startup. Typically this consists of at least a description of the problem

instance to be solved.

• act on completed task(MWTask *task) – Is called every time a task finishes.

For branch-and-bound algorithms, typically this method involved calling the

MWDriver::addTasks(int n, MWTask **tasks) method if the recently com-

pleted task has resulted in new nodes (tasks) that must be completed.

The MWDriver manages a set of MWTasks and a set of MWWorkers to execute

those tasks. The MWDriver base class handles workers joining and leaving the com-

putation, assigns tasks to appropriate workers, and rematches running tasks when

workers are lost. All this complexity is hidden from the application programmers.

MWTask

The MWTask is the abstraction of one unit of work. The class holds both the data

describing the work to be done by a task and the results computed by the workers. For
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branch-and-bound algorithms, the input portion of the task consists of a description

of one node. For the input node, the goal is to evaluate the entire subtree rooted at

this node. The result portion of the task is a list of nodes that were unevaluated when

the task CPU limit was reached. The derived task class must implement functions for

sending and receiving its data between the master and workers. The names of these

functions are self-explanatory: pack work(), unpack work(), pack results(), and

unpack results(). These functions call associated pack() and unpack() functions

in the MWRMComm class to perform the communication.

MWWorker

The MWWorker class is the core of the worker executable. Two pure virtual functions

must be implemented:

• unpack init data() – Unpacks the initialization information passed in the

MWDriver’s pack worker init data(). This method can also perform any

computations necessary to initialize the workers before receiving tasks.

• execute task(MWTask *task) – Given a task, computes the results. When

implementing branch-and-bound algorithms, the task is a subtree. The users

are responsible for writing code to perform branch-and-bound functions and

manage a set of active nodes.

The MWWorker asks the master for a task and sits in a simple loop. Given a

task, it computes the results, reports the results back, and waits for another task.

The loop finishes when the master asks the worker to end.

1.6.2 Additional MW Features

In this section, we explain some additional features of mw that are of specific im-

portance for our branch-and-bound applications.
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Task List Management

In mw the master class manages a list of uncompleted tasks and a list of workers.

For branch-and-bound algorithm, the list of uncompleted tasks is similar to the set

of active nodes. The default scheduling mechanism in mw is to simply assign a task

at the head of the task list to the first idle worker in the worker list. However, mw

gives flexibility to the users in the manner in which each of the lists are ordered.

For example, mw allows the users to easily implement both a Last-In-First-Out

policy (LIFO) and a First-In-First-Out policy (FIFO) by simply specifying the loca-

tion at which new tasks are added to the task list (the MWTaskAdditionMode) to be

one of ADD AT END or ADD AT BEGIN in the method MWDriver::set task add mode

(MWTaskAdditionMode t).

A more dynamic way in which to manage the task list is through task keys. Each

(derived) MWTask may be assigned a key value through the method MWDriver::

set task key function(MWKey(*)(MWTask *) key func), where key func is the ad-

dress of a function that takes a pointer to the MWTask and returns the MWKey of the

task, which is typed to be a double. The task key may be changed dynamically dur-

ing the course of the computation by using this method. The task list can be sorted

through the method MWDriver::sort task list(), and once sorted, the tasks can

be added and retrieved from the sorted list by tasks’ key value. In mw, the task list

is sorted from smallest to largest key value, e.g., the task key for best-first search is

zN
U .

One final method that can be of particular importance to branch-and-bound ap-

plications is a call that can delete all tasks in the task list whose key values are larger

than a specified value: MWDriver::delete tasks worse than(MWKey).
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User-Level Checkpointing

Long running computations invariably at some point fail. A program bug, a power

loss, an operating system upgrade, or a network failure can cause the program to stop

execution. Being able to easily deal with failures of the worker executable is precisely

the purpose of mw, so these failures cause little problem. mw can detect each failure

and resend the task the failed worker was executing to another worker. A crash on

the master is more serious. To mitigate this risk, mw provides a mechanism for user-

level checkpointing of the master state. We rely on a user-level checkpoint, rather

than the automatic (image-level) checkpoint of the master, for the simple reason that

the application specific checkpoint is far more concise. To implement checkpointing

in mw the users need to implement the following four methods that read and write

the state of the master and tasks to a file:

• MWDriver::write master state(FILE *fp),

• MWDriver::read master state(FILE *fp),

• MWTask::write ckpt info(FILE *fp),

• MWTask::read ckpt info(FILE *fp).

Statistics and Benchmarking

At the end of a computation, mw reports various performance statistics. mw relies

on a (dynamically changing) set of workers W , and for each worker j ∈W , a variety

of statistics are collected, including:

• uj, the wall clock time that worker j is available,

• cj, the CPU time that worker j uses to execute tasks, and

• sj, the wall clock time that worker j is suspended by the resource manager
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mw also reports to the users the overall parallel utilization η:

η
def
=

∑

j∈W cj
∑

j∈W (uj − sj)
. (1.7)

Benchmarking computations that run on dynamically available, heterogeneous

processors is a very difficult issue. In order to compute an algorithmic performance

statistic that is comparable between runs, the users can register a benchmark task

with mw. When a worker is available to begin computation, the MWDriver sends the

worker the benchmark task to compute, records the CPU time required to perform

this task, and uses this number to compute a normalized total CPU time. If bj =

1/tj, ∀j ∈ W is the reciprocal of the CPU time worker j required to complete the

benchmark task and bM = 1/tM is the reciprocal of the time for the master processor

to complete the task, then mw reports a normalized CPU time of

T =

∑

j∈W cjbj

bM
. (1.8)

In our research, we often use this normalized benchmark feature for tuning the myriad

of parameters in the branch-and-bound algorithms.

The RMComm Layer

mw contains an abstract interface to different resource management and commu-

nication mechanisms. Thus, by simply linking with the appropriate libraries, the

users can rely on different software to find appropriate worker processors and com-

municate between master and worker processors. Currently, there are four RMComm

implementations in the standard MW distribution: Condor-Sockets, Condor-PVM,

Condor-Files, and an Independent layer, useful for debugging, in which both master

and worker exist in a single process.

In the mw the users can specify the number of workers of the RMComm layer
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using the method set target num workers(). By default, the available machines are

allocated in a increment of six until the number of requested processors is reached.

However, the method set worker increment() allows the users to change the incre-

mental number of allocated machined.

1.6.3 Condor

Heterogeneous clusters of workstations are the main source of computing resources

in this thesis. The computational grids are built using the Condor software system

[72], which manages distributively-owned collections of workstations known as Condor

pools. The activity on all participating machines including availability of machines

and job requests are monitored by Condor. A unique and powerful feature of Condor

is that each machine’s owner specifies the conditions under which jobs are allowed to

run. In particular, the default policy is to stop a Condor job when a workstation’s

owner begins using the machine. In this way, Condor jobs only use cycles that would

have otherwise been wasted.

Condor is comprised of a specialized machine called the central manager and an

arbitrary number of other machines that are members of the computing pool. The

central manager acts like a repository of information about the current state of the

pool. The Condor architecture has several kinds of daemons spread through the

central manager, the machines submitting the jobs, and the machines in the pool.

• Central manager: The condor collector daemon gets all information related

to the status of the pool that is periodically send by all other daemons. The

condor negotiator daemon obtains the information about the available ma-

chines from the condor collector daemon and tries to match the submitted

jobs to the machines that serve them. The condor negotiator daemon runs

every 5 minutes.
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• Submit machine: The condor schedd daemon represents users to the Condor

pool and contacts the central manager to find available nodes to submit jobs.

There is one condor shadow daemon for each currently running job. It makes

all decisions related to the job, which includes logging its progress and service

remote systems calls the job may make.

• Pool machine: The condor startd daemon is responsible for enforcing the pol-

icy under which remote jobs are started, suspended, resumed, vacated, or killed.

When the condor startd daemon is ready, it spawns the condor starter

daemon to execute the job. The condor starter sets up the execution en-

vironment, starts the job, and monitors its progress. When it detects that

the job is completed, it sends back status information to the corresponding

condor shadow daemon and exits.

1.6.4 MINTO

MINTO is a sophisticated general purpose LP-based branch-and-bound MIP solver

with advanced features such as cutting planes, preprocessing and primal heuristics.

The LP relaxation problems are solved by calling an LP-solver, e.g., CPLEX [28]

and CLP [44]. In addition, MINTO provides user application functions for users

to implement their own specific routines in C or C++ to control key portions of the

branch-and-bound algorithm. We refer to MINTO manual [81] for full details. In this

section, we only summarize the application functions that are used in the thesis.

• appl node is a function that allows the users to enter the program at the point

when MINTO has selected an active node to evaluate (Select in Algorithm 1).

The users can implement a structure or class to maintain node information

other than what MINTO has already provided.
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• appl primal is a function that allows the users to provide a lower bound to

MINTO.

• appl divide is a function that allows the users to enter the program at the

point when MINTO has finished solving the LP relaxation of a node and about

to partition the node into two subproblems (Branch in Algorithm 1). The

users can implement methods to specify a branching variable.

• appl exit is a function that allows the users to perform any final routines before

MINTO terminates.

The information about the pseudocosts can be obtained through the MINTO in-

quiry function inq pseudocosts. It returns the value of global and local pseudocosts.

We can control the pseudocost initialization process by setting two MINTO parame-

ters through an option file. We use branch pseudo numtrust to set the limit on nj

defined in equation (1.3) and branch pseudoinit iter to set the limit on the num-

ber of dual simplex pivots. For MINTO, the set C of candidate branching variables

is chosen to be the set of all fractional variables at node N .

1.7 Performance Profile

We use performance profiles to report results in many computational experiments

throughout this thesis. The performance profile, introduced by Dolan and Moré [34],

is a relative measure of the effectiveness of a solver s when compared to a group of

solvers S on a set of problem instances P . To completely specify the performance

profile, we need the following definitions:

• γps is a quality measure of solver s when solving problem p (typically the CPU

time s take to solve p),

• rps = γps/(mins∈S γps), and
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• ̺s(τ) = |{p ∈ P | rps ≤ τ}| /|P |.

Hence, ̺s(τ) is the fraction of instances for which the performance of solver s is

within a factor of τ of the best. A performance profile for solver s is the graph of ̺s(τ).

In general, the higher the graph of a solver, the better the relative performance. We

may use a number of different quality measures. For example, we can use the number

of nodes as the quality measure γps. Under this measure, ̺s(1) is the fraction of

instances for which solver s evaluated the fewest number of nodes to verify optimality

and ̺s(∞) is the fraction of instances for which solver s verified the optimality of

the solution of value zL. The CPU time or integrality gap can be used as the quality

measure as well. In this section, we use an estimation error, defined in equation (3.8),

as the quality measure.

1.8 Thesis Outline

In this thesis, we address the challenges of fault tolerance, contention, search and

branching strategies, and work estimation in order to build an effective grid-enabled

MIP solver. In Chapter 2, we demonstrate that branch-and-bound algorithms for

MIP problems can be effectively implemented on computational grids. We argue

that to easily and effectively harness the power of computational grids for branch-

and-bound algorithms, the master-worker paradigm should be used to control the

algorithm. While recognizing that the master-worker paradigm is inherently not

scalable, we show that the manner in which the tree search is performed can have a

significant impact on the resulting parallel branch-and-bound algorithm’s scalability

and efficiency. These ideas equally well apply to more general branch-and-bound

implementations. To illustrate the impact of the issues we discuss, the chapter ends

with a case study implementing a branch-and-bound solver for the 0-1 knapsack

problem running on a wide-area computational grid of hundreds of processors. Much
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of the material from Chapter 2 appears as the paper “MW: A Software Framework

for Combinatorial Optimization on Computational Grids” in the collection “Parallel

Combinatorial Optimization”, edited by E. Talbi [52].

In Chapter 3, we are interested in the fact that MIP requires inherently exponential

search and in many cases MIP instances can require several months to solve or may not

be solvable with any available amount of computing power. Unfortunately, during the

solution process, there is little feedback regarding the amount of work remaining and

how long MIP solvers will take before solving a problem. Our focus is on developing

and testing procedures in which the amount of work required, i.e., the size of branch-

and-bound tree, can be accurately estimated. While Knuth’s original idea is an

offline method that requires a certain amount of time at the beginning for estimation

process without making any progress in solving the real problem. The online method

is an estimation process that is updated dynamically during the solution process.

We introduce two new online estimation methods. First, we extend the original idea

of Knuth [63]. Second, we use pseudocosts as a key ingredient in a new estimation

procedure. We describe mechanisms and implementation details of how to gather and

use node information in both methods. We show that the estimation accuracy can be

improved by a bias reduction method. The effectiveness is first tested by setting zL

to the value of the optimal solution in order to minimize factors other than branching

that determine the size of branch-and-bound tree. We then demonstrate that with

only small modification, both method do not require knowledge of feasible solution

values in order to make good estimates. Computational results on a wide variety

of instances are reported and show that the methods compares favorably to other

methods in the literature.

In Chapter 4, we focus on building an effective grid-enabled MIP solver out of

existing software components. We first study the benefit of a new computationally

intensive branching scheme called lookahead branching in which the current branching
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decision is based on the bounds and information of the child nodes two levels deeper

than the current node. We combine MINTO with mw to create a powerful grid-

enabled MIP solver (MW-MINTO). We describe a “blackbox” implementation of mw in

which the MWWorker::execute task()method is implemented with a user-supplied

executable. This alleviates the programming burden and makes it even easier for

users to construct powerful distributed algorithms with mw. We give an overview

of a blackbox implementation of mw (MWBlackbox). We explain how MINTO is

engineered to run using MWBlackbox and describe additional implementation details

necessary to support branch-and-bound algorithms with the framework. We exam-

ine implementation issues including starting branching and restart strategies with

the lookahead branching that can be shown to be effective for solving difficult MIP

instances in the grid environments. We also incorporate the work estimation pro-

cedures into MW-MINTO to help us determine difficult subproblems that need to be

restarted. We end with a large-scale computation to solve difficult MIP instances

running MW-MINTO on the computational grids.

Id : knapsack.tex, v1.142008 − 07 − 2119 : 54 : 25wasuExp
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Chapter 2

Branch and Bound on

Computational Grids

A fundamental drawback of using non-dedicated resources in the case of branch and

bound is that if a processor leaves the computation, then the nodes on that processor

must be re-evaluated. On the computational grids, we favor parallelization strategies

in which nodes are stored centrally on a master processor. Failure of the master pro-

cessor can be overcome through a checkpointing mechanism, by periodically writing

descriptions of the nodes to a disk. Having a single master processor responsible for

managing the list of nodes that must be evaluated is also appealing from the stand-

point that it provides a simple mechanism for dealing with the dynamic, error-prone

nature of computational grids. If a new resource becomes available during the course

of the computation, it can simply be assigned active nodes from the master processor.

Likewise, should a resource be reclaimed (or fail) while evaluating a node, the master

processor can simply assign that node to a different processor. Thus, for reasons

of simplicity, the master-worker paradigm is very appealing for the grid computing

environment.
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However, the master-worker paradigm is inherently unscalable. That is, for con-

figurations consisting of a large number of workers, the master processor may be

overwhelmed in dealing with requests from the workers and contention may occur.

Many parallel branch-and-bound methods have a more loosely coupled form of coordi-

nated control that allows for more scalability. It is our goal in this chapter to show the

limits to which branch-and-bound algorithms can be scaled using the master-worker

paradigm, with a well-engineered version of the algorithm running on the computa-

tional grids. To illustrate the impact of the issues we discuss, this chapter ends with

a case study implementation of a branch-and-bound solver to solve the 0-1 knapsack

problem running on a wide-area computational grid of hundreds of processors.

2.1 Issues of Branch and Bound on Computational

Grids

The efficiency of branch-and-bound algorithms in the grid computing environment is

impacted by numerous factors. In this section, we discuss those issues and describe

modifications to achieve better performance. We later show in Section 2.2 that by

carefully tuning the search parameters, the effectiveness of branch-and-bound solvers

can be greatly increased.

2.1.1 Contention

The lack of scalability of most master-worker implementations comes from the bot-

tleneck created when a single master process must serve many worker requests. The

contention problem can be quite serious in the grid computing environment, as our

goal is to have hundreds or thousands of workers served by the single master. To

ease the contention problem, it is useful to think of the master-worker paradigm as a

simple G/G/1 queueing model. There are two ways to increase the efficiency of the
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model:

1. Decrease the arrival rate. This can be accomplished by increasing the granular-

ity of the computation. In the context of branch and bound, the grain size can

be increased by making the base unit of work in the parallel branch-and-bound

algorithms a subtree, not a single node. The grain size can be limited by giving

an upper bound on the CPU time (or number of nodes) spent evaluating the

subtree.

2. Increase the service rate. This can be accomplished by searching the subtrees in

a depth-first manner. Searching the subtrees depth-first minimizes the number

of nodes that will be left unexplored if the evaluation limit on the subtrees is

reached. This has two positive effects for increasing the service rate of the master

processor. First, the size of the messages passed to the master is reduced, and

second, the size of the list of unexplored nodes on the master is kept small. We

demonstrate the effect of node selection on contention and parallel utilization

of a master-worker branch-and-bound algorithm in Section 2.2.3.

2.1.2 Ramp-up and Ramp-down

Contention is not the only issue that may cause a lack of efficiency of the parallel

branch-and-bound algorithms. Ramp-up and ramp-down, referring to the times at the

beginning and the end of the computation when there are more processors available

than active nodes of the search tree, can also reduce the efficiency. A simple and

effective way to deal with these issues is to exploit the fact that the grain size of

the branch-and-bound algorithms can be dynamically altered. If the number of tasks

in the master’s list is less than α, the maximum task time is set to a small number

of β seconds. Note that this strategy works to improve the efficiency in both the

ramp-up and ramp-down phases. The effectiveness of ramp-up and ramp-down is
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demonstrated by computational experiments in Section 2.2.3.

2.1.3 Clean-up

The unit of work in our parallel branch-and-bound algorithms is a time or node limited

subtree in order to ease contention effects at the master. However, a subtle point with

regard to this strategy is that even though we may wish a worker to evaluate a subtree

for γ seconds, it may take significantly less than γ seconds to completely evaluate and

fathom the subtree. Somehow, we would like to ensure that if a node enters the

master’s task queue, then it is likely that it will require the full time γ (or close to

the full time γ) to evaluate. This is accomplished with a second (or clean-up) phase

in every task. The goal of the clean-up phase is to fathom nodes that are unlikely

to lead to full-length tasks. Nodes deeper in the branch-and-bound tree are likely to

lead to short tasks, so in the clean-up phase, the focus is on evaluating these nodes.

One strategy for implementing clean-up is the following. When the time limit γ is

reached on the worker, the worker computes the average depth d of its unevaluated

nodes. Then, the worker is given an additional τ1γ seconds to attempt to evaluate

every node whose depth is larger than ψ1d. Note that if the worker is evaluating

nodes in a depth-first fashion, this simply amounts to “popping up” the stack of

nodes to depth ψ1d. This simple idea can be extended to a multi-phase clean up,

wherein if the first phase of clean-up is not successful in removing all nodes of depth

larger than ψ1d, the worker is given an additional τ2γ seconds to remove all nodes

whose depth are larger than ψ2d. Typically, ψ2 > ψ1, the goal is to make it more

likely for subsequent clean-up phases to complete. We demonstrate the effectiveness

of clean-up in removing short tasks in the case study in Section 2.2.3.
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2.1.4 High-water/Low-water

The ability to dynamically alter the task key during the course of the search is im-

portant for some branch-and-bound computations. For example, many branch-and-

bound algorithms search the tree in a best-first manner. For large branch-and-bound

trees, this can lead to the number of active nodes becoming very large, exhausting the

available memory on the master processor. Instead, by dynamically altering the task

list ordering, the users can adopt an approach where the nodes are searched best-first

until the number of tasks at the master exceeds a “high-water” level h, then the task

list is reordered so that the tasks with the worst bound are searched. The task list

can be kept in this order until its size of becomes smaller than a “low-water” level ℓ,

at which time the list can be reordered in a best-first fashion.

2.2 Case Study: The Knapsack Problem

2.2.1 Background

In this section, we describe a branch-and-bound implementation using mw to solve

the 0-1 knapsack problem. In the 0-1 knapsack problem, there is a set N = {1, . . . , n}

of items each with profit ci and weight ai, a knapsack capacity b, and the objective

is to fill the knapsack as profitably as possible, i.e., solve

z∗ = max{cTx | aTx ≤ b, x ∈ B
n}. (2.1)

Our mw implementation MWKnap has three goals. First, we would like to demonstrate

that building a parallel branch-and-bound solver is easily accomplished with mw.

Second, we would like the solver to be flexible enough to show the improvement in

efficiency that can be obtained by tuning the search appropriately, as discussed in

Section 2.1. Finally, we wish to demonstrate that very large problem instances can
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be solved with branch and bound by harnessing the CPU cycles of the computational

grids.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the items are sorted in decreasing order

of profit to weight ratio ci/ai. The lower bound in the branch-and-bound algorithm

is computed by greedily inserting items while the knapsack capacity is not exceeded.

The upper bound in the algorithm is obtained by additionally inserting the fractional

part of the last item that exceeds the knapsack capacity in order to fill the knapsack

exactly. This can be seen as solving the linear programming relaxation of (2.1) [31].

Note that in the solution, there is at most one fractional item, which we denote

as f . Therefore, the solution to the LP relaxation is xi = 1 for i = 1, . . . , f − 1,

xf = {b −
∑f−1

i=1 ai}/af , and xi = 0 for i = f + 1, . . . , n. The lower bound on the

optimal solution value zL is given by the formula

zL =

f−1
∑

i=1

ci,

and the upper bound on the optimal solution value zU is given by

zU =

f−1
∑

i=1

ci + (b−

f−1
∑

i=1

ai)
cf
af

.

If all items fit into the knapsack (f = n), then the lower and upper bounds are

zL = zU =

f
∑

i=1

ci.

Let us make a few definitions to precisely define the algorithm. We use the term

node (N) to denote the problem associated with a certain portion of the feasible

region of the problem. A node is characterized by the sets of variables fixed to 0 and
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1. Namely, N = (N0, N1, NF ), where

N0
def
= {i | xi = 0},

N1
def
= {i | xi = 1}, and

NF
def
= {i | i /∈ N0 ∪N1} = N \N0 \N1.

Again, we assume WLOG that NF is ordered in decreasing order of ci/ai. The lower

and upper bounds of a node N are denoted by zN
L and zN

U respectively. A is a set of

nodes that must still be evaluated and z∗ holds the current best solution value. With

these definitions, the general branch-and-bound algorithm for 0-1 knapsack problem

is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 The Branch-and-Bound Algorithm for 0-1 Knapsack Problem

Require: ci > 0, ai > 0. ci/ai are sorted in decreasing order.
z∗ = 0. Put the root node in A.
while A 6= ∅ do

Choose and delete node N = (N0, N1, NF ) from A.
Let f be the smallest index such that

∑f

i∈NF ,i=1 ai > b−
∑

i∈N1
ai.

if
∑f

i∈NF ,i=1 ai ≤ b−
∑

i∈N1
ai then

zN
L = zN

U =
∑

i∈N1
ci +

∑f

i∈NF ,i=1 ci
else
zN

L =
∑

i∈N1
ci +

∑f−1
i∈NF ,i=1 ci

zN
U = zN

L + (b−
∑f−1

i∈NF ,i=1 ci)
cf

af
.

end if
if zN

L > z∗ then
z∗ = zN

L .
Remove nodes N ′ ∈ A such that zN

′

U < z∗.
end if
if zN

L = zN
U or zN

U < z∗ then
Fathom node N .

else
Add a new node N̂ = (N0 ∪ {f}, N1, NF \ {f}) to A, with zN̂

U = zN
U .

if
∑

i∈N1
ai + af < b then

Add a new node N̂ = (N0, N1 ∪ {f}, NF \ {f}) to A, with zN̂
U = zN

U .
end if

end if
end while
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At each node, a branching operation may be performed on the sole fractional

variable xf . The node is fathomed if the lower bound is equal to the upper bound, if

the upper bound is lower than the current best solution value, or if all items are able

to be placed into the knapsack. The next node in the list A to be evaluated might

be chosen in a depth-first fashion, as suggested by Greenberg and Hegerich [56], or in

a best-first fashion, in which the node N with the largest value of zN
U is chosen.

2.2.2 MW Implementation

To create a parallel solver for the knapsack problem with mw, we must re-implement

MWTask, the MWWorker that executes these tasks, and the MWDriver that guides the

computation by acting on completed tasks. Note that the knapsack implementation

is available in the standard mw distribution.

MWTask Algorithm 2 solves the 0-1 knapsack instance to optimality. As discussed

in Section 2.1, we wish to parallelize Algorithm 2 within the master-worker framework

by making the base unit of work a limited subtree. Thus, in our parallel implementa-

tion, Algorithm 2 becomes a task, with an exception that the grain size is controlled

by specifying the maximum CPU time or maximum number of nodes that the workers

are allowed to evaluate before reporting back to the master. In mw, there are two

portions of the task, the work portion and the result portion. For our solver MWKnap, a

KnapTask class is derived from the base MWTask and the work portion of the KnapTask

consists of a single input node. The result portion consists of an improved solution (if

one is found) and a list containing nodes of the input subtree that are not able to be

evaluated before reaching the task’s node or time limit. Figure 2.1 shows a portion

of the KnapTask C++ header file.
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1 class KnapTask : public MWTask

2 {

3 // Work portion

4 KnapNode inputNode_;

5

6 // Result portion

7 bool foundImprovedSolution_;

8 double solutionValue_;

9 std::vector<KnapNode *> outputNode_;

10 };

Figure 2.1: The work and result portions of KnapTask

MWWorker In mw, the (pure virtual) MWWorker::execute task(MWTask *task)

method is entirely in the user’s control. Therefore, when implementing branch-and-

bound algorithms for which the task is to evaluate a subtree, users are responsible

for writing code to manage the heap of unevaluated subtree nodes. For MWKnap, we

implement a heap structure using C++ Standard Template Library (STL) to maintain

a set of active nodes. The heap can be ordered by either node depth or node upper

bound, so we can quantify the effect of different worker node selection techniques

on overall parallel utilization. Figure 2.2 shows a portion of the derived worker’s

execute task method.

Note on line 3 of Figure 2.2, we need to downcast the abstract MWTask to an

instance of the KnapTask that can be executed. On line 4, the node heap is created

and instantiated to be either a best-first or depth-first heap by setting the variable

currentNodeOrder . The while-loop from lines 6 to 41 contains the implementation

of Algorithm 2. The procedure finished(heap) on line 6 is implemented separately

and ensures that the workers evaluate the given subtree as long as there are active

nodes left in that subtree or the node or time limit of the task is not violated. The

purpose of the for-loop from lines 11 to 19 is to identify the fractional item f . The

if-statement beginning at line 21 is used to check the feasibility of the solution and

compute lower and upper bounds of the node. The if-statement from lines 31 to 34
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1 void KnapWorker::execute_task(MWTask *t)

2 {

3 KnapTask *kt = dynamic_cast<KnapTask *> (t);

4 NodeHeap *heap = new NodeHeap(currentNodeOrder_);

5 heap->push(new KnapNode(kt->getInputNode()));

6 while (!finished(heap)) {

7 KnapNode *node = heap->top(); heap->pop();

8 double remainingSize = instance_.getCap() - node->getUsedCap();

9 double usedValue = node->getUsedValue();

10 int f = 0;

11 for (KnapInstance::itemIterator it = instance_.itemsBegin();

12 it != instance_.itemsEnd(); ++it) {

13 if (node->varStatus(f) == Free) {

14 fSize = it->getSize(); fProfit = it->getProfit();

15 remainingSize -= fSize; usedValue += fprofit;

16 }

17 if (remainingSize < 0.0) break;

18 f++;

19 }

20 bool branch = false;

21 if (remainingSize >= 0) {

22 nodeLb = usedValue; nodeUb = usedValue;

23 }

24 else {

25 usedValue -= fProfit; remainingSize += fSize;

26 nodeLb = usedValue;

27 nodeUb = usedValue + fProfit/fSize * remainingSize;

28 node->setUpperBound(nodeUb);

29 if (nodeUb > kt->getSolutionValue()) branch = true;

30 }

31 if (nodeLb > kt->getSolutionValue()) {

32 kt->setBetterSolution(nodeLb);

33 heap->fathom(nodeLb);

34 }

35 if (branch) {

36 heap->push(new KnapNode(*node, f, FixedZero, fSize, fProfit));

37 if (node->getUsedCap() + fSize < instance_.getCap())

38 heap->push(new KnapNode(*node, f, FixedOne, fSize, fProfit));

39 }

40 delete node;

41 }

42 kt->addNodesInHeap(*heap);

43 return;

44 }

Figure 2.2: Algorithm 2 in MWWorker
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is exercised when a better lower bound is found and infeasible nodes are fathomed.

The child nodes are generated from the result of the if-statement from lines 35 to 39.

On line 42, when the grain size limit is reached, the nodes left on the heap are copied

to the result portion of the task and returned back to the master task pool.
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MWDriver In MWKnap, a KnapMaster class is derived from the base MWDriver

class. The MWDriver::act on completed task(MWTask *t) method is implemented

to handle the results passing back from the workers. Figure 2.3 shows a portion of this

method. The if-statement from lines 6 to 12 is used to update the improved solution

value and remove nodes in the master task pool that have their upper bounds less

than the current best solution value. New tasks, which are unevaluated nodes left

from the completed task, are added to the master task list by the for-loop beginning

at line 15. Here we assume that the master is in best-first mode.

1 MWReturn KnapMaster::act_on_completed_task(MWTask *t)

2 {

3 KnapTask *kt = dynamic_cast<KnapTask *> (t);

4

5 // Remove infeasible nodes portion

6 if (kt->foundImprovedSolution()) {

7 double blb = kt->getSolutionValue();

8 if (blb > bestLB_) {

9 bestLB_ = blb;

10 delete_tasks_worse_than(-bestLB_);

11 }

12 }

13

14 // Add new tasks portion

15 for (vector<KnapNode *>::const_iterator it = kt->newNodeBegin();

16 it != kt->newNodeEnd(); ++it) {

17 if ((*it)->getUpperBound() > bestLB_) addTask(new KnapTask(**it));

18 delete *it;

19 }

20 }

Figure 2.3: The portions of act on completed task(MWTask *t) in KnapMaster

2.2.3 Preliminary Computational Experience

This section contains experiments showing the impact of varying algorithmic param-

eters on the effectiveness of MWKnap. The goals of this section are to answer the

following questions:
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1. In what order should the master send nodes to the workers?

2. How should the workers search the subtrees given to them by the master?

Namely,

• In what order should the subtree nodes be evaluated?

• For how long should the subtree be evaluated before reporting back to the

master?

We test MWKnap on a family of instances known as circle(2/3) [84]. In these

instances, the weights are randomly generated from a uniform distribution, ai ∼

U [1, 1000], and the profit of item i is a circular function of its weight, ci = (2/3)
√

40002 − (ai − 2000)2. These instances are contrived to be challenging for branch-

and-bound algorithms, and various algorithms in the literature can solve the instances

with up to 200 items in less than one hour on a single machine [75, 85].

In the first phase of our computational experiments, we use solely a Condor pool

at Lehigh University consisting of 246 heterogeneous processors. In the pool, there are

146 Intel Pentium III 1.3GHz processors and 100 AMD Opteron 1.9GHz processors.

All machines run the Linux operating system.

Contention

The first experiment is aimed at demonstrating the effect of task grain size and node

selection strategy on contention effects at the master processor. For this experiment,

the grain size is controlled by limiting the maximum number of nodes the workers

evaluate before reporting back to the master (MNW). Different combinations of mas-

ter node order, worker node order, and grain sizes varying between MNW = 1 and

MNW = 100,000 nodes are tested on cir200, a circle(2/3) instance with 200 items.

The maximum number of workers is limited to 64. Tables 2.2.3 and 2.2.3, show the
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wall clock time (W), the total number of nodes evaluated (N ), the parallel utilization

(η), and the normalized CPU time (T ) for each trial in the experiment.

MNW Worker Node Order
Best-First Depth-First

W (s) N η T (s) W (s) N η T (s)
1 304 1.0E+6 0.59 84.9 759 1.3E+6 0.19 204.6

10 155 1.6E+6 2.44 103.3 1111 4.5E+6 0.34 574.1
100 119 5.4E+6 8.66 302.5 2214 2.5E+7 1.41 2736.0

1000 151 2.7E+7 22.50 1340.0 363 1.5E+8 28.90 14839.0
10000 140 5.1E+7 50.00 2436.0 112 3.5E+7 46.50 3327.4

100000 122 5.1E+7 58.20 2417.0 186 1.3E+8 60.10 12121.0

Table 2.1: Performance of MWKnap with Best-First Master Task Pool on cir200

MNW Worker Node Order
Best-First Depth-First

W (s) N η T (s) W (s) N η T (s)
1 56122 3.1E+6 0.01 292.4 492 1.3E+6 0.63 205.8

10 13257 6.0E+6 0.04 379.3 1171 4.6E+6 0.32 570.0
100 5005 1.8E+7 0.25 999.6 2521 2.9E+7 0.80 3159.5

1000 4860 1.1E+8 1.52 5832.6 520 1.5E+8 21.50 14659.0
10000 4718 5.5E+8 7.27 25464.0 484 4.2E+7 12.70 4004.4

100000 4217 8.6E+8 12.80 40153.0 188 1.1E+8 57.40 10297.0

Table 2.2: Performance of MWKnap with Depth-First Master Task Pool on cir200

Even though each combination of master node-order, worker node-order, and grain

size is attempted only once, we can still draw some meaningful conclusions from the

trends observed in Tables 2.2.3 and 2.2.3.

• The parallel utilization increases with the grain size but at the price of a larger

total number of nodes evaluated,

• Small grain sizes have very low parallel utilization, and

• A master search order of best-first is to be preferred.
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The best-first search strategy in the worker performs well on the relatively small

instance cir200, but when this strategy is employed on larger instances, it leads to

extremely high memory usage on the master. For example, Figure 2.4 shows the

memory usage of the master processor when the workers employ a best-first search

strategy on cir250, a circle(2/3) instance with 250 items. After only 3 minutes,

the master processor memory usage goes to over 1GB. At this point, the master

process crashes, as it is unable to allocate any more memory to add the active nodes

to its task list. Therefore, in subsequent experiments, we employ a best-first node

ordering strategy on the master and a depth-first node selection strategy on the

workers. Further, we use a relatively large CPU limited grain size for the tasks. For

example, with a grain size of γ = 100 seconds and increasing the maximum number

of workers to 128, MWKnap can solve cir250 in W = 4674.9 seconds of wall clock time

and evalutes a total of N = 7.1 × 109 nodes with the average parallel utilization of

η = 65.50%.
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Figure 2.4: Memory Usage of Different Worker Node Orders on cir250
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Ramp-up and Ramp-down

Even with careful tuning of the grain size and the master and worker search strategies,

the parallel utilization of MWKnap on the test instance cir250 is relatively low. Some

loss of efficiency is caused because there is a dependence between tasks in the branch-

and-bound algorithm. This task dependence leads to situations where workers are

sitting idle waiting for other workers to report back their results to the master. In

the case of MWKnap, this occurs at the beginning and at the end of the computation

when the master pool has fewer tasks than participating workers.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the master pool can be kept populated by dynami-

cally changing the grain size. The efficiency improvement during ramp-up and ramp-

down is achieved by reducing γ to 10 seconds when there are less than 1000 nodes

in the master pool. Using this worker idle time reduction strategy, the efficiency

of MWKnap on cir250 is increased to η = 77.70% with W = 4230.3 seconds and

N = 6.6 × 109 nodes.

Clean-up

The efficiency of MWKnap can be improved further with a worker clean-up phase de-

signed to evaluate nodes that would subsequently lead to short-length tasks. The

MWKnap implementation of the clean-up phase, discussed in Section 2.1, allows for

an additional 100 seconds (τ1γ = 100) to process all nodes deeper than the average

node depth of the remaining nodes on the worker (ψ1d = d). Using clean-up together

with the ramp-up and ramp-down strategy, the wall clock time of MWKnap to solve

cir250 is reduced to W = 4001.4 seconds and the parallel utilization is increased to

η = 81.40%. The total number of nodes evaluated is decreased to N = 6.5 × 109

nodes. The workers are able to eliminate 92.06% of all nodes deeper than the average

depth during the clean-up phase.

The clean-up phase can be further refined by allowing an additional 50 seconds
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(τ2γ = 50) to process the remaining nodes below the average node depth plus five

(ψ2d = d + 5). With this two-phase clean-up, MWKnap is able to eliminate 99.87% of

the nodes deeper than the target clean-up depth when solving cir250. The wall clock

time decreases to W = 3816.8 seconds, the total number of nodes evaluated decreases

to N = 6.4 × 109 nodes, and the parallel utilization increases to η = 90.10%.

Figure 2.5 shows a distribution of task execution times before the optimal solution

is found for the initial MWKnap implementation, MWKnap with a single-phase clean-up,

and MWKnap with two-phase clean-up. Figure 2.6 compares the distribution of task

execution times for the same three implementations after the optimal solution is

found. Since γ = 100, task times greater than 100 seconds correspond to tasks in

which clean-up are necessary. Even though the distributions of task times look nearly

the same for all three implementations, the parallel utilization increases by over 12%.

Thus, an interesting conclusion that can be drawn is that a small improvement in the

distribution of task times can lead to a significant increase in parallel utilization for

master-worker applications.
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2.2.4 Branch-and-Bound Parameters

The branch-and-bound algorithms can be made to scale reasonably efficiently by

following the strategies discussed earlier including dynamic grain size, contention,

and clean-up. We here summarize the important algorithmic parameters that need

to be carefully tuned in order to acheive the best performance in Table 2.2.4.

2.2.5 Large-Scale Computation

The 0-1 knapsack problem has been solved using branch-and-bound algorithms on

a sequential machine since 1967. Kolesar [64] first proposed a highest-first branch-

ing scheme that selected the maximum profit per unit weight of unselected item at

each node. Greenberg and Hegerich [56], Horowitz and Sahni [60] later modified the

initial algorithm by implementing different search strategies. The memory and time

requirement were greatly improved. For more sophisticated and latest improvement
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Parameter Description
γ a CPU time limit on the workers
α a ramp-up/ramp-down threshold
β a CPU time limit during ramp-up/ramp-down
h a number of nodes in the master pool when the search is switched

from best-bound to worst-bound
ℓ a number of nodes in the master pool when the search is switched

from worst-bound to best-bound
τ1 a constant defining the additional CPU time during the first-phase

clean-up
ψ1 a constant defining the target depth of branch-and-bound tree during

the first-phase clean-up
τ2 a constant defining the additional CPU time during the second-phase

clean-up
ψ2 a constant defining the target depth of branch-and-bound tree during

the second-phase clean-up

Table 2.3: Branch-and-Bound Algorithmic Parameters

on general knapsack problems, see Martello and Toth [76] and Pisinger and Toth [86].

Tanaka et al. [96] described a master-worker based, grid-enabled algorithm for the 0-1

knapsack problem. In Tanaka et al. [96], the focus was to enable communication links

between processors on opposite sides of a firewall, and for this, they used software

components from the Globus toolkit [46]. The focus was less on the performance or

load balancing aspects of the branch-and-bound algorithm itself. Xu et al. [103] built

a knapsack solver on top of their “Abstract Library for Parallel Search” (ALPS). They

focused on scalability and load balancing issues of master-hub-worker paradigm.

In recent years, Condor has been equipped with a variety of features that allow

collections of Condor pools to be linked together. One mechanism, called flocking

[41], allows for jobs submitted to one Condor pool to be run in a different (perhaps

geographically distant) pool. A second mechanism, called glide-in, allows for sched-

uled (usually high performance) resources to temporarily join existing Condor pools

[48]. With mechanisms such as flocking and glide-in, large-scale computing config-

urations can be built, but this increase in available CPU power comes at a price.
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Additional CPU decentralization leads to further loss of authority and control of the

resources, which implies that the fault tolerance aspects of algorithms running on

such computational grids are extremely important.

In this section, we demonstrate the true power of the computational grids, the

ability to harness diverse, geographically-distributed resources in an effective manner

to solve larger problem instances than can be solved using traditional computing

paradigms. Our demonstration is made on an instance cir300, a circle(2/3) knapsack

instance of size 300. To solve this instance, we use a subset of over 4000 available

processors whose characteristics are given in Table 2.2.5. There are three different

processor types, running two different operating systems, and located at four different

locations in the United States. The processors at the University of Wisconsin compose

of the main Condor pool to which our worker jobs are submitted. Processors at NCSA

and the University of Chicago are part of the Teragrid (http://www.teragrid.org).

These processors are scheduled using the Portable Batch Scheduler (PBS) and join

our knapsack computation through the Condor glide-in mechanism. Other processors

join the computational via Condor flocking.

Table 2.4: Available Processors for Solution of cir300 Instance
Number Type Operating System Location Access Method

1756 Itanium-2 Linux NCSA Glide-in
302 Itanium-2 Linux UC-ANL Glide-in
252 Pentium Linux NCSA Flock
508 SGI IRIX NCSA Flock
1182 Pentium (Various) Linux Wisconsin Main
52 Pentium (Various) Linux Lehigh Flock

For this instance, we use a grain size of γ = 250 CPU seconds. Initial testing on

the cir300 instance shows that we could not continually send nodes with the best

upper bound to the worker processors and keep the size of the master task list within

the memory bound on the master processor. Thus, the master node list is kept in

best-bound order while there are less than h = 50, 000 tasks, then it is switched to
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worst-bound order until the number of tasks is reduced to ℓ = 25, 000 tasks, at which

point the order is again reversed.

The instance is solved in a wall clock time of less than three hours, using on

average 321.2 workers, and at a parallel utilization of η = 84.8%. The total CPU

time used on all workers is 2,795,897 seconds or over one CPU month. Figure 2.7

shows the number of workers available to use while the run is proceeding. We see

that the maximum number of workers is achieved at the end of the run, showing that

the grid could likely have delivered computing power to solve a larger instance. In

Figure 2.8, the number of tasks in the master task list is plotted during the course of

the run. The effect of switching the master node ordering from best-first to worst-first

at 50,000 tasks is clearly seen.
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2.3 Conclusions

We have demonstrated the implementation of a well-engineered version of the branch-

and-bound algorithm using the master-worker framework in the dynamic compu-

tational grid computing environment. We have also shown the true power of the

computational grids by harnessing diverse, geographically distributed computing re-

sources to solve the large 0-1 knapsack problem that has never been solved. While

the master-worker paradigm is not scalable, we have argued that by carefully tuning

search parameters, the algorithm can be made to scale reasonably efficiently, even

when there are hundreds of worker processors being served by a single master.
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Chapter 3

Branch-and-Bound Tree Size

Estimation

Computational grids are increasingly being used as cost-effective parallel computing

platforms. A fundamental concern is that we would like to use the CPU time wisely.

More precisely, we would like to ensure that the CPU time expended is likely to lead

to the solution of MIP instances. Thus, the development of a reliable procedure for

estimating the amount of work required is of fundamental importance Unfortunately,

during the solution process, there is little feedback regarding the amount of work

remaining and how long MIP solvers will take before solving a problem. In the

context of grid computing, we would like to be able to predict whether or not it is

worthwhile to spend vast amount of computing power attempting to solve certain

problems and how long it is likely to take.

In this chapter, our focus is on developing procedures by which the size of the even-

tual branch-and-bound tree can be accurately estimated. The ability to dynamically

update the estimate of the tree size during the MIP solution process is of fundamen-

tal importance. We introduce two new online estimation methods. First, we extend

the original idea of Knuth [63] to operate during the search as opposed to spending
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time estimating without making any progress towards the solution of MIP. Second,

we use pseudocosts as a key ingredient in the estimation procedure. We describe

mechanisms and implementation details of how to gather and use node information

in both methods. We show that the estimation accuracy can be improved by a bias

reduction method. The effectiveness of the methods is first tested by setting zL to

the value of the optimal solution in order to minimize factors other than branching

that determine the size of branch-and-bound tree. We then demonstrate that with

only small modification, both methods do not require knowledge of feasible solution

values in order to make good estimates. Computational results on a wide variety

of instances are reported and show that the methods compares favorably to other

methods in the literature.

3.1 Review of Notable Estimation Methods

In this section, we review two previous works on branch-and-bound tree size estima-

tion, namely Knuth’s method and Cornuejols’ method.

3.1.1 Knuth’s Method

The basic idea of Knuth’s method is to average estimates obtained from random

dives in the search tree. The estimate is obtained by performing a random dive

from the root in which the child node is selected randomly according to the uniform

distribution. The dive is stopped when a leaf is reached and the estimate is taken

to be the size of a complete tree ending at the depth of the leaf found. The random

dive is repeated from the root until a leaf is reached. The estimated tree size is the

average over several trials.

At trial j, Knuth’s method estimates a size of the search tree (N̂ j
K) as follows:
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N̂ j
K = 2d(j)+1 − 1 (3.1)

where d(j) is a depth of leaf node at trial j. The estimated tree size (N̂K) is the

average of N̂ j
K over p independent random dives,

N̂K =
1

p

p
∑

j=1

N̂ j
K (3.2)

Theorem 3.1.1. The Knuth’s method provides an unbiased estimate of the size of

the search tree N . (E[N̂K ] = N )

Proof. Let w(i) be the number of nodes at depth i in the branch-and-bound tree and

the root node is at depth 0. The tree has the maximum depth of d. The total number

of nodes in the tree is N =
∑d

i=0w(i). L(i) is the number of leaf nodes at depth i.

Therefore, w(0) = 1 and w(i+ 1) = 2(w(i) − L(i)) or

L(i) =
2w(i) − w(i+ 1)

2
(3.3)

Since the total number of possible nodes at depth i is 2i, the probability that a random

dive hits a leaf at depth i is P(d(j) = i) = L(i)/2i or

L(i) = 2i
P(d(j) = i) (3.4)
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From equations (3.3) and (3.4),

2w(i) − w(i+ 1)

2
= 2i

P(d(j) = i)

2w(i) − w(i+ 1) = 2i+1
P(d(j) = i)

d
∑

i=0

(2w(i) − w(i+ 1)) =
d

∑

i=0

2i+1
P(d(j) = i)

(2w(0) − w(1)) + . . .+ (2w(d− 1) − w(d)) + 2w(d) =
d

∑

i=0

2i+1
P(d(j) = i)

w(0) + (w(0) + w(1) + . . .+ w(d)) =
d

∑

i=0

2i+1
P(d(j) = i)

1 + N =
d

∑

i=0

2i+1
P(d(j) = i)

By definition of expected value, 1 + N = E[2d(j)+1]. Thus, E[2d(j)+1 − 1] = N and

E[N̂K ] = N .

3.1.2 Cornuejols’ Method

The estimation method of Cornuejols et al. [27] is a model-fitting method that is

based on the general shape of most branch-and-bound trees. At the beginning the

tree grows in size (expand state), then the size remains constant for a while (waist

state), and finally the number of nodes decreases in deeper level (decay state). Let

us make a few definitions to precisely define this method. The width (w(i)) of level

i in the branch-and-bound tree is the number of nodes at level i. The depth of the

tree is d = max{i|w(i) > 0}. The last full level at which the tree is a complete binary

tree is l = min{i|w(i+ 1)/w(i) < 2}. The waist (b) is the level at which the number

of nodes is the maximum, b = arg max{w(i)|0 ≤ i ≤ d}. The γ-sequence is defined

as γi = w(i + 1)/w(i). Cornuejols et al. [27] make an observation that the value of

γ-sequence decreases when i > l, is approximately equal to 1 when i = b, and is equal
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to 0 when i = d. Therefore, they propose a linear model that measures a sequence

of changes in the width of the tree from one level to the next to estimate the size of

branch-and-bound.

γi =























2, for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1

2 − i−l+1
b−l+1

, for l ≤ i ≤ b− 1

1 − i−b+1
d−b+1

, for b ≤ i ≤ d

The size of branch-and-bound tree can be computed from N = 1 +
∑d

i=1

∏i−1
j=0 γj.

Cornuejols et al. [27] demonstrated that the value of b tends to have high vari-

ability during the solution process that may lead to significant overestimation. The

refinement were made to the method by taking the average of levels with high density

of nodes. The average waist (b) is defined as b = ⌈ b1+b2
2

⌉, where b1 = min{i|w(i) ≥

0.5t}, b2 = max{i|w(i) ≥ 0.5t}, and t = max{w(i)|0 ≤ i ≤ d}.

We note that the values of l, b, and d in the model strongly depend on the node

selection method. If depth-first is employed, the search tree tends to be tall and

skinny at first causing significant overestimation. This results from the fact that

the last full level (l) lies near the root node while the waist b lie near the deepest

level d. On the other hand, best-first tends to underestimate the size of branch-

and-bound. Therefore, Cornuejols et al. [27] suggested to employ the hybrid node

selection method when searching the tree. The combination of depth-first and best-

bound better reflects the actual profile of the branch-and bound tree earlier in the

solution process.

3.2 Online Knuth’s Method

The centerpiece of Knuth’s method is to make a number of random dives to leaf nodes

then use the information of these dives, i.e., the depth, to estimate the number of
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nodes in the tree. However, Knuth’s method has some limitations. The estimate can

be highly skewed due to the heavy-tailed characteristic of backtrack trees. Namely,

there are many dives that end on leaf nodes that are on the top part of the tree while

there are a very few deep dives that could contribute significantly to the estimate. The

probability of a random dive finding these deep leaf nodes is extremely low. Several

researchers have proposed importance sampling techniques to deal with this heavy-

tailed distribution as previously summarized in Section 1.5. In addition, Knuth’s

method is designed for pure backtracking search. Knuth points out that the method

cannot be applied directly to estimate the size of branch-and-bound trees unless the

optimal solution value is provided beforehand. Since the knowledge of lower bound

affects the depth of leaf nodes from previous dives, the current estimate may be

a significant overestimate if a new incumbent solution is found. We later address

the issue of not knowing the optimal solution by estimating the lower bound using

pseudocosts in Section 3.5. Another limitation is that Knuth’s original idea is an

offline method that requires a certain amount of time at the beginning for estimation

process without making any progress in solving the real problem. The online Knuth’s

method is an estimation process that is updated dynamically during the process of

MIP solver. We restrict our attention only to a binary tree, i.e., a node can generate

at most two children by fixing a fractional variable to its lower and upper bounds.

The ideas wherein readily generalize.

3.2.1 Algorithm

If we wish to employ the idea of Knuth in an online fashion, we must account for

the fact that MIP solvers do not search the tree by taking random dives. In fact,

MIP solvers may tend to search nodes with large upper bound first so that the first

leaf node found when searching in this manner has a large depth and N̂K is a vast

overestimate. Further, there is a significant correlation between the leaf nodes that
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are found, the extreme case being a pure depth-first search, so the leaf nodes found

are not random and N̂K is biased by these facts. Cornuejols et al. [27] experience this

similar overestimation when applying Knuth’s idea to estimate the branch-and-bound

tree sizes dynamically. However, no remedy has been suggested. The online Knuth’s

method is a method that incorporates a weighting function to Knuth’s original idea.

The weighting function ωj is the probability that we would have seen that path to

the leaf, had the nodes been randomly chosen from the root. Independently, Kilby

et al. [62] proposed a similar extension, but the applications are only in the context

of SAT and TSP, while in Section 3.2.2, we demonstrate the implementation of this

method for general MIP problems. At any point in the branch-and-bound tree, the

estimated number of evaluated nodes (N̂OK) is computed as follows:

N̂OK =

∑

j∈L(ωj · (2
d(j)+1 − 1))

∑

j∈L ωj

(3.5)

where L is the set of leaf nodes.

If we assume that a leaf node is equally likely to occur on left or right branches,

ωj is equal to 2−d(j). The value ωj is the probability that a random dive reaches

the specific leaf node j. In general, the tree is unbalanced and we may want to

compute the weight not only considering the depth but also the number of left and

right branches. For example, we may use a weighting function

ωj =
1

αLjβUj
(3.6)

where Lj and Uj is the number of lower and upper bound fixing of variables in a

random dive j respectively.
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3.2.2 Computational Experiments

The online Knuth’s method has been implemented in MINTO. In these experiments,

the default MINTO options (including preprocessing and probing, automatic cut

generation, and reduced cost fixing) are used. The node selection is a hybrid method

of depth-first and best-bound. For these experiments, the lower bound value zL is

initialized to be the objective value of a known optimal solution. By setting zL to

the value of the optimal solution, we minimize factors other than branching that

determine the size of branch-and-bound tree, thus evaluating the pure backtracking

search for which Knuth’s method was designed. To solve the linear programs that

arise, we use CLP [44]. To speed up the testing, we run the experiments on a Condor

pool at Lehigh University. The code is compiled with gcc version 4.2.3 and runs on

a collection of 432 AMD Opteron machines. The CPU time is limited to a maximum

of 8 hours and the maximum memory limit is 2GB. The online Knuth’s method is

compared with the original Knuth’s method (K) and the Cornuejols’ method (C).

We implement the online Knuth’s method in MINTO as follows: In appl node,

the current node is treated as if it is a leaf node thus the estimate is updated as

in equation (3.5). However, if MINTO reaches appl divide, this indicates that the

node is not a leaf and we correct the estimate by removing this node from the set of

leaf nodes L. We test two different weighting functions. One is ωj = 2−d(j). We label

the result of ωj = 2−d(j) with OK-E. The other is we know that the tree is in fact

unbalanced and tends to have number of upper bound fixings more than the lower

bound, thus we assign the weighting function by assuming that the probability of

upper bound fixing branch is higher as follows:

ωj =
1

(2.10)Lj(1.90)Uj
(3.7)

We have tested several weighting functions and setting α = 2.10 and β = 1.90 leads
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to the best estimate. We label the result of (3.7) with OK-LU.

The experiments are aimed at comparing the effectiveness of online’s Knuth method

with the original Knuth’s method and Cornuejols’ method. We have limited the ini-

tial test to instances from MIPLIB 3.0 [19], MIPLIB 2003 [77], and neos collection

[70] that MINTO can solve to optimality within 8 hours and evaluates more than 100

nodes. We have a test suite of 46 instances in total. A complete list of instances is

in Appendix A. We record the estimates at 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of the

“actual” tree size (N ) for each instance.

We measure the accuracy of each method by defining a relative error factor (E) as

the difference between the final tree size (N ) and the estimated tree size (N̂) scaled

by the final tree size, i.e.,

E =
N̂ −N

N
. (3.8)

To summarize the results of the experiments, we use performance profiles plot-

ted in log scale to compare the absolute relative error factor (|E|) between the two

online Knuth’s methods (OK-LU, OK-E), the original Knuth’s method (K), and the

Cornuejols’ method (C). We consider an instance with E > 106 as “unsuccessful”

when plotting the performance profiles in order to not skew the profiles. For the

online Knuth’s method, if there is no leaf node at the time of estimate, an instance is

considered unsuccessful as well. The complete results can be found in Appendix B.

The unsuccessful instances are marked with -1. The performance profiles are shown

in Figure 3.1 to 3.5.

From the results in Figure 3.1 to 3.5, it is clear that the original Knuth’s method

(K) is the worst estimator confirming its limitation that the method is not applicable

in an online fashion even if the optimal solution is provided beforehand. The Cor-

nuejols’ method (C) gives the most accurate estimate during the beginning of the

solution process, but as time progresses the online Knuth’s methods are shown to be
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Figure 3.1: Performance Profile of |E| at 10% of OK-LU, OK-E, K, P
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Figure 3.2: Performance Profile of |E| at 20% of OK-LU, OK-E, K, P
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Figure 3.3: Performance Profile of |E| at 30% of OK-LU, OK-E, K, P
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Figure 3.4: Performance Profile of |E| at 40% of OK-LU, OK-E, K, P
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Figure 3.5: Performance Profile of |E| at 50% of OK-LU, OK-E, K, P

the better estimate. In addition, the weighting function of equation (3.7) seems to be

well-suited for the online Knuth’s method as a result of OK-LU outperforms OK-E.

3.3 Pseudocost Estimation Method

The online Knuth’s method takes the depth of leaf nodes into account as the sole

information when making the estimate. We would like to incorporate other important

node information, e.g., lower and upper bounds, the fractionality of the solution to

the LP relaxation, and estimated relaxation value changes due to branching. All

these factors inarguably contribute to the size of the branch-and-bound tree. In our

pseudocost estimation method, we quickly simulate the branch-and-bound subtree

that would be formed for each child node that is created in the branching process.

The size of these “pseudo-subtrees”, summed over all active nodes, give an estimate

of the amount of the remaining work. We now discuss the algorithm in more detail.
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3.3.1 Algorithm

As mentioned in Section 1.2, the value of pseudocosts can be obtained in numerous

ways. Local pseudocosts provide exact branching information for node N = (l, u)

and can be computed by explicitly performing dual simplex pivots to either partially

or completely resolve the child subproblems. The down (PN
j−

) and up (PN
j+) local

pseudocosts can be computed as follows:

PN
j− =

zLP (l,u−) − zLP (l,u)

fj

and PN
j+ =

zLP (l+,u) − zLP (l,u)

1 − fj

,

where zLP (l,u−) and zLP (l+,u) are the LP relaxation value when the node N is branched

down and up on variable xj respectively. We define u−j = {u−k = uk,∀k 6= j and u−j =

⌊x̂j⌋} and l+j = {l−k = lk,∀k 6= j and l+j = ⌈x̂j⌉}.

On the other hand, global pseudocosts summarize branching information for the

whole branch-and-bound tree. An effective way to obtain the global pseudocosts is

by averaging the local values, i.e.,

Pj− =

∑

PN
j−

nj

and Pj+ =

∑

PN
j+

nj

,

where Pj− and Pj+ denote the down and up global pseudocost of variable xj respec-

tively and nj denotes how many times the variable xj has been branching candidates.

First, the variables are ranked into an order set F = {k1, k2, . . . , k|F|}, defined

by equation (1.4). This fixed branching order is used throughout the creation of the

pseudo-subtree. Instead of re-solving the LP relaxations during the creation of the

pseudo-subtree, the relaxation values (zLP (l,u)) are estimated using pseudocosts and

the degradation formula, defined in equation (1.1). Thus, “evaluating” a tree amounts

to a few simple calculations.
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The pseudo-subtree is created in a depth-first fashion so that it is easily imple-

mented with a stack, the entire calculation can be implemented in an incremental

fashion and the memory usage is minimized. If N̂t is the estimated number of nodes

in the subtree rooted at the active node t ∈ A and Q is the number of nodes that

have been evaluated, N̂P = Q +
∑

t∈A N̂t is the estimated size of branch-and-bound

tree. Note that if A = ∅, then Q = N .

Before giving a formal description of the algorithm, we consider two variants of

the algorithm. First, at the point where estimation is done, we know the variable that

will be branched on, so it makes sense to compute estimates with this information in

mind. Suppose that node N is branched with variable j = k1. A child node that is

branched with xj ≤ ⌊x̂j⌋ is called the “left node” (N−). We define nL as a number

of nodes in the pseudo-subtree constructed from the left node. The upper bound

of the left node is estimated as zN−
U = zN

U + Pj−fj. Similarly, the other child node

that is branched with xj ≥ ⌈x̂j⌉ is called the “right node” (N+). We define nU as

a number of nodes in the pseudo-subtree with the right node as its root. The upper

bound of the right child node is estimated as zN+
U = zN

U + Pj+(1 − fj). By realizing

the potential difference in the size of pseudo-subtrees constructed from the left and

right nodes, we assign nL and nU to the left and right child nodes respectively when

added to the set of active nodes. We denote this pseudocost estimation method as

P-LU. However, if we assume that the left and right child node would actually lead

to the branch-and-bound tree of similar size, we aggregate nL from the left node and

nU from the right node. When the two child nodes are added to the set of active

nodes, both will have the same size of pseudo-subtree of (nL+nU)/2. This pseudocost

estimation method is called P-E.

We give a simple of example of our pseudocost estimation method in Figure 3.6

where the number corresponding to each node in this pseudo-subtree is its estimated

upper bound. The nodes that are pruned by bound are marked with an unfilled circle.
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Variable fj Pj− Pj+ Dj− Dj+ Ranking
[equation (1.4)]

x0 0.5 20 40 10 20 50
x1 0.3 30 30 9 21 48
x2 0.2 20 10 4 8 20
x3 0.1 10 10 1 9 12

Table 3.1: Branching Information

The upper bound of the root is zN
U = 100 and the lower bound is zL = 79. There

are 4 fractional variables at node N . Table 3.1 summarizes branching information of

each variable.

zN
U = 100

zN+
U = 80

81

zN−
U = 90

x0 ≤ 0 x0 ≥ 1

x1 ≤ 0 x1 ≥ 1 x1 ≤ 0

x2 ≥ 1x2 ≤ 0
71 5969

7377

x1 ≥ 1

Figure 3.6: Example of Pseudocost Estimation Method

From Figure 3.6, nL = 4 and nU = 2. In the case of P-E, the size of the pseudo-

subtrees of each child node is equal to (nL + nU)/2 = 3.

We summarize our method for using pseudocosts to estimate the size of branch-

and-bound tree in Algorithm 3. The inputs to the method are the upper bound

(zN
U ) and the set of fractional variables F . The output is the number of nodes in

the pseudo-subtree (n). For example, we call the method for the left child node as
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nL = (zN
U +Pj−fj,F\{k1}). Similarly, nU = (zN

U +Pj+(1−fj),F\{k1}) is the method

for the right child node. The algorithm is implemented using the stack container in

C++ Standard Template Library (STL). In the STL, the stack object (st) has three

important methods: push() inserts an element into the stack, top() returns the top

element in the stack, and pop() removes the top element from the stack.

Algorithm 3 The Pseudocost Estimation Method for Estimating the Size of Branch-
and-Bound Tree
Require: The set F = {k1, k2, . . . , k|F|} is ordered by equation (1.4).
1: n = 1 and i = 1
2: st.push(ki)
3: while st 6= ∅ do
4: j = st.top()
5: if zU + Pj−fj ≥ zL and i ≤ |F| and the node has not been visited then
6: zU = zU + Pj−fj

7: n = n+ 1, i = i+ 1, mark as visited node
8: st.push(ki)
9: else if zU + Pj+(1 − fj) ≥ zL and i ≤ |F| and the node has not been visited

then
10: zU = zU + Pj+(1 − fj)
11: n = n+ 1, i = i+ 1, mark as visited node
12: st.push(ki)
13: else
14: st.pop()
15: i = i− 1
16: if the node is right-branched then
17: zU = zU − Pj+(1 − fj)
18: else
19: zU = zU − Pj−fj

20: end if
21: end if
22: end while

3.3.2 Computational Experiments

The pseudocost estimation method has been implemented in MINTO as follows. Each

node N has its own NodeRecord to store necessary information including the esti-

mated size of pseudo-subtree. In appl node, a new node is selected and no longer
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active. The associated NodeRecord is removed accordingly so that its estimate does

not contribute to the estimated size of the branch-and-bound tree. The estimated

size of the branch-and-bound tree is updated by summing up the size of pseudo-

subtrees from all active nodes with the number of nodes that have been evaluated.

In appl divide, the MINTO function inq pseudocosts() is called to inquire about

the pseudocost value and status. It returns both global and local pseudocost values.

The pseudocost status of variable xj is used to indicate the infeasibility. For example,

during the pseudocost initialization process, we fix xj ≤ ⌊x̂j⌋ and perform dual sim-

plex pivots to resolve the child subproblems. If this child subproblem is infeasible, we

can fix xj ≥ ⌈x̂j⌉, update the upper bound to zN
U +Pj+(1− fj), and remove variable

xj from the set F . Finally, the pseudo-subtree is constructed using Algorithm 3. The

size of pseudo-subtree, the pointer to the parent node, and other branching informa-

tion are recorded into NodeRecord objects of the two child nodes. The time spent to

construct the pseudo-subtrees is less than 0.1% of the total time required to solve the

instances.

The experiments are aimed at comparing the effectiveness of the pseudocost es-

timation methods when global and local pseudocosts are employed. We are also

interested in how much is gained from exploiting the knowledge of the upcoming

branch by comparing the accuracy between P-LU and P-E methods. We set two

MINTO parameters in minto.opt file as follows: branch pseudo numtrust = ∞ and

branch pseudoinit iter = ∞ and. By setting branch pseudo numtrust = ∞, the

local pseudocosts of a node being branched is always obtained using equation (1.2).

By setting branch pseudoinit iter = ∞, zLP (l,u−) and zLP (l+,u) in equation (1.2)

are computed by performing dual simplex pivots until the LP relaxation problems

of two child nodes are completely resolved. The experimental setup and test suite

are the same as those in Section 3.2.2. We record the estimates at 10%, 20%, 30%,

40%, and 50% of the “actual” tree size for each instance. The complete results can
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be found in Appendix B.

To summarize the results of the experiments, we use performance profiles plotted

in log scale to compare the absolute relative error between 4 methods, namely P-LU-

Global, P-E-Global, P-LU-Local, and P-E-Local. The performance profiles are shown

in Figure 3.7 to 3.11.
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Figure 3.7: Performance Profile of |E| at 10% of Pseudocost Estimation Methods

The results from Figure 3.7 to 3.11 are clear that P-LU-Global is the best esti-

mator. P-E-Global, P-LU-Local, P-E-Local come in second, third, and fourth respec-

tively. The results indicate that global pseudocosts are better to use for degradation

estimate than local pseudocosts. This may not be surprising since the pseudocosts

are used in a “non-local” manner in the pseudo-subtree evaluation. Linderoth and

Savelsbergh [69] verify empirically that averaging the pseudocosts is the most effective

way to update the pseudocosts.

The performance profile is a “relative” comparison between each methods and can

be misleading if all of our pseudocost estimation methods are nowhere near the actual
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Figure 3.8: Performance Profile of |E| at 20% of Pseudocost Estimation Methods
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Figure 3.9: Performance Profile of |E| at 30% of Pseudocost Estimation Methods
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Figure 3.10: Performance Profile of |E| at 40% of Pseudocost Estimation Methods
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Figure 3.11: Performance Profile of |E| at 50% of Pseudocost Estimation Methods
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tree size. Therefore, we show histograms of E of P-LU-Global in Figure 3.12 to 3.16.

We note that the negative x-axis denotes an underestimate and the positive x-axis

denotes an overestimate of the actual tree size. For these experiments, we consider

|E| ≤ 2 to be acceptable. We aggregate all instances with E > 2 and plot them at

E = 2.5.
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Figure 3.12: Error Distribution of P-LU-Global at 10%
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Figure 3.13: Error Distribution of P-LU-Global at 20%
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Figure 3.14: Error Distribution of P-LU-Global at 30%
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Figure 3.15: Error Distribution of P-LU-Global at 40%
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Figure 3.16: Error Distribution of P-LU-Global at 50%

Three results from Figure 3.12 to 3.16 are worthy of note. First, P-LU-Global per-

forms well with E < 2 for all instances. Second, as the time progresses, P-LU-Global

makes more accurate estimate as exhibited by the fact that the bars are more concen-

trated around 0 at 50% than 10%. Third, P-LU-Global almost always underestimates

the branch-and-bound tree size. The underestimating characteristic of P-LU-Global

is an important factor that we now consider a procedure to achieve a better accuracy

from this pseudocost estimation method.

3.4 Bias Reduction for Pseudocost Estimation Method

The pseudocost estimation method, when global pseudocosts are employed, is the

most accurate, but consistently underestimates the final size of the branch-and-bound

tree. In this section, we describe and investigate methods for correcting the perceived

bias in the estimate. The estimate may be biased for a number of reasons. First, the

nodes in the pseudo-subtree are only pruned by bound (zN
U < zL), not by infeasibility

or integrality. Second, the degradations are subadditive. Third, there may exist j /∈ F

at node N , but the variable xj will subsequently be fractional in the real tree.
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In order to understand how much the estimation is affected by taking into account

only the nodes that are pruned by bound, we plot the error (E) versus the percentage

of nodes that are pruned by infeasibility and integrality in the actual branch-and-

bound tree at 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of 46 instances in the test suite. We

report the results when global and local pseudocosts are employed in Figure 3.17 and

3.18 respectively.

We conclude from Figure 3.17 and 3.18 that when using global pseudocosts, the

tree sizes are almost always underestimated for all instances with different percentage

of nodes pruned by infeasibility or integrality. Thus, this does not appear to be a

cause of bias. However, when local pseudocosts are employed, many instances with

high percentage of nodes pruned by infeasibility or integrality tend to overestimate

the size of the tree with E > 2. On the other hand, the instances with low percentage

are both underestimated and overestimated with smaller E . Since the pseudocost

estimation method with global pseudocosts consistently underestimate the tree sizes

of every test instances, from now on we focus on the global pseudocosts and try to

answer why the method is biased.

Another possible explanation of the underestimation effect is that the degradations

are subadditive. When the degradations are subadditive, the “actual” solution values

at the grandchild nodes are greater than the “estimated” ones. In other words,

the estimated degradations calculated from global pseudocosts are greater than the

actual change in objective function values. Thus, the size of branch-and-bound tree

is underestimated.

3.4.1 Algorithm

Figure 3.19 shows a potential two-level expansion of the search tree. The set F is

the set of fractional variables in the solution to the initial LP relaxation (x̂, ŷ). If the

constraint xi ≤ ⌊x̂i⌋ is imposed on the left branch and the LP relaxation is resolved,
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Figure 3.17: Global Pseudocost (P-LU-Global)
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Figure 3.18: Local Pseudocost (P-LU-Local)
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a solution of value z−i is obtained and there is a set of variables F−
i ⊆ I that takes

fractional values. Similarly, if the bound constraint xi ≥ ⌈x̂i⌉ is imposed on the right

branch, a solution of value z+
i is obtained, a set of variables F+

i ⊆ I is fractional.

Continuing to the second level in Figure 3.19, if the variable j ∈ F−
i is chosen as

the branching variable for the left child node, then the solution values for the two

grandchild nodes are denoted as z−−
ij and z−+

ij . The notation for grandchild nodes on

the right is similar.

z−+
ij z+−

ik z++
ikz−−

ij

z−i z+
i

zLP

xj ≤ ⌊x̂j⌋
xj ≥ ⌈x̂j⌉

xk ≤ ⌊x̂k⌋
xk ≥ ⌈x̂k⌉

xi ≤ ⌊x̂i⌋ xi ≥ ⌈x̂i⌉

j ∈ F−
i k ∈ F+

i

i ∈ F

Figure 3.19: Notations for a Search Tree

The estimated objective function value in the pseudo-subtree at the left-most

grandchild node, ẑ−−
ij , is computed as

ẑ−−
ij = zLP − fiPi− − fjPj− . (3.9)

We can test our subadditivity hypothesis on the left-most grandchild node (z−−
ij >

ẑ−−
ij ) by comparing the actual and estimated objective function values once a node is

selected from a set of active nodes. We note that other grandchild nodes can be tested

in the similar manner. Suppose we are evaluating a node with the actual solution

value of z−−
ij . We can compute the estimated solution value by tracing back to the
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grandparent node to get zLP through its NodeRecord object that stores a pointer

to the parent node as well as the previous branching information. We define the

observed estimate error (∆−−
ij ) as

∆−−
ij = z−−

ij − ẑ−−
ij (3.10)

The average estimate error ∆
−−

is computed by averaging over all of the observed

estimate errors (∆−−
ij ). Figure 3.20 demonstrates ∆ from four instances in the test

suite.
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Figure 3.20: Average Estimate Error (∆)

Let’s consider equation (3.9) and (3.10) with the assumption that z−−
ij > ẑ−−

ij . We
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define Γ−− as the bias correction factor at the left-most grandchild node. Therefore,

z−−
ij ≈ ẑ−−

ij + ∆
−−

= zLP − fi(Pi− − Γ−−) − fj(Pj− − Γ−−)

zLP − fiPi− − fjPj− + ∆
−−

= zLP − fiPi− + fiΓ
−− − fjPj− + fjΓ

−−

Γ−− =
∆

−−

fi + fj

.

Similarly, we can write the bias correction factors on other grandchild nodes as follows:

Γ−+ =
∆

−+

fi + (1 − fj)
, Γ+− =

∆
+−

(1 − fi) + fj

, Γ++ =
∆

++

(1 − fi) + (1 − fj)
.

We propose two methods for attempting to correct the bias; a pseudocost update

method and an upper bound estimate update method.

1. Pseudocost update method (P ′):

P ′−
j = Pj− − δ−, P ′+

j = Pj− − δ+, (3.11)

where

δ− =
2

3
Γ−− +

1

3
(
Γ−+ + Γ+−

2
), δ+ =

2

3
Γ++ +

1

3
(
Γ−+ + Γ+−

2
).

The pseudo-subtree is then constructed in Algorithm 3 using these updated

pseudocosts.

2. Upper bound estimate update method: We still use the original pseudocosts

to construct the pseudo-subtree in Algorithm 3. However, the upper bound

of nodes at the grandchild level are corrected accordingly with additional bias
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correction term as the following:

Z−−
U = z−−

U +∆
−−
, Z−+

U = z−+
U +∆

−+
, Z+−

U = z+−
U +∆

+−
, Z++

U = z++
U +∆

++
.

(3.12)

3.4.2 Computational Experiments

These experiments are aimed at studying the effects of the proposed bias reduction

strategies on the accuracy of the estimated search tree size. The experimental setup

is similar to Section 3.2.2. Unfortunately, we do not observe satisfying results when

updating pseudocosts of all fractional variables using the formulas (3.11). With this

modification, 29 instances are consistently overestimated with E > 2. On the other

hand, the estimation accuracy is improved when we correct the upper bound of nodes

at grandchild level of the pseudo-subtree using the formula (3.12).

We first present the mean square error (MSE) of the estimated tree size (N̂)

before and after the bias reduction in Table 3.2. The MSE(N̂) provides a measure

of how close N̂ is to the final tree size (N) on average and can be computed as

MSE(N̂) = E[(N̂ −N )2] = V ar(N̂) + [B(N̂)]2,

where B(N̂) = N − E[N̂ ] is the bias of N̂ .

Progress MSE
P-LU P-LU-Bias

10% 9.72E+8 9.44E+9
20% 6.56E+8 1.76E+9
30% 4.23E+8 1.66E+9
40% 2.53E+8 7.80E+8
50% 1.37E+8 3.22E+8

Table 3.2: Mean Square Error of N̂

From Table 3.2, the bias reduction method P-LU-Bias may result in larger variance
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of N̂ causing significant overestimation in some instances. The estimation accuracy is

improved for most of the instances. Figure 3.21 to 3.25 show the performance profile

comparing |E| before (P-LU) and after bias reduction (P-LU-Bias) using the upper

bound estimate update method. The complete results can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.21: Bias Reduction at 10%

The results from Figure 3.21 to 3.25 show that we can achieve a more accurate

estimate in approximately 80% of the instances in the test suite by updating the

upper bound at grandchild level of the pseudo-subtree using the formula (3.12). We

emphasize the effectiveness of this bias reduction scheme by plotting the histograms

of E before and after bias reduction in Figure 3.26 to 3.30

Two results from Figure 3.26 to 3.30 are worthy of note. First, most of the in-

stances are either under or over estimated within a factor of 2 when the bias reduction

is applied. Second, 3 instances are consistently overestimated with E > 2 namely dc-

multi, neos-480878, and neos-522351. We investigate these instances and find that the

actual tree sizes are small which have less than 500 evaluated nodes and there exists
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Figure 3.22: Bias Reduction at 20%
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Figure 3.23: Bias Reduction at 30%
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Figure 3.24: Bias Reduction at 40%
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Figure 3.25: Bias Reduction at 50%
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of E at 10%
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of E at 20%
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of E at 30%
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of E at 40%
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Figure 3.30: Comparison of E at 50%

a large value of ∆ij comparing to ∆ij at the top of the tree resulting in overestimated

tree size that carries on throughout the process.

3.5 Practical Pseudocost Estimation Method

We have shown in Section 3.4.2 that when the lower bound value is initialized to be

objective value of the known optimal solution, the pseudocost estimation method is

able to predict the branch-and-bound tree size with reasonable accuracy. However,

the pseudocost estimation method can only be useful in general only if it is still

effective without prior knowledge of optimal solutions. We also need to determine

reasonable values for branch pseudoinit iter and branch pseudo numtrust since

initializing pseudocosts with full strong branching at every node would have required

prohibitive computational effort in more difficult instances.
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3.5.1 Algorithm

The quality of the current lower bound value (zL) is an important factor for the

effectiveness of the pseudo-subtree estimation in Algorithm 3. In this section, we

consider the fact that a feasible solution might not be available at an early stage of

the branch-and-bound tree and we may not know the optimal solution in advance,

but the best feasible integer solution, zN
est, at the subproblem of node N in the branch-

and-bound tree can be estimated and used instead.

The idea of estimated lower bound were introduced by Bénichou et al. [18] and

Forrest et al. [45]. It considers the remaining fractional variables associated with their

pseudocosts when estimating the best feasible integer solution as the following:

zN
est = zN

U −
∑

j∈I

min(Pj−fj,Pj+(1 − fj)).

3.5.2 Computational Experiments

The overall implementation of Algorithm 3 is the same as those in Section 3.3.2

with the following additional steps in the user application function appl divide of

MINTO.

1. Compute zN
est from equation (1.6),

2. Set zs = max(zN
est, zL),

3. Use zs instead of zL in Algorithm 3.

In addition, we realize that the accuracy of pseudocost values becomes more im-

portant when the estimated lower bound is used. Therefore, we only apply the bias

reduction strategy after the first 32 nodes so that the pseudocost values are more

reliable. The complete results can be found in Appendix B.
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Estimated Lower Bound

We perform experiments to show that when zs is used instead of setting zL to a

known optimal solution (zopt), the pseudocost estimation method still provides a

good estimate of the branch-and-bound tree size. The experimental setup is similar

to Section 3.2.2. First, we investigate the quality of zs by measuring the percentage

difference O from zopt as follows:

O =
zs − zopt

|zopt|

We plot the distribution of O from 46 instances, listed in Appendix A, at 10%,

20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of the final tree size in Figure 3.31. We also compare the

distribution of E when zL = zopt and zL = zs in Algorithm 3 in Figure 3.32 to 3.36.

From the results of the experiments, we conclude that a good estimated lower

bound value, i.e., zs is relatively close to the optimal solution, is crucial for the

pseudocost estimation method to make an accurate estimate. The instances with

high relative error factor especially the ones that are greater than two tend to have a

higher percentage difference between zs and the optimal solution. While the tree size

estimate when zL = zs is not as accurate as when zL = zopt, most of the tree sizes are

estimated within |E| < 2. Only a small set of instances have unacceptable estimates

with E > 2 resulting from the lack of a good feasible solution or a good estimated

lower bound at the beginning of estimation process.

Pseudocost Initialization Parameters

Full strong branching is a computationally expensive method, thus setting

branch pseudoinit iter = ∞ and branch pseudo numtrust = ∞ would have re-

quired prohibitive computational effort for larger instances. The experiments are

designed to determine appropriate values for branch pseudoinit iter and
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Figure 3.31: Quality of zs
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Figure 3.32: Pseudocost Estimation Method with zopt and zs at 10%
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Figure 3.33: Pseudocost Estimation Method with zopt and zs at 20%
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Figure 3.34: Pseudocost Estimation Method with zopt and zs at 30%
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Figure 3.35: Pseudocost Estimation Method with zopt and zs at 40%
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Figure 3.36: Pseudocost Estimation Method with zopt and zs at 50%

branch pseudo numtrust to use in the practical pseudocost estimation method. We

first fix the value of branch pseudoinit iter = ∞ and run experiments to determine

a good value of branch pseudo numtrust. The values of branch pseudo numtrust

are set at 4, 8, 16, and ∞. We show the geometric mean of |E| from 46 instances,

listed in Appendix A, at 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of the final tree size in

Table 3.3.

branch pseudo numtrust |E|
10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

4 1.50 1.27 1.05 0.93 0.80
8 1.35 1.20 0.94 0.82 0.75
16 1.31 1.01 0.92 0.80 0.69
∞ 1.15 0.87 0.85 0.73 0.60

Table 3.3: Geometric Mean of |E| as branch pseudo numtrust Varies

We conclude from Table 3.3 that branch pseudo numtrust = 8 gives a relatively

good estimate. The value of global pseudocosts can be reasonably estimated when

the variables are initialized 8 times. The resulting |E| is comparable to

branch pseudo numtrust = ∞. We note that Achterberg et al. [1] also suggested a
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value of 8 for branch pseudo numtrust as the most reliable number of pseudocost

initialization.

We next fix the value of branch pseudo numtrust = 8 and run experiments when

branch pseudoinit iter = 10, 100, and ∞. The results are summarized in Table 3.4.

branch pseudoinit iter |E|
10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

10 1.41 1.25 0.97 0.84 0.76
100 1.37 1.23 0.96 0.83 0.76
∞ 1.35 1.20 0.94 0.82 0.75

Table 3.4: Geometric Mean of |E| as branch pseudoinit iter Varies

The results in Table 3.4 demonstrate that the variation in the values of

branch pseudoinit iter has little affect on the accuracy of estimated tree sizes.

Therefore, we have determined that good parameter settings for the practical pseudo-

cost estimation method are branch pseudo numtrust = 8 and branch pseudoinit iter

= 10. These values provide a good tradeoff between the accuracy of the estimation

and the extra time required to obtain the evaluation. We use these parameter settings

in Section 3.6

3.6 Case Study

In this section, we demonstrate that our pseudocost estimation method does not only

perform well for the instances in the initial test suite but also for a larger suite of

instances. We divide the final experiments into two groups. The first set of instances

are those for which MINTO can solve to optimality within 24 hours. The second set

of instances are more difficult ones such that MINTO cannot solve within 24 hours

We note that the 46 instances in the initial test suite are not included in these final

experiments. We first compare the estimate at 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of the

“actual” tree size for the first set of instances. We then show that the pseuducost
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estimation method can detect difficult MIP instances early in the solution process.

We would like to compare the pseudocost estimation method (P-LU) to the Cor-

nuejols’ method (C) and the online Knuth’s method (OK-LU). These three methods

can be fairly compared by using the same estimate of zL. The online Knuth’s method

and the Cornuejols’ method use the estimate of zL to control the tree search. The

default node selection of MINTO is a hybrid method that the branch-and-bound tree

is searched in a depth-first fashion until reaching node N with zN
U < zN

est, where zN
est is

defined in equation (1.6). Then, the next node is selected by best-first method and the

search continues in a depth-first manner. For the Cornuejols’ method, the combina-

tion of depth-first and best-bound better reflects the actual profile of the branch-and

bound tree earlier in the solution process. For the online Knuth’s method, in addition

to the “real” leaf nodes that count in equation (3.5), we also consider node N as a

leaf when MINTO switches from depth-first to best-first, i.e., we assume that node N

would have been fathomed by bound had the optimal solution is known as a priori.

3.6.1 Solved Instances

We select a total of 125 instances consisting of several classes of MIP problems.

MINTO solves these problems to optimality within 24 hours and evaluates more than

500 nodes. A complete list of instances is in Appendix A. We list each type of

problems and its source below

• Airlanding Scheduling Problems [15],

• Capacitated Lot Sizing Problems [12],

• Fixed Charge Network Flow Problems [10],

• Fixed Charge Transportation Problems [54],

• Generalized Assignment Problems [15],
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• Mixed Knapsack Problems [11],

• Set Covering Problems [15],

• Survivable Network Design Problems [101],

• Neos Collection [70].

To summarize the results of the experiments, we use performance profiles to com-

pare |E| between these three methods. We again consider any instances with E > 106

or without a leaf node at the time of estimate as unsuccessful. The complete results

can be found in Appendix B. The unsuccessful instances are marked with -1. We

also show the estimated tree size during the solution process of four instances in

Figure 3.42.
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Figure 3.37: Performance Profile of |E| at 10% of P-LU, OK-LU, P
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Figure 3.38: Performance Profile of |E| at 20% of P-LU, OK-LU, P
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Figure 3.39: Performance Profile of |E| at 30% of P-LU, OK-LU, P
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Figure 3.40: Performance Profile of |E| at 40% of P-LU, OK-LU, P
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Figure 3.41: Performance Profile of |E| at 50% of P-LU, OK-LU, P
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Figure 3.42: Estimated Tree Size Over Time
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The results from Figure 3.37 to 3.42 are clear that the pseudocost estimation

method is the best estimator. The Cornuejols’ method does not perform well espe-

cially on instances with maximum depth greater than 100 and those in which the

difference between the last full level and the waist level is high resulting in estimates

with E > 106. The Cornuejols’ method is highly dependent on the search order and

while MINTO’s hybrid method is a reasonable method, other node selection schemes

could give better estimates. Cornuejols et al. [27] accepted that the method can cause

significant overestimation if the search tree is tall and skinny or a good lower bound is

not found early in the solution process. The online’s Knuth method can significantly

overestimate the tree size when there are dives to deep leaf nodes early in the solution

process while other leaf nodes lie at much shallower levels.

3.6.2 Unsolved Instances

We select 29 instances consisting of several classes of MIP problems, as listed in

Section 3.6.1 and some instances from MIPLIB 2003 [77]. We also select 35 instances

from Beasley [15] and Neos Collection [70], similar to those in Section 3.4 of Cornuejols

et al. [27]. MINTO either cannot solve these instances to completion within a time

limit of 24 hours or reaches the memory limit of 2GB (indicating with *). In the case

of unsolved instances, we consider the estimate correct if the estimated tree size is

greater than the number of nodes evaluated at the time limit. We mark the incorrect

estimates with **. We report the estimated tree sizes in Table 3.5 to 3.7. The

estimates are made after 10 minutes of solution time with the exception of the set

covering and bin packing problems for which the estimates are made after 1 hour.

MINTO spends considerably more time solving nodes of the set covering and bin

packing problems than other instances. We also compare the initial estimate with

the final estimated tree size once MINTO is interrupted at 24 hours or reaches the

memory limit.
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A
S
E

S
T

U
D

Y

Instances Actual Estimate at 10m Estimate at 24h
at 24h P-LU OK-LU C P-LU OK-LU C

aflow40b 166015 971638 2674** 1352101 280980 227047 7.64E+14
c40400 23939 27881 1910** 112819 91579 7.87E+18 1.47E+22
cls.T90.C3.F500.S1 300781 45270870 591464 18604047 17527195 70631816 149760038
danoint 77875 8468415 4484900 649464 116521 738562 32351**
manna81 2481732 3053377 2.14E+17 9.05E+37 3463259 4.39E+12 8.50E+25
neos9 3264 9549 1.37E+11 1073561 5040 3.68E+9 4.78E+11
neos14 4637009 283863234 5.40E+21 5.03E+13 7111919 5.01E+17 9.78E+12
neos15 4711248 184261962 2.62E+21 5.48E+16 6858437 6.59E+15 4.35E+15
neos18 2580267 8276070 2.88E+17 9.67E+9 6752401 6305276 105046095
neos-498623 13798 15678 1340067 6189717 81989 20969 2.44E+15
neos-551991 104057 177931 1.07E+9 99379** 143357 7805716 4.82E+27
neos-799838 16089 4824** 371142 2134** 13531** 1000991 1.68E+10
neos-808214 203602 1203824 5.91E+22 1.11E+26 1054229 2.78E+18 5.04E+19
neos-839838 16842 99532 134217727 55390 24462 24275 1.77E+13
neos-841664 2950 35** 15** 20** 1038534 2314281 1962659
neos-847051 275600 1704027 1.21E+20 1.60E+17 1264432 2.31E+18 1.96E+14
neos-847302 174963 773** 761** 389** 668382 4942124 1.50E+20
neos-863472 3154830 3397568 6408751 6509635 5739010 1246309** 750630816
neos-911880 1525100 1857920 120669621 100291875 2838680 43522196 2.19E+9
neos-933815 984253 1055930 2937364 39474855 1235991 10718592 3.31E+10
neos-1426635 923468 2189875 1153** 2.17E+10 1479038 1.63E+14 1.19E+12
neos-1426662 157406 423018 7.03E+13 91211032 541466 491509 11669146

Table 3.5: Estimated Tree Size of Difficult Instances (1)
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Instances Actual Estimate at 10m Estimate at 24h
at 24h P-LU OK-LU C P-LU OK-LU C

neos-1430701 830448 2939938 1.71E+10 1546871 1141534 6417654 863252
neos-1440457 213852 467519 1.96E+9 2.35E+12 508182 9.44E+11 4.01E+10
neos-1451294 100311 600391 7.11E+16 1.43E+22 476058 4.17E+13 6.29E+17
newdano 113150 250** 1765** 359** 5326471 8289721 3411456
nsrand-ipx 30149 544290 2.19E+12 8.99E+9 944155 9109502 4.59E+9
ran14x18 271246 1219633 4608** 63801** 1609695 1.49E+9 1.09E+11
roll3000 80565 50443584 84315911 4.76E+10 6425543 1786819 5.94E+11
Multidimensional Knapsack Problems
mknapcb3-1* 939000 2396834 262143** 66254** 2255640 8.59E+9 663770**
mknapcb3-11* 937000 1670501 4047** 45368** 2183214 4.21E+14 496757**
mknapcb5-1* 1246000 41001150 1.85E+18 318736** 37091065 436207613 11073700
mknapcb5-11* 1359000 44011330 4.62E+17 240749** 34286213 4.75E+18 27576057
mknapcb5-21* 1363000 11533869 2.73E+14 62430** 42144190 6.58E+9 3853026
mknapcb6-1* 1050000 70913992 452** 262781** 53033270 8.59E+9 2062244
mknapcb6-11* 1155000 40087220 2.19E+12 312948** 55866810 6.87E+10 18360428
mknapcb6-21* 1161000 23003802 4.49E+15 19998817 56945934 2.27E+12 64085295
mknapcb8-1* 1859000 10617453 66** 11738** 7246316 10485758 23279593
mknapcb8-11* 1136000 38875349 137976** 10476** 8954896 3039186 19107400
mknapcb8-21* 1844000 54963243 187** 7214** 7706587 9605781 26274044
mknapcb9-1* 1259000 587** 7397** 5549** 17572184 21854685 56854905
mknapcb9-11* 1258000 589** 1264** 1522** 18297131 14088690 3619248
mknapcb9-21* 1264000 1835605 88** 1673** 17908804 96222375 2617762

Table 3.6: Estimated Tree Size of Difficult Instances (2)
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Instances Actual Estimate at 10m Estimate at 24h
at 24h P-LU OK-LU C P-LU OK-LU C

Set Covering Problems
scpclr10* 607000 3442344 475** 77031** 963287 1241643 41571418
scpclr11 241113 2006198 1971** 25222153 519181 1728128 7.25E+10
scpclr12 27627 223188 536870911 3.91E+9 122777 31983962 8.53E+16
scpnrg1* 70000 20641945 1.88E+9 15836086 2048746 529053252 21331903
scpnrg2* 73000 2704549 36072393 1343381 1865264 4567041 832467
scpnrg3* 163000 8505244 1.26E+16 11755177 7992892 1.35E+ 12 1.97E+11
scpnrg4* 239000 6833593 3.27E+14 11693** 2441118 1.37E+9 1.51E+10
scpnrh1* 83000 3589** 40475** 78608** 1295797 2954474 940155617
Bin Packing Problems
t120 00 7988 1071543 7.91E+11 3.95E+9 14854 2.64E+12 2.12E+10
t120 05 8114 896454 1.38E+11 710537642 15702 1.15E+12 5.89E+10
t120 10 9803 1364689 1.93E+12 93011123 14595 3.39E+11 192629248
t120 15 11621 800401 9.15E+15 179175 14875 12163431 1.19E+9
t60 00 136173 51054101 4.23E+22 9.36E+25 649769 164495 2.26E+22
t60 05 131817 39382121 1.23E+21 1.20E+19 1847396 6.39E+19 8.21E+15
t60 10 85884 38012234 5.44E+9 3.16E+14 205087 3.55E+11 5.31E+12
t60 15 149803 37982190 2.98E+14 1.24E+10 714056 1.54E+15 1.00E+11
u120 00 6715 768386 1.39E+21 3.07E+33 10632 4.11E+19 3.92E+25
u120 05 12479 1229619 1.66E+19 7.95E+17 20292 3.16E+16 3.54E+15
u120 10 4801 828415 1.12E+19 1.15E+19 7202 1.18E+16 1.42E+16
u120 15 6438 800403 2.04E+23 5.10E+23 8856 6.48E+20 7.96E+18
Neos Problems
ran14x18 1* 1824000 5416987 1261** 122390** 3064461 31749689 929944378

Table 3.7: Estimated Tree Size of Difficult Instances (3)
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From the result in Table 3.5 to 3.7, the pseudocost estimation method, the online

Knuth’s method, and the Cornuejols’ method make correct initial estimates in 89%,

69%, and 64% of the instances respectively. Some of the bad estimates may result

from an insufficient number of nodes evaluated (usually less than 100 nodes) at the

time of estimation. The Cornuejols’ method and the online Knuth’s method usually

predict a much larger amount of work than the pseudocost estimation method in most

of the good estimated instances. The final estimates of the three methods are correct

for almost all the instances.

3.7 Conclusions

We developed procedures to accurately estimate the final search tree size during the

branch-and-bound process. We specifically focused on “online” procedures that dy-

namically update the estimate of the tree size during the MIP solution process. We

introduced two new online estimation methods. First, we extended the original idea

of Knuth to operate during the search as opposed to an offline manner. Second, we

used pseudocosts as a key ingredient in the estimation procedure. We described the

mechanisms and the implementation details in MINTO by which node information

is gathered and used in both methods. For the online Knuth’s method, we improved

the estimation accuracy by incorporating the probability of finding the leaf nodes as

a weighting function. For the pseudocost estimation method, we showed that the

estimation accuracy can be improved by the bias reduction method. The effective-

ness of the methods was first tested by setting the lower bound to the value of a

known optimal solution. We later addressed the issue of not knowing the optimal

solution in advance by estimating the lower bound using the estimated degradations.

We demonstrated that both online Knuth’s and pseudocost estimation methods still

make reasonably good estimate and detect difficult instances that might require long
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solution times without the knowledge of the optimal solution solution values. Com-

putational results on the large test suite of instances were reported and showed that

both methods compared favorably to other methods in the literature.
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Chapter 4

A Grid-Enabled MIP Solver

In the preceding chapters, we have discussed aspects of branch-and-bound algorithms

and computational grids. While the master-worker paradigm is not scalable, we

have shown that by carefully tuning search parameters, the algorithms can be made

to scale reasonably efficiently, even when there are hundreds of worker processors

being served by a single master. We have also developed a reliable work estimation

procedure using pseudocosts as a key ingredient. The size of branch-and-bound tree

can be accurately estimated during the process of solving a MIP instance. In this

chapter, we use the lessons learned from the previous chapters as parts of building

an effective grid-enabled MIP solver.

The focus of this chapter is to create a powerful general MIP solver that runs in

the grid environment. In our work, we leverage the great advancements that have

occured in sequential MIP solvers in recent decades by using an existing sequential

MIP solver as a component of our grid-enabled solver. Namely, our grid-enabled MIP

solver is a combination of the sequential branch-and-bound MIP solver, MINTO, and

an extension of an existing mw framework known as MWBlackbox. The effective-

ness of the solver relies on sophisticated MIP strategies on both the master and the

workers. On the worker side, advanced features of MINTO including preprocessing
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and probing, automatic cut generation, and reduced cost fixing are applied on the

subtrees. On the master, a sophisticated node selection, a dynamic grain size, and

a restart strategy are employed. Our ultimate goal is to build a grid-enabled MIP

solver that possesses good scalability and parallel utilization and allows us to solve

difficult MIP instances using as many resources as we have available to us.

This chapter is divided into 7 sections. In Section 4.1, we introduce a new compu-

tationally intensive branching scheme called lookahead branching in which the current

branching decision is based on the bounds and other branching information of child

nodes two levels deeper than the current node. In Section 4.2, we give an overview

of a blackbox implementation of mw (MWBlackbox) including new functions that are

necessary to run MWBlackbox. In Section 4.3, we describe additional implementa-

tion details in order to create a grid-enabled version of MINTO (MW-MINTO) that runs

within the MWBlackbox framework. In Section 4.4, we employ our lookahead scheme as

a node selection strategy at the top of the branch-and-bound tree in order to enhance

the effectiveness of MW-MINTO. In Section 4.5, we further improve the performance

of MW-MINTO by defining the best restart indicator for re-evaluating unsuccessful sub-

trees. We also use the work estimation procedures, developed in Chapter 3, to help us

determine the amount of remaining work and decide whether or not it is worthwhile

to restart. In Section 4.6, we perform a large-scale computation to solve difficult MIP

instances running MW-MINTO on hundreds of processors. We offer some conclusions in

Section 4.7.

4.1 Computationally Intensive Branching

Branching strategies are crucial when solving difficult MIP instances. In this sec-

tion, we first study the benefit of obtaining useful information at the early stage of

the branch-and-bound process. We perform a computationally intensive branching
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technique in which the current branching decision is based on the bounds and other

branching information of child nodes two levels deeper than the current node.

Obviously, obtaining information about the bounds of potential child nodes two

levels deeper than the current node may be computationally expensive. However, even

if obtaining this information is extremely costly, we note two factors that may mitigate

this expense. First, as noted by numerous authors [45, 69], the branching decisions

made at the top of the tree are the most crucial. Perhaps the “expensive” lookahead

branching techniques need only be done for the very few first nodes of the branch-

and-bound tree. Second, in codes for mixed integer programming that are designed

to exploit significant parallelism by evaluating nodes of the branch-and-bound tree

on distributed processors [39, 68, 89], in the initial stages of the algorithm, there

are generally not enough active nodes to occupy available processors. If obtaining

information about the impact of branching decisions at deeper levels of the tree is

useful, then these idle processors could be put to useful work by computing this

information. Thus, we view the lookahead branching as a potentially key ingredient

of an effective grid-enabled MIP solver.

As a first question to answer, we consider instead of performing less work than full

strong branching as described in Section 1.2, what if we performed more? Specifically,

by taking into account the impact of the current branching decision on the bounds of

child nodes two levels deeper than the current node, can we make better branching

decisions? The intuition behind studying this question is to view strong branching

as a greedy heuristic for selecting the branching variable. By considering the impact

of the branching decision not just on the child subproblems, but on the grandchild

subproblems as well, can we do better? And if so, at what computational cost?

This section is an extension of the work from the Master’s Thesis of Glankwamdee

[51]. In that work, the lookahead branching idea was tested by a complete solution

of the two-level search tree depicted in Figure 4.1. The initial computational results
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Figure 4.1: Lookahead Search Tree

lead us to believe that measuring the impact on grandchild nodes when making a

branching decision can reduce the number of nodes of the search tree, in large part

due to additional bound fixing and implications that can be derived. However, the

time required to perform such a method can be quite significant. Our goal in this

section is to develop a practical lookahead branching method. An obvious way in

which to speed the process up is to consider fixing bounds on only certain pairs of

variables and to limit the number of simplex iterations used to gauge the change in

bound at the resulting grandchild nodes.

4.1.1 Algorithm

Figure 4.2 shows the notation we use for the LP relaxations of the partially-expanded

abbreviated search tree. The set F is the set of fractional variables in the solution

to the initial LP relaxation (x̂). Recall that the solution value of an infeasible linear

program is denoted as zLP = −∞ and the lower bound on the optimal solution

value zMIP is denoted at zL. For a pair of variables (xi, xj) whose values in the

current LP relaxation are fractional, we create four subproblems and do a limited
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number of dual simplex pivots in order to get the upper bound of z−−
ij , z−+

ij , z+−
ik ,

and z++
ik . If the constraint xi ≤ ⌊x̂i⌋ and xj ≤ ⌊x̂j⌋ are imposed on the left-most

branch and the relaxation is resolved, an upper bound of z−−
ij is obtained. We use

the indicator parameter ρ−−
ij = 1 to indicate if the left-most branch would be pruned,

i.e., if z−−
ij ≤ zL; otherwise ρ−−

ij = 0. The notations for other nodes are similar.

zLP

z−−
ij z−+

ij z+−
ij z++

ij

A DB C

F

ρ−−
ij ρ−+

ij ρ+−
ij ρ++

ij

A := xi ≤ ⌊x̂i⌋, xj ≤ ⌊x̂j⌋
B := xi ≤ ⌊x̂i⌋, xj ≥ ⌈x̂j⌉

C := xi ≥ ⌈x̂i⌉, xj ≤ ⌊x̂j⌋
D := xi ≥ ⌈x̂i⌉, xj ≥ ⌈x̂j⌉

Figure 4.2: Notations for Abbreviated Lookahead Search Tree

The obvious questions we must answer are how to choose the pair of variables

(xi, xj) and how many simplex pivots should be performed to obtain the values zij.

4.1.2 Bound Fixing and Implications

When computing the LP relaxation values for potential nodes, auxiliary information

obtained can be useful for tightening the LP relaxation and reducing the size of the

search tree.

Bound Fixing

When tentatively branching on a variable xi, either in strong branching or in looka-

head branching, if one of the child nodes is fathomed, then the bounds on variable xi

can be improved. For example, if the two left child nodes with branching constraint
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xi ≤ ⌊x̂i⌋ are infeasible, i.e., ρ−−
ij = 1 and ρ−+

ij = 1, then we can improve the lower

bound on variable i to be ⌈x̂i⌉. All conditions under which variables can be fixed are

shown in Table 4.1.

Condition Implication
ρ−−

ij = 1 and ρ−+
ij = 1 xi ≥ ⌈x̂i⌉

ρ+−
ij = 1 and ρ++

ij = 1 xi ≤ ⌊x̂i⌋
ρ−−

ij = 1 and ρ+−
ij = 1 xj ≥ ⌈x̂j⌉

ρ−+
ij = 1 and ρ++

ij = 1 xj ≤ ⌊x̂j⌋

Table 4.1: Bound Fixing of Lookahead Branching

Implications

By examining the consequences of fixing binary variables to create potential child

nodes, simple inequalities can be deduced by combining mutually exclusive variable

bounds into a single constraint. The inequality identifies two variables, either original

or complemented, that cannot simultaneously be 1 in the optimal solution. For ex-

ample, if variables xi and xj are binary decision variables and the lookahead branch-

ing procedure determines that branching “up” on both xi and xj, i.e., imposing

xi ≥ 1andxj ≥ 1 results in a subproblem that may be pruned, then the inequality

xi + xj ≤ 1 can be safely added to the LP relaxation at the current node. These

inequalities are essentially additional edges in a local conflict graph for the integer

program [92, 13]. Other inequalities that can be added if any of the child nodes would

be pruned are specified in Table 4.2.

Condition Inequality
ρ−−

ij = 1 (1 − xi) + (1 − xj) ≤ 1

ρ+−
ij = 1 (1 − xi) + xj ≤ 1

ρ+−
ij = 1 xi + (1 − xj) ≤ 1

ρ++
ij = 1 xi + xj ≤ 1

Table 4.2: Implications for Lookahead Branching
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4.1.3 Strong Branching Implementation

The questions of how to choose candidate variables and how many pivots to perform

on each candidate must also be answered when implementing a (one-level) strong

branching method. Since one of our goals is to show the possible benefits of the

lookahead method, we also implement a practical strong branching method with

which to compare the abbreviated lookahead method. When implementing strong

branching, there are two main parameters of interest:

• The number of candidate variables to consider, (or the size of the set C), and

• the number of simplex pivots (down and up) to perform on each candidate.

Our choice to limit the size of the candidate set is based on how many fractional vari-

ables there are to consider in a solution (x̂, ŷ) whose objective value is zLP . Specifi-

cally, we let the size of this set be

|C| = max{α|F|, 10}, (4.1)

where F is the set of fractional variables in x̂ and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a parameter whose

value we determine through a set of experiments. When branching, the variables are

ranked from largest to smallest according to the fractionality of x̂i, i.e., the criteria

min(fi, 1− fi), where fi = x̂i − ⌊x̂i⌋ is the fractional part of x̂i. The top |C| variables

are chosen as potential branching candidates. For each candidate variable xi, β dual

simplex iterations are performed for each of the down and up branch, resulting in

objective values z−i and z+
i . The variable selected for branching is the one with

i∗ ∈ arg max
i∈F

{W(zLP − z−i , zLP − z+
i )}, (4.2)

where the weighting function W(a, b)
def
= {µ1 min(a, b) + µ2 max(a, b)}, as suggested

by Eckstein [37]. The parameters of the weighting function are set to µ1 = 3 and
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µ2 = 1, as suggested in branching variable discussion in Section 1.2.

More sophisticated methods exist for choosing the candidate set C. For example,

the variables could be ranked based on the bound change resulting from one dual

simplex pivot (akin to the penalty method of Driebeek [35]), or even a dynamic

method, in which the size of the set considered is a function of the bound changes

seen on child nodes to date, like the method of Achterberg et al. [1]. We denote by

SB(α̂, β̂) the strong branching method with parameters α̂ and β̂.

4.1.4 Lookahead Branching Implementation

When implementing the abbreviated lookahead branching method, we must determine

• the number of candidate variable pairs to consider, and

• the number of simplex iterations to perform on each of the four grandchild nodes

for each candidate pair.

Our method for choosing the set of candidate pairs D works as follows. First, a

limited strong branching SB(α̂, β̂) is performed, as described in Section 4.1.3. Then,

the variables are ranked from largest to smallest using the same criteria as in strong

branching, namely W(zLP − z−i , zLP − z+
i ). From these, the best γ candidates are

chosen and for each pair of candidate variables coming from the best γ, δ dual sim-

plex iterations are performed from the previous basis on the four grandchild nodes,

resulting in the values zs1s2

ij and ρs1s2

ij of Figure 4.2. If α̂ and β̂ are the parameters

for the limited strong branching, and γ̂ and δ̂ are the parameters defining the size

of the candidate set of variable pairs and number of pivots on each grandchild node

to perform, then we refer to the branching method as LA(α̂, β̂, γ̂, δ̂). Note that the

set D consists of all pairs of the best γ candidate variables from the limited strong

branching.
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Let the reduction in the LP relaxation value at the grandchild nodes be denoted

by

Ds1s2

ij

def
= zLP − zs1s2

ij , where s1, s2 ∈ −,+. (4.3)

Note that Ds1s2

ij ≥ 0. The symbol λi is an overall reduction in the LP relaxation value

if variable i is chosen as the branching variable i.e.,

λi
def
=

∏

j∈D,j 6=i

(D−−
ij D−+

ij D+−
ij D++

ij ), (4.4)

where Ds1s2

ij = 1 if ρs1s2

ij = 1.

The symbol ηi counts the total number of potential nodes that would be fathomed

if variable i is chosen as the branching variable i.e.,

ηi
def
=

∑

j∈D,j 6=i

(ρ−−
ij + ρ−+

ij + ρ+−
ij + ρ++

ij ). (4.5)

The variable selected for branching is the one with

i∗ ∈ arg max
i∈D

{ηi}, (4.6)

However, if there exists a tie, we choose to branch on the variable

i∗ ∈ arg max
i∈D

{λi}. (4.7)

4.1.5 Computational Experiments

A first set of experiments is performed to determine good values for the branching

parameters α, β, γ, and δ. Subsequently, we compare the resulting strong branching

and abbreviated lookahead branching methods with the default branching scheme

of MINTO(v3.1). MINTO uses a combination of (once-initialized) pseudocosts and
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the penalty method of Driebeek [35]. See Linderoth and Savelsbergh [69] for a com-

plete explanation of this method. The strong branching and abbreviated lookahead

branching have been incorporated into MINTO using the appl divide user appli-

cation function that allows the user to specify the branching variable, as described

in Section 1.6.4. To solve the linear programs that arise, we use CPLEX(v8.1) [28].

To speed up the testing of the algorithm, the experiments were run on a Beowulf

cluster at Lehigh University. The code is compiled with gcc version 2.96 and run on

an Intel(R) Pentium(R) III CPU, with clock speed 1133MHz. The CPU time is lim-

ited to a maximum of 8 hours and the memory is limited to a maximum of 1024MB.

For these experiments, we use a test suite of 50 instances from MIPLIB 3.0 [19] and

MIPLIB 2003 [77]. A complete list of instances is in Appendix A.

Strong Branching Parameters

Our first goal is to determine reasonable values for α and β to use in our strong

branching method SB(α, β). Doing a search of the full parameter space for α and

β would have required prohibitive computational effort, so instead we employ the

following mechanism for determining reasonable default values for α and β. The

number of simplex iterations is fixed to β = 5 and an experiment is run to determine

a good value of α given that β = 5. Figure 4.3 shows a performance profile of

this experiment, wherein we have implemented the branching rules SB(α, 5) for α =

0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. The result of the experiment shows that α = 0.5 gives good

relative results. Namely, considering a half of the fractional variables as branching

candidates results in good computational behavior.

Next, we run an experiment comparing the branching rules SB(0.5, β) for β =

5, 10, and 25. Figure 4.4 summarizes the results of this experiment in the performance

profile. There is no clear winner in this experiment, but the value β = 10 appears to

perform reasonably well.
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Figure 4.3: Performance Profile of Running Time as α Varies
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Figure 4.4: Performance Profile of Running Time as β Varies
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Abbreviated Lookahead Branching Parameters

This experiment is designed to determine appropriate values for the number of branch-

ing candidates and the number of simplex pivots, i.e., parameters γ and δ respectively,

in the abbreviated lookahead branching method, LA(α, β, γ, δ). In this experiment,

we have fixed the values for (α∗, β∗) = (0.5, 10) as determined in Section 4.1.5. To

find appropriate values for γ and δ, we follow a strategy similar to the one that is used

to determine α∗ and β∗. First, we fix a value of δ = 10 and compare the performance

of branching rules LA(0.5, 10, γ, 10). The results of this experiment are summarized

in Figure 4.5. We conclude from the experiment that γ = 3 is a reasonable parameter

value.
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Figure 4.5: Performance Profile of Running Time as γ Varies

Given that γ = 3, the next experiment compared branching methods

LA(0.5, 10, 3, δ) for δ ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25}. The results of this experiment are summa-

rized in the performance profile in Figure 4.6. There is also no clear winner in this

experiment, but we prefer the smaller number of simplex pivots. Therefore, we select
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the good parameter settings for the abbreviated lookahead branching method to be

(α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗) = (0.5, 10, 3, 10).
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Figure 4.6: Performance Profile of Running Time as δ Varies

Full Strong Branching and Abbreviated Lookahead Branching Comparison

This experiment is aimed at determining if the limited grandchild information ob-

tained from the abbreviated lookahead branching method could reduce the number

of nodes in the search tree significantly. Namely, we compare the branching methods

SB(α∗, β∗) and LA(α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗). The abbreviated lookahead branching method is

not at all effective if the number of nodes in LA(α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗) is not significantly less

than SB(α∗, β∗) since the amount of work done to determine a branching variable is

significantly larger in LA(α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗) than for SB(α∗, β∗).

Figure 4.7 is the performance profile comparing the number of nodes evaluated

in the two methods. The number of nodes evaluated in the abbreviated lookahead

method is substantially less than the strong branching. A somewhat more surprising
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result is depicted in Figure 4.8, which shows that LA(α∗, β∗, γ∗, δ∗) also dominates

SB(α∗, β∗) in terms of CPU time.
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Figure 4.7: Performance Profile of Number of Nodes Evaluated

Final Comparison

The final comparison is the most practical one, aimed at determining for a fixed

maximum number of simplex iterations, whether these iterations are most effectively

used evaluating potential child node bounds or grandchild node bounds. Namely, we

would like to compare the strong branching strategy against the abbreviated looka-

head branching strategy for parameter values such that

2|C1|β = 4
γ(γ − 1)δ

2
. (4.8)

The LHS of equation (4.8) is the maximum number of pivots that the strong

branching method performs, where |C1| is computed from equation (4.1). Similarly,
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the RHS is the maximum number of pivots that the abbreviated lookahead branching

method can perform.

For this experiment, we implement the strong branching with bound fixing and the

abbreviated lookahead branching with bound fixing as part of the MINTO options.

The variables in the set C are ranked as described earlier according to the fraction-

ality while the variables in the set D are ranked from largest to smallest using the

pseudocosts. We use CLP [44] to solve the linear programs because it is the LP solver

we use for our grid-enabled MIP solver. The strong branching parameters are fixed

at the setting determined in Section 4.1.5, namely α∗ = 0.5 and β∗ = 10. We fix the

abbreviated lookahead branching parameter δ∗ = 10 as determined in Section 4.1.5.

Finally, γ is computed from equation (4.8).

We compare the effectiveness of these methods with the default MINTO branch-

ing. We also implement another branching strategy, LA-5, that applies the abbrevi-

ated lookahead branching at the top of branch-and-bound tree, i.e., only to nodes with
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depth less than 5 and uses the default MINTO scheme otherwise. The experimental

results are summarized in the performance profile of Figure 4.9 and 4.10. For a fixed

number of simplex iterations, the abbreviated lookahead branching outperforms the

strong branching. In addition, the abbreviated lookahead method leads to less num-

ber of nodes evaluated. Further, while not quite as effective as the default MINTO

branching method, the abbreviated lookahead branching appears to be a reasonable

practical branching method if performed in a limited fashion.
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Figure 4.9: Performance Profile of Number of Nodes Evaluated

In summary, we show that by the limiting number of simplex iterations or the

number of fractional variables for which to generate the branching information, a

similar branching decision can still be made, but with less computational effort. The

resulting lookahead branching is of comparable quality to the advanced branching

methods available in the MINTO software system. The additional computational

effort may well pay off in fewer number of nodes evaluated in the branch-and-bound

search tree.
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4.2 MWBlackbox Preliminaries

Since we aim at creating a powerful grid-enabled MIP solver by distributing the

sequential solver on the grids using mw framework described in Section 1.6.1, here

we discuss the functions of MWBlackbox in detail. MWBlackbox is an extension of

mw framework in which the MWWorker::execute task() method is implemented

with a user-supplied executable. The communication between the master and the

workers still requires the creation of master and worker executable. Our grid-enabled

MIP solver uses Condor-Sockets as the RMComm Layer, thus MWBlackbox classes are

compiled to create worker blackbox socket. Once the worker executable

worker blackbox socket is launched into the available machines in the Condor pool,

the master can transfer the user-supplied executable to the workers. The user-supplied

executable is run on computational grids within a loosely-controlled mechanism of

mw. MWBlackbox alleviates programming burden and makes it easier for the users

to build branch-and-bound algorithms with mw. A design goal for MWBlackbox is
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to have the users write no code for any components of the workers. MWBlackbox is

written by deriving three new methods from the abstract base classes, MWDriver,

MWTask, and MWWorker of mw. In this section, we describe additional functions and

changes to the mw library.

4.2.1 MWDriver blackbox

In order to pass an executable from a master to workers, the pure virtual function

pack worker init data() is re-implemented in MWDriver blackbox. The worker

executable as well as data files that need to be staged are transfered. The following

three additional functions are added to support this procedure.

• void add staged file(const string &s)

• string get executable() const

• void set executable(const string &s)

In application programs, the users do not need to implement the method

pack worker init data(). Rather, in the initialization method get userinfo(int

argc, char *argv[]), the users must call set executable(const string &s) to

set an executable for the workers. The method add staged file(const string &s)

is called to transfer the a data file to stage on the workers if necessary. It can be

called multiple times if there are more than one file to stage on the workers. We note

that the executable and the staged files are only sent once per worker.

4.2.2 MWTask blackbox

The MWTask blackbox class is re-implemented from MWTask in mw. It specifies an

appropriate interface to the executable and holds both input and output files com-

municating between the master and the workers. The class constructor is of the form
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MWTask blackbox(const list<string> &args, const list<string>

&input files, const list<string> &output files). Each argument can be de-

scribed as the following:

• list<string> &args – A list of arguments given to the blackbox executable

for this task.

• list<string> &input files – A list of names of input files that should be

transfered to the worker for execution of this task.

• list<string> &output files – A list of names of output files that the exe-

cutable produces upon completion of this task and need to be returned to the

master. The standard output and standard error are returned automatically

and are included in this list when the task returns.

The users can access the list of arguments, the names of input files, or the list of

names of output files that were added at the time the task was constructed by calling

the following methods:

• const list<string> & getArgs() const

• const list<string> & getInputFiles() const

• const list<string> & getOutputFiles() const

Since the MWTask blackbox class holds both the files describing the work to be

done on the workers and the files reporting the results computing from the workers,

the application programmers need not implement any of methods in the base class.

MWBlackbox ensures that all input files are passed to the worker and all output files

are passed back to the master, if the file names are given as the arguments to the

constructor. We note that MWTask blackbox can be re-derived by applications.
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4.2.3 MWWorker blackbox

Both pure virtual functions, unpack init data() and execute task(MWTask *task),

are re-implemented in MWWorker blackbox so that the users do not to write any code

at all for the MWWorker::execute task(), but only to provide the executable needed

to run on the workers. However, the executable must be compiled to receive initial

data as input files and write results into output files. The workers work on the assigned

tasks until a grain size, normally provided through args in the MWTask blackbox, is

reached. The result portion of the executable is returned as a standard output which

is available to the users as a part of the MWTask blackbox class.

4.3 Grid-Enabled MINTO (MW-MINTO)

MINTO [81] is an LP-based branch-and-bound MIP solver with advanced features

such as cutting planes, preprocessing and primal heuristics. These advanced features

are leveraged in our work by using MINTO as a component of our grid-enabled

solver. In this section, we describe how MINTO is engineered to run in combination

with MWBlackbox to speed up the execution of branch-and-bound algorithms on the

computational grids as an approach to solve larger and more difficult MIP instances.

Branch and bound is an algorithm that uses a divide-and-conquer strategy in

which it partitions the solution space into subproblems (subtrees) and optimizes over

each subproblem individually. In MW-MINTO, each subtree is considered a unit of work

that the master sends as a task to the worker. As such, the description of a task

sent to the workers consists of the description of a node along with the best known

solution if any.
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4.3.1 MW-MINTO Implementation

The first step in creating a grid-enabled application to work with MWBlackbox is

to create a worker executable that can run within this framework. In this case, a

special version of MINTO is created using the user application functions described in

Section 1.6.4. This version is able to read a bounds file describing a node, set the lower

bound if a feasible solution is provided as part of the task, and write a description of

all active nodes to a file if the search is not completed by a specified time limit. This

executable is specified in the method set executable() of MWDriver blackbox.

A node can be easily described by the value of each variable that has been fixed

along the path from root to the node. A file describing the node to be evaluated is

transfered to the worker by denoting it as one of the input files in the constructor

of MWTask blackbox. The best lower bound passed from the master is set in MINTO

by calling the user application function appl primal. The goal is to evaluate the

entire subtree rooted at this node. The result portion of the task consists of a list of

nodes that are unevaluated and the best lower bound found by MINTO in searching

its subtree. The unevaluated nodes can be described in a manner similar to that of

the input node and are returned to the master using the output files portion of

the MWTask blackbox. In addition, each unevaluated node can contain other useful

branching information including its upper bound, depth, and estimated amount of

work, described in Chapter 3. One output file is generated in the user application

function appl exit.

The application MintoBlackbox driver class is derived from the

MWDriver blackbox class as described in Section 4.2. In the method MintoBlackbox

::get userinfo(), the users must call 3 functions. First, the function

add executable(const char *exec name, const char *requirements) is called

to tell mw which worker blackbox executable to use and define the characteristic of re-

quested worker processors in the Condor pool. The function set executable(const
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string &s) is used to set an executable for the workers which is the modified MINTO

in this case. The function add staged file(const string &s) is called to add a

file description of MIP instance (MPS format) that MINTO executable solves on the

workers. Figure 4.11 shows the implementation of the method MintoBlackbox::get userinfo().

1 MWReturn

2 MintoBlackbox::get_userinfo(int argc, char *argv[])

3 {

4 // Tell MW which blackbox executable to use

5 RMC->add_executable("./worker_blackbox_socket",

6 "Arch == \"INTEL\" && Opsys == \"LINUX\"");

7

8 // Set the worker executable

9 set_executable(string("minto");

10

11 // Stage the MPS file on the worker

12 add_staged_file(string("danoint.mps"));

13 }

Figure 4.11: MintoBlackbox::get userinfo()

The method MintoBlackBox::setup initial tasks() must create the task on

which the computation is to begin. For branch-and-bound algorithms, this task con-

sists of a description of the root node. We also need to define three arguments for

the class constructor of MWTask blackbox, namely an input file name, an output file

name, and a list of arguments defining MINTO options. Figure 4.12 shows the im-

plementation of the method MintoBlackBox::setup initial tasks(). In this case,

MINTO solves the instance danoint for 180 seconds starting at the root node. Since

no variables’ bounds are fixed at the root node, the innode.0 file is empty. At the

time limit, the list of unevaluated nodes is written into outnode.0 file by the modified

MINTO executable.

The method MintoBlackbox::act on completed task() is implemented to han-

dle the results, i.e., a set of unevaluated nodes and the best known solution, passed

back from the workers. The best lower bound (zL) of zMIP is maintained on the
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1 MWReturn

2 MintoBlackBox::setup_initial_tasks(int *n_init , MWTask ***init_tasks)

3 {

4 const int NI = 1;

5 *n_init = NI;

6 *init_tasks = new MWTask *[NI];

7

8 list<string> args, input_files, output_files;

9

10 input_files.push_back(string("innode.0"));

11 output_files.push_back(string("outnode.0"));

12 args.push_back(string("-t180"));

13 args.push_back(string("danoint.mps"));

14

15 MWTask_blackbox *bbt = new MWTask_blackbox(args,input_file,output_file);

16 (*init_tasks)[0] = bbt;

17 }

Figure 4.12: MintoBlackBox::setup initial tasks()

master and updated once the task is completed. The nodes with the upper bounds

smaller than the best lower bound (zN
U < zL) are then fathomed. Each unevaluated

node is added as a new task in the master task pool. The master maintains a list

of candidate subtrees according to certain criteria, e.g., best-bound or worst-bound.

mw manages the task list and sends out new subproblems to process on the worker

as long as the task list is not empty, at which point the current best solution is opti-

mal. Figure 4.13 shows a portion of the MintoBlackbox::act on completed task()

method.
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1 MWReturn MintoBlackBox::act_on_completed_task(MWTask *t)

2 {

3 MWTask_blackbox *bbt = dynamic_cast<MWTask_blackbox *> (t);

4 ifstream infile;

5 list<string> args, input_files, output_files;

6

7 // Read the output file from a worker

8 infile.open(((bbt->getOutputFiles()).front()).c_str());

9 int numactnodes = collectResults();

10

11 // Fathom nodes

12 delete_tasks_worse_than(bestLowerBound_);

13

14 // Generate new subproblems (tasks)

15 for (i = 0; i < numactnodes; i++) {

16 createNewNodeInfo(args, input_file, output_file);

17 addTask(new MWTask_blackbox(args, input_file, output_file));

18 }

19 }

Figure 4.13: MintoBlackbox::act on completed task()

4.3.2 Implementing the Master for Effective Branch and Bound

The MW-MINTO is made to scale reasonably efficiently by following the strategies de-

scribed in Section 2.1 including dynamic grain size, contention, and clean-up. First,

the task dependence leads to situations where workers are sitting idle waiting for

other workers to report back their results to the master. This especially occurs at

the beginning and at the end of the computation when the master pool has less tasks

than participating workers. The master pool can be kept populated by dynamically

changing the grain size. For MW-MINTO, the normal grain size is 1,800 seconds, but

when the number of tasks in the master pool is less than 100, the grain size is reduced

to 180 seconds.

Second, for large branch-and-bound trees, a best-first search can lead to the num-

ber of active nodes becoming very large exhausting the available memory on the

master processor. Thus, we must dynamically alter the task list ordering during the
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course of the search. For MW-MINTO, when the maximum number of workers is 128,

the master node list is kept in best-bound order while there are less than 5,000 tasks,

then it is switched to worst-bound order until the number of tasks is reduced to 2,500

tasks, at which point the order is again reversed.

Third, the efficiency of MW-MINTO can be improved further with a worker clean-

up phase designed to evaluate nodes that would subsequently lead to short-length

tasks. The goal of the clean-up phase is to fathom nodes that are unlikely to lead to

full-length tasks if submitted at a later time. The first clean-up phase allows for an

additional 20% of the original grain size to process all nodes deeper than the average

node depth of the remaining nodes on the worker. The second clean-up allows an

additional 10% of the original grain size to process the remaining nodes below the

average node depth plus five. The worker always searches the given subtree in depth-

first fashion except for the initial task on which MINTO a best-bound strategy is

used. Unless otherwise stated, the branching option is set to the MINTO default.

4.4 Starting Branching Strategy

The effectiveness of the branch-and-bound algorithms strongly depends on how quickly

the upper bound on zMIP , obtained from the solution to a relaxation, decreases. In

addition, as stated by numerous authors [45, 69], the branching decisions made at

the top of the tree are the most crucial. Therefore, a primary goal in branching is to

branch on a variable that reduces this upper bound as quickly as possible.

MINTO by default performs a significant amount of strong branching, but the

results in Section 4.1 demonstrate that by performing a computationally intensive

lookahead branching procedure at the top of the tree to gather useful branching

information, the benefit of reducing the size of branch-and-bound tree can be gained.

Therefore, we implement the abbreviated lookahead branching as a branching option
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in MINTO(v3.2) to use in the MWBlackbox framework. In this section, we demonstrate

the impact of this lookahead branching scheme at the early stages of tree search in

MW-MINTO that results in fewer number of nodes evaluated in branch-and-bound tree.

Since the abbreviated lookahead is a computationally expensive branching method,

we must determine how often it should be performed in order to achieve the best per-

formance for MW-MINTO. The abbreviated lookahead can also affect the parallel uti-

lization (η) when the root relaxation of an instance is difficult to solve and requires

more time to evaluate than the given grain size of the initial task. Therefore, we need

to ensure that when the abbreviated lookahead is performed, the CPU time of the

initial task is roughly equal to the grain size. This indicates that MINTO is at least

able to finish evaluating the root node and returns active nodes such that the master

can send out tasks to other idle workers who then again may perform the abbreviated

lookahead branching. We propose the following three starting strategies that apply

the abbreviated lookahead branching at different level:

1. Initial task (LA-1)

2. First 10 tasks (LA-T10)

3. All tasks with root depth less than 10 (LA-D10)

We perform experiments to demonstrate the impact of applying the abbreviated

lookahead branching at the top of the tree on the effectiveness of MW-MINTO. The goal

is to emphasize the benefit of using the computationally intensive branching method

on the size of branch-and-bound trees of more difficult MIP instances and determining

the best of the three proposed strategies.

We test MW-MINTO on a suite of 10 difficult MIP instances from MIPLIB 3.0 [19],

MIPLIB 2003 [77], neos collection [70], and OR-Library [15] that MINTO cannot solve

to completion within 24 hours or reach the memory limit of 2GB (indicating with *)

on a single machine. We indicate unavailable information with -1. We either use a
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Condor pool at Lehigh University consisting of 432 AMD Opteron machines with the

maximum memory limit of 2GB or a Condor pool at University of Wisconsin-Madison

consisting of 707 various Intel machines. All machines run the Linux operating system.

For our preliminary experiments, the maximum number of workers is limited to 128.

Table 4.3 compares the normalized CPU time (T ) as in equation (1.8), the total

number of nodes evaluated (N ), and the parallel utilization (η) as in equation (1.7)

of sequential MINTO, default MW-MINTO, and MW-MINTO with three lookahead starting

strategies. The integrality gap is shown for unsolved instances on the single machine.
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Instances Sequential MINTO Default MW-MINTO MW-MINTO with LA-1
Gap (%) N T (s) N η (%) T (s) N η (%)

blp-ir98 3.84 141131 -1 -1 -1 3439388 16615657 80.04
danoint 5.55 77875 220281 845554 89.48 180433 778809 82.28
manna81 0.82 2481732 692664 10413321 89.95 292116 5420109 83.01
mcf2* -1 23000 217888 835782 88.87 169001 751280 85.03
neos-498623 0.34 13798 2185448 2005926 94.15 1509566 1014695 91.72
neos-503737 3.85 65277 1021673 1428250 85.66 313765 195660 80.49
neos-641591 0.01 26191 4196060 1215194 93.87 1499597 426270 93.18
neos-863472 8.78 3154830 622507 12258225 84.74 41268 1349808 81.04
neos-1430701 1.30 830448 3254453 4851718 88.15 1105943 1461386 85.10
ran14x18 1* -1 1824000 -1 -1 -1 2836111 149181051 92.91

Instances MW-MINTO with LA-T10 MW-MINTO with LA-D10
T (s) N η (%) T (s) N η (%) # of Tasks with LA

blp-ir98 623837 1379880 83.11 839926 1368379 86.76 153
danoint 152842 694174 81.21 171137 661826 88.72 318
manna81 126690 1129401 83.11 197036 1074156 88.64 494
mcf2* 155293 700555 82.15 165823 685823 80.24 329
neos-498623 749923 230091 97.06 1388281 210796 97.24 1128
neos-503737 214990 178467 87.24 277989 161173 82.88 64
neos-641591 1252796 338004 94.21 1398476 319897 94.02 149
neos-863472 26462 1304015 82.72 38950 1283100 88.82 126
neos-1430701 880273 1417386 87.88 966608 1379128 88.43 571
ran14x18 1* 2280448 148311040 94.67 2779893 148299342 94.48 400

Table 4.3: Performance of MW-MINTO with Lookahead Branching
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From the results of the starting strategy experiment in Table 4.3, we make the

following observations:

• Eight instances that were unsolved on a single machine can be solved with

MW-MINTO using the default branching scheme on workers. Two instances,

namely blp-ir98 and ran14x18 1, are still unsolvable (indicated with -1) within

a wall clock time of 12 hours on several trials.

• Lookahead branching is very effective in reducing the total number of nodes

evaluated. Even applying lookahead branching only to the initial task, all ten

instances are solved with fewer nodes and smaller normalized CPU time than

the default MW-MINTO.

• While performing lookahead branching on all tasks with root depth less than 10

(LA-D10) may lead to smaller numbers of nodes evaluated for every instance,

it is too costly to perform too many rounds of lookahead branching with little

benefit gained.

• Employing lookahead branching on the first 10 tasks (LA-T10) seems to be the

best starting strategy for MW-MINTO. The smaller branch-and-bound tree sizes

are achieved within reasonable amount of computational time and MW-MINTO

still maintains good parallel utilization.

4.5 Restart Strategy

Restart has been explored mostly in the field of constraint programming in the con-

text of combinatorial search algorithms. The running time of such algorithms is often

characterized by a heavy-tailed probability distribution with infinite mean and vari-

ance. The great variability of the running time arises from the fact that there exists

a subtree that require exponentially more time to solve than the others. Restart is
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generally performed by discarding work on a subtree and re-evaluating the subtree

with a different branching order. In the context of the traveling salesman problem

(TSP), the inequalities found while evaulating nodes of the search tree are collected

into a cut pool that can be re-applied once the subtree is restarted. This cut pool

can be useful for improving the root upper bound in many TSP instances. However,

MINTO by default generates a significant amount of cuts during the preprocessing of

the root, thus we choose not to maintain the cut pool in our MW-MINTO.

Restart has been shown to reduce the running time of many algorithms and led

to more efficient search procedures. The general rule for restart is to define a restart

indicator that is a limit on number of iterations or running time. If the search is not

completed within the limit, the algorithm is terminated and restarted with a new

branching strategy.

Bussieck et al. [21] have shown that restart can also be effective for solving difficult

MIP instances on the grids with GAMS/CPLEX. While most tasks are completed

within a time limit of 2 hours, a few subtrees still have open nodes left to be evaluated.

These long running tasks may either occur due to the fact that there are some subtrees

that are significantly more difficult than the other or we apply a poor branching

strategy that leads to an unproductive part of the search tree. When the time limit

on the worker is reached, the subtree is re-evaluated by performing strong branching.

This restart strategy helps to solve 4 previously unsolved MIPLIB 2003 instances [77],

namely a1c1s2, roll3000, swath, and timtab2.

In this section, we explore the possibility of using a restart strategy with MW-MINTO.

We apply the abbreviated lookahead branching, that has been shown to effectively

reduce the number of nodes evaluated, when re-evaluate the root of subtree at restart.

In addition, the work estimation procedures, that we have developed in Chapter 3,

may be a useful tool to help us determine the amount of remaining work and decide

whether or not it is worthwhile to restart a task.
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We employ the pseudocost estimation method from Section 3.5 to estimate the

remaining work of each active node returned to the master. In our implementation,

the output file from the worker consists not only of the description of each unevaluated

node, but also the estimated number of nodes in the subtree of these active nodes. We

also derive a MintoBlackboxTask class from the MWTask blackbox class. The derived

class is similar to the base except for an additional class member for the estimated

number of nodes. The estimated number of nodes is implemented as part of the task

because we need to be able to recall this estimate at the time when we decide whether

or not to restart the task.

While Bussieck et al. [21] restart a task when the time limit is reached, we propose

the base indicator for restart to be the failure of two-phase clean-up, i.e., there are

still active nodes left after the extended time limit is reached. This is surely an

indicator that the original subtree is quite difficult to evaluate and may require a

more sophisticated branching strategy. However, the base restart indicator alone

leads to too many restarts. Therefore, we also propose the following four additional

static restart indicators and one dynamic restart indicator that are imposed on top

of the base criterion to determine whether or not a subtree should be restarted.

Static Restart Indicators

1. The root of subproblem has depth less than 10 (R-D10).

2. The root of subproblem has depth less than the average depth of task roots (R-

Davg). (However, the first 30 tasks are restarted only if the root of subproblem

has depth less than 10)

3. The number of nodes returned from the worker is greater than 10 (R-N10).

4. The number of nodes returned from the worker is greater than the average

number of nodes returned (R-Navg). (However, the first 30 tasks are restarted
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only if the number of nodes returned from the worker is greater than 10)

Dynamic Restart Indicator A task on the master pool has an “initial” estimated

number of nodes (N̂), computed from Algorithm 3. If the two-phase clean-up is

unsuccessful and there are M active nodes returned to the master, the “updated”

estimated number of nodes is computed by summing up the number of node evaluated

(Q) and the estimated number of nodes from each active node returned to the master

(N̂ j), i.e., Q +
∑M

j=1 N̂
j. The task should be re-evaluated if the updated estimated

number of nodes indicates that the remaining work in the subtree is significantly more

than the initial estimate. The hypothesis behind this decision is that the number of

nodes in the subtree has increased dramatically because of poor branching strategy.

Thus, we define the dynamic restart indicator (R-P) as

Q +
M

∑

j=1

N̂ j > KN̂,

where K is an accuracy measure of the estimated number of nodes and computed by

averaging the value (Q+
∑M

j=1 N̂
j)/N̂ of the tasks that the two-phase clean-up fails.

The experiment is aimed at demonstrating the impact of restart on the effective-

ness of MW-MINTO and determining the best restart indicator. We wish to show that

the size of branch-and-bound trees and the time required to solve difficult MIP in-

stances can be further reduced by restarting long running subtrees with abbreviated

lookahead branching. The parameter settings for MW-MINTO are similar to those in

Section 4.4. In addition, we employ the best starting branching strategy, i.e., the

first 10 tasks are branched with abbreviated lookahead branching (LA-T10). We re-

evaluate the subtree by re-sending the root of that subproblem. The restart task is

branched with abbreviated lookahead branching, the time limit is set to 300 seconds,

and no clean-up is done in this case. It is also important to note that a task cannot

restart more than once.
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We note that two instances in the test suite, namely neos-503737 and neos-863472,

have no task that requires restart and thus are not presented in the restart results.

Table 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 compares the normalized CPU time (T ), the total number

of nodes evaluated (N ), the parallel efficiency (η), the actual tree size (A), and the

percentage of restart tasks (R) of the five restart indicators. Note that N − A is

number of “wasted” nodes from the restart procedure. Figure 4.14 and 4.15 show the

performance profiles of the number of nodes evaluated and the equivalent runtime

respectively.

From the results of the restart strategy experiment in Table 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 as

well as in Figure 4.14 and 4.15, we make the following observations:

• Restart is effective in reducing the size of branch-and-bound tree and the nor-

malized CPU time required to solve difficult MIP problems when performed in

limited fashion. The restart indicator of R-D10 and R-P are the two restart

strategies that further improve the effectiveness of MW-MINTO with LA-T10 in

all 8 instances.

• The restart indicator of R-P yields the best results. The size of branch-and-

bound tree and the normalized CPU time are the smallest comparing to other

restart strategies. The pseudocost estimation method performs well indicating

difficult subtrees.

• The average depth of restart tasks and the percentage restart tasks (R), when

R-P is the restart indicator, is relatively small. This means restarting only a

few long running subproblems at the top of the tree leads to better results. This

coincides with the fact that branching decision made at the top of the tree is

more important.
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Instances MW-MINTO with R-D10
T (s) N A η (%) R (%)

blp-ir98 605858 1356699 954639 84.00 0.08
danoint 134549 644649 637104 82.91 0.19
manna81 110645 992530 864091 87.83 0.34
mcf2 148890 674295 669781 89.35 0.18
neos-498623 469393 110799 92463 86.65 0.41
neos-641591 1011651 318454 225346 88.47 0.64
neos-1430701 719659 1121129 1116715 90.17 0.04
ran14x18 1 1864493 122069055 87329974 88.65 0.04

Instances MW-MINTO with R-Davg
T (s) N A η (%) R(%) Avg Depth of

Task Root
blp-ir98 918543 2027537 1663336 80.57 0.59 102
danoint 141145 660167 654127 89.34 0.20 16
manna81 209711 1217794 999854 86.69 0.40 37
mcf2 150802 685260 670801 84.97 0.19 15
neos-498623 1921271 550039 423585 84.12 1.16 54
neos-641591 1539663 426927 324905 86.03 1.07 22
neos-1430701 1133188 1563457 1405624 85.03 0.07 19
ran14x18 1 2593851 155073211 100593206 90.41 0.38 29

Table 4.4: Performance of MW-MINTO with Restart
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Instances MW-MINTO with R-N10
T (s) N A η (%) R (%)

blp-ir98 1202701 1865284 1466751 80.91 0.81
danoint 136982 649097 640598 88.35 0.21
manna81 300748 1886564 1211424 84.39 0.97
mcf2 149055 686316 681582 82.92 0.19
neos-498623 2200280 644568 535272 93.21 0.94
neos-641591 2682138 341786 156259 81.64 4.18
neos-1430701 918468 1411852 1407544 88.28 0.09
ran14x18 1 3019345 170962854 151069481 87.94 0.43

Instances MW-MINTO with R-Navg
T (s) N A η (%) R(%) Avg # Nodes

Returned
blp-ir98 1361678 2620969 2240926 82.31 1.17 3.04
danoint 152770 672696 666874 80.18 0.28 1.00
manna81 388446 2080535 1225612 92.37 1.56 2.99
mcf2 150959 694234 692666 87.78 0.21 1.01
neos-498623 4052891 1290401 1040380 87.55 1.09 1.63
neos-641591 5266600 596499 387043 87.82 7.39 5.00
neos-1430701 966301 1611828 1592636 83.94 0.12 0.97
ran14x18 1 3439041 188351475 160109832 87.33 0.99 2.87

Table 4.5: Performance of MW-MINTO with Restart
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Instances MW-MINTO with R-P
T (s) N A η (%) R(%) K Avg Depth of

Restart Task
blp-ir98 587294 1343943 932934 83.77 0.09 8.82 6
danoint 133043 640283 631291 81.32 0.22 7.92 5
manna81 100374 954392 841903 88.31 0.37 17.03 11
mcf2 145283 651951 648749 89.02 0.19 8.27 5
neos-498623 436016 108307 90012 87.63 0.52 9.66 6
neos-641591 983201 293041 200184 89.21 0.71 19.33 14
neos-1430701 704918 1095814 1058326 90.22 0.06 9.41 5
ran14x18 1 1804951 120236172 83421545 89.18 0.08 8.78 9

Table 4.6: Performance of MW-MINTO with Restart
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Figure 4.14: Performance Profile of Number of Nodes Evaluated with MW-MINTO
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Figure 4.15: Performance Profile of Equivalent Runtime with MW-MINTO
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4.6 Case Study

In this section, we demonstrate the true power of our grid-enabled MIP solver in an ef-

fective manner to solve a larger problem instance than can be solved using traditional

computing paradigms. Our demonstration is made on an instance neos-1456979 from

neos collection [70]. This instances has 6770 constraints and 4605 variables, 4245 of

which are binary variables and the other 180 are integer variables. We first tried to

solve neos-1456979 instances using CPLEX(v10.2) on Intel Xeon 2.4GHz machine

with the maximum memory of 4GB. After 171,961 seconds (approximately 2 days),

CPLEX has evaluated 1,854,051 node and found the upper and lower bounds of 176

and 170.28 respectively. The integrality gap is 3.25%. To solve this instance, we use

a subset of over 1,000 available processors at University of Wisconsin-Madison. The

machines are either Intel or AMD Opteron processors. All machines run the Linux

operating system.

For this instance, the maximum number of workers is 1,024. We use a normal

grain size of 1,800 seconds, but when the number of tasks in the master pool is less

than 100, the grain size is reduced to 180 seconds. We dynamically alter task list

ordering during the course of the search. The master node list is kept in best-bound

order while there are less than 5,000 tasks, then it is switched to worst-bound order

until the number of tasks is reduced to 2,500 tasks, at which point the order is again

reversed. The first clean-up phase allows for an additional 20% of the original grain

size to process all nodes deeper than the average node depth of the remaining nodes

on the worker. The second clean-up allows an additional 10% of the original grain size

to process the remaining nodes below the average node depth plus five. The worker

always searches the given subtree in depth-first fashion except for the initial task

that MINTO uses best-bound strategy. We also employ the best starting branching

and restart strategies which are LA-T10 and R-P described in Section 4.4 and 4.5

respectively.
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The neos-1456979 instance is solved in a wall clock time of less than two hours,

using on average 224 workers, and at a parallel utilization of η = 81.43%. The total

CPU time used on all workers is T = 366, 342 seconds. The optimal solution is

176. MW-MINTO evaluates N = 298, 168 node and restarts 0.48% of the tasks. The

root of restart tasks have an average depth of 7. The branch-and-bound tree has

A = 270, 808 nodes.

4.7 Conclusions

We have developed a powerful general MIP solver that runs in a grid environment.

MW-MINTO is created by combining the sequential branch-and-bound MIP solver,

MINTO, with an extension of existing mw framework known as MWBlackbox. The

effectiveness of MW-MINTO is achieved from sophisticated MIP strategies on both the

master and the workers. On the worker side, apart from the advanced features of

MINTO, we incorporate a computationally intensive lookahead branching method

into MINTO. We showed that by the limiting number of simplex iterations and the

number of fractional variables for which to generate the branching information, the

additional computational effort may well pay off in fewer number of nodes evaluated in

the branch-and-bound search tree. On the master, MW-MINTO is made to scale reason-

ably efficiently by adapting dynamic grain size, contention, and clean-up strategies.

The effectiveness of MW-MINTO is further improved by using the pseudocost estimation

procedure as the indicator for restarting long running tasks.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we state our research contributions and discuss future research direc-

tions.

5.1 Contributions

The ultimate goal of this thesis was to build an effective grid-enabled MIP solver. The

thesis focused on well-engineered implementation of branch-and-bound algorithms

running on computational grids and addressed the challenges of fault tolerance, con-

tention, search and branching strategies, and work estimation. We studied and per-

formed computational experiments related to each of the challenges along the way to

achieve our goal.

In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that branch-and-bound algorithms for MIP prob-

lems can be effectively implemented on computational grids. We argued that master-

worker is the most appropriate paradigm for branch and bound on computational

grids. We demonstrated the implementation of a well-engineered version of the

branch-and-bound algorithm using the master-worker framework in the dynamic com-

putational grid computing environment. While the master-worker paradigm is not

scalable, we argued that by carefully tuning search parameters, the algorithm can be
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made to scale reasonably efficiently, even when there are hundreds of worker processors

being served by a single master. We also showed the true power of the computational

grids by harnessing diverse, geographically distributed computing resources to solve

large 0 − 1 knapsack problem instances.

In Chapter 3, we developed procedures to accurately estimate the final search tree

size during the branch-and-bound process. We specifically focused on online proce-

dures that dynamically update the estimate of the tree size during the MIP solution

process. We introduced two new online estimation methods. First, we extended the

original idea of Knuth to operate during the search as opposed to an offline manner.

Second, we used pseudocosts as a key ingredient in the estimation procedure. The

key idea in the online Knuth’s method was to unbias Knuth’s original method by

incorporating the probability of finding the leaf nodes as a weighting function. For

the pseudocost estimation method, we introduced a bias reduction scheme to improve

the accuracy. We addressed the issue of not knowing the optimal solution in advance

by estimating the lower bound using the estimated degradations. We demonstrated

that both online Knuth’s and pseudocost estimation methods make reasonably good

estimate and detect difficult instances that might require long solution time without

the knowledge of the optimal solution solution values. We showed that both methods

compared favorably to other methods in the literature.

In Chapter 4, we focused on building an effective grid-enabled MIP solver out of

existing software components. We first studied the benefit of a computationally in-

tensive lookahead branching scheme in which the current branching decision is based

on the bounds and information of the child nodes two levels deeper than the cur-

rent node. We showed that by the limiting number of simplex iterations and the

number of fractional variables for which to generate the branching information, the

additional computational effort may well pay off in fewer number of nodes evalu-

ated in the branch-and-bound search tree. We demonstrated that the effectiveness of
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our grid-enabled MIP solver (MW-MINTO) can be achieved through sophisticated MIP

strategies on both the master and the workers. On the worker side, apart from the ad-

vanced features of MINTO, we incorporated our computationally intensive lookahead

branching method into MINTO. On the master, MW-MINTO was made to scale reason-

ably efficiently by adapting dynamic grain size, contention, and clean-up strategies.

We examined restart strategies to further improve the effectiveness of MW-MINTO. We

applied the pseudocost estimation procedure as the indicator to determine difficult

subproblems that need to be restarted.

5.2 Future Research Directions

While we have addressed several challenges of creating an effective grid-enabled MIP

solver, there are still some issues that deserve attention and should be explored in

the future.

In Chapter 2, future work will focus on improving the efficiency of the branch-and-

bound solver and solving even larger knapsack instances. The effect of different task

grain sizes (number of nodes vs CPU time) will be compared. The consequence of

different node selection methods on the master will be further studied. This includes

not only best-bound or depth-first but also randomly sending out active nodes to the

workers. The issue of load balancing will be investigated. Finally, the strategy in the

clean-up phase will be refined to significantly reduce short-length tasks.

In Chapter 3, future work for the online Knuth’s method includes investigating

on fine tuning the weighting function. Apart from the depth of leaf nodes, we plan

to combine other information, e.g., bound estimate, into the weighting function. A

procedure to dynamically update the weighting function by keeping track of the shape

of the evaluating tree will be introduced. We will also focus on improving the bias re-

duction strategy for the pseudocost estimation method. We are searching for policies
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that can justify the accuracy of the degradation estimated and decide whether or not

to apply the bias reduction scheme. We are interested in formulas that can correct the

overestimated size of pseudo-subtrees made when no good lower bounds were avail-

able. Further research on estimating the size of branch-and-bound tree when difficult

MIP instances are solved on computational grids will be fruitful to know when the

resources are being used wisely.

In Chapter 4, future work will focus on improving the effectiveness of MW-MINTO

and solving even more difficult MIP instances. The idle processors during the initial

stages of branch-and-bound algorithms could be put to better use by finding good

lower and upper bounds. To find good lower bounds, different heuristics may be em-

ployed at the root node simultaneously. On the other hand, the lookahead branching

may be applied to find good upper bounds from a prior decomposition of subproblems

of the root node. We will study the value of information sharing, e.g., updated lower

bound and valid inequality cuts, among the workers. In addition to using the pseu-

docost estimation method as a restart indicator, we will investigate on other ways to

use this work estimation procedure to improve the effectiveness of MW-MINTO.
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List of Test Instances

A.1 Test Instances for Section 4.1.5

aflow30a, air03, air04, air05, bell3a, bell5, blend2, cap6000, dcmulti, disctom, dsbmip,

egout, enigma, fast0507, fiber, fixnet6, flugpl, gen, gesa2 o, gesa2, gesa3 o, gesa3,

gt2, harp2, khb05250, l152lav, lseu, misc03, misc06, misc07, mitre, mod008, mod010,

mod011, modglob, mw04, p0033, p0201, p0282, p0548, p2756, qiu, qnet1 o, qnet1,

rentacar, rgn, stein27, stein45, vpm1, vpm2

A.2 Test Instances for Section 3.2.2, 3.3.2, 3.4.2,

3.5.2

23588, aflow30a, bc1, bell3a, bell5, bienst1, binkar10 1, blend2, cap6000, dcmulti,

flugpl, mas76, misc07, mod008, mod011, neos4, neos6, neos-480878, neos-504674,

neos-504815, neos-512201, neos-522351, neos-598183, neos-611838, neos-612125, neos-

612143, neos-612162, neos-686190, neos-803219, neos-803220, neos-806323, neos-807639,

neos-807705, neos-820879, neos-839859, neos-906865, neos-1225589, neos-1396125,

pk1, prod1, qiu, rgn, roy, stein27, stein45, vpm2
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A.3 Test Instances for Section 3.6.1

Airlanding Scheduling Problems

airland2 R1, airland4 R1, airland4 R2, airland4 R3, airland5 R1, airland6 R2, air-

land7 R1, airland8 R1

Capacitated Lot Sizing Problems

cls.T90.C2.F1000.S3, cls.T90.C2.F100.S3, cls.T90.C2.F200.S4, cls.T90.C2.F250.S5,

cls.T90.C3.F1000.S2, cls.T90.C3.F100.S5, cls.T90.C3.F200.S4, cls.T90.C3.F250.S3,

cls.T90.C3.F500.S2, cls.T90.C4.F1000.S2, cls.T90.C4.F100.S1, cls.T90.C4.F200.S3,

cls.T90.C4.F500.S1, cls.T90.C5.F1000.S2, cls.T90.C5.F1000.S5, cls.T90.C5.F100.S5,

cls.T90.C5.F200.S1, cls.T90.C5.F250.S4, cls.T90.C5.F500.S4

Fixed Charge Network Flow Problems

fc.30.50.10, fc.30.50.1, fc.30.50.2, fc.30.50.3, fc.30.50.4, fc.30.50.6, fc.30.50.7, fc.30.50.8,

fc.30.50.9, fc.60.20.10, fc.60.20.1, fc.60.20.2, fc.60.20.3, fc.60.20.4, fc.60.20.5, fc.60.20.6,

fc.60.20.7, fc.60.20.8, fc.60.20.9

Fixed Charge Transportation Problems

ran10x10c, ran10x26, ran12x12, ran12x21, ran13x13, ran17x17, ran8x32

Generalized Assignment Problems

b05100, b05200, b10200, b20200, c05200, c10100, c10200, c10400, c20200, e10100,

e10200, e10400, e15900, e20200, e20400

Mixed Knapsack Problems

mik.250-10-100.4, mik.250-10-50.2, mik.250-10-50.3, mik.250-10-75.3, mik.250-1-100.2,

mik.250-1-50.2, mik.250-1-75.3, mik.250-20-50.2, mik.250-5-100.4, mik.250-5-50.4, mik.250-

5-75.2, mik.500-10-100.2, mik.500-10-50.4, mik.500-1-50.1, mik.500-1-50.4, mik.500-1-

75.3, mik.500-20-50.4, mik.500-5-50.1, mik.500-5-50.2
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Set Covering Problems

scpd2, scpd3, scpd4, scpe1, scpe2, scpe3, scpe4, scpe5, scpnre1, scpnre2, scpnre3,

scpnre4, scpnre5, scpnrf1, scpnrf2, scpnrf3, scpnrf4

Survivable Network Design Problems

atlanta–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N, atlanta–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N, dfn-gwin–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-

N, dfn-gwin–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N, dfn-gwin–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N, di-yuan–D-B-E-N-C-

A-N-N, di-yuan–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N, pdh–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N, pdh–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-

N, pdh–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N, polska–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N, polska–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N,

ta1–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N, ta2–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N, ta2–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N

Neos Collection

neos-1120495, neos-1126860, neos-1200887, neos-1281048, neos-1415183, neos-1460265
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Appendix B

Computational Results

B.1 Computational Results for Section 3.2.2

Instances N N̂ at 10%

OK-LU OK-E K C

23588 143 255 255 255 11

aflow30a 1455 472 743 2700000 45939

bc1 2107 -1 -1 -1 577387357

bell3a 31479 57400 80100 13600000 8765

bell5 5327 2670 3500 1650000 7571

bienst1 2267 516 574 3910 218

binkar10 1 4417 348 436 1920000 7571

blend2 415 1050000 1050000 1050000 1475

cap6000 5757 19100 17300 3.00E+10 5129

dcmulti 307 24 27 425 102

flugpl 1691 390 391 985 156

mas76 218859 234000 386000 560000000 34180

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

OK-LU OK-E K C

misc07 5895 -1 -1 -1 24084

mod008 173 -1 -1 -1 195

mod011 939 8880000 9270000 14900000 23902

neos-1225589 16211 2610 8300 4.51E+12 33185696

neos-1396125 1768 247 443 227000000 2531

neos4 2685 -1 -1 -1 7.37E+15

neos6 34855 146000 1.78E+9 3580000 1.02E+9

neos-480878 23821 284000 450000 173000000 80574

neos-504674 1047 364 365 2350 266

neos-504815 713 310 290 900 123

neos-512201 457 37 43 1600 44

neos-522351 1683 301 341 1900 219

neos-598183 101253 21200 24300 1.97E+9 181623

neos-611838 6553 1230 770 213000 4269

neos-612125 1039 34400 32000 63400 2468

neos-612143 1547 54900 51700 98800 3495

neos-612162 3201 61400 57200 125000 3739

neos-686190 721 74 108 239000 1953

neos-803219 3419 217 362 4460000 903

neos-803220 22063 1860 3670 525000000 718138

neos-806323 6517 628 1260 6620000 43829

neos-807639 4585 10200 11700 78600 6504

neos-807705 1981 10800 10900 81600 1703

neos-820879 355 23 24 38.1 33

neos-839859 429 35500 39300 736000 1475

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

OK-LU OK-E K C

neos-906865 19959 24900 104000 2.04E+24 94330

pk1 79383 36300 49200 6.08E+10 602559

prod1 8947 861 500 6.21E+11 10288171

qiu 3711 8210 6730 515000 219

rgn 693 -1 -1 -1 274

roy 475 152 142 5570 67

stein27 1191 271 257 421 154

stein45 12659 2020 1830 6040 1258

vpm2 2529 6530 7590 1200000 3139

Instances N N̂ at 20%

OK-LU OK-E K C

23588 143 383 376 810 57

aflow30a 1455 958 1920 929000000 56389

bc1 2107 -1 -1 -1 1162175

bell3a 31479 138000 173000 13100000 9216

bell5 5327 5450 7790 2340000 7571

bienst1 2267 926 1080 9070 991

binkar10 1 4417 811 1060 1800000 7571

blend2 415 611000 561000 2260000 2296

cap6000 5757 34900 31100 7.22E+10 10389

dcmulti 307 51 61 684000 12652

flugpl 1691 557 561 8690 293

mas76 218859 267000 429000 355000000 67256

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

OK-LU OK-E K C

misc07 5895 42700 1100000 2.31E+9 32431

mod008 173 3 3 3 164

mod011 939 19100 34400 12900000 11697

neos-1225589 16211 5000 13600 5.54E+12 156715

neos-1396125 1768 271 420 121000000 1156

neos4 2685 -1 -1 -1 3.53E+15

neos6 34855 327000 1.90E+9 1.63E+9 4.11E+13

neos-480878 23821 225000 355000 102000000 107738

neos-504674 1047 347 341 6530 480

neos-504815 713 549 544 3860000 208

neos-512201 457 76 91 27000000 98

neos-522351 1683 725 741 10000 283

neos-598183 101253 43500 50500 7.01E+9 582549

neos-611838 6553 2480 1610 166000 2980

neos-612125 1039 16600 15300 40900 1190

neos-612143 1547 32800 30700 67200 2468

neos-612162 3201 36300 33900 84600 2609

neos-686190 721 229 321 425000 1953

neos-803219 3419 492 767 2840000 2912

neos-803220 22063 3980 8310 797000000 741476

neos-806323 6517 1290 2370 4900000 43829

neos-807639 4585 9640 11000 86800 6504

neos-807705 1981 5550 5840 36100 1161

neos-820879 355 39.5 42 189 122

neos-839859 429 573 772 295000 2847

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

OK-LU OK-E K C

neos-906865 19959 34800 181000 2.17E+9 4094

pk1 79383 73600 97400 3.07E+10 808400

prod1 8947 1990 1050 3.02E+9 2283301

qiu 3711 5900 4450 413000 20879

rgn 693 1000 1130 5970 289

roy 475 258 226 14200 744

stein27 1191 376 356 535 154

stein45 12659 3350 2970 10400 2925

vpm2 2529 1450 1740 568000 3139

Instances N N̂ at 30%

OK-LU OK-E K C

23588 143 239 243 554 85

aflow30a 1455 739 1360 689000000 7476

bc1 2107 411 12500 8.83E+9 1.14E+9

bell3a 31479 204000 241000 12700000 13466

bell5 5327 8730 12000 13600000 11697

bienst1 2267 1270 1500 17000 1076

binkar10 1 4417 1250 1660 1380000 7571

blend2 415 2870 3660 1550000 3350

cap6000 5757 26300 23300 4.37E+10 4767

dcmulti 307 88 110 713000 9121

flugpl 1691 800 780 7170 651

mas76 218859 295000 455000 249000000 99035

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

OK-LU OK-E K C

misc07 5895 4030 72400 1.46E+9 47975

mod008 173 19 34 26900000 3737

mod011 939 19000 28500 6910000 15598

neos-1225589 16211 7720 20500 3.59E+9 230788

neos-1396125 1768 500 772 70600000 8117

neos4 2685 31400 301000000 3.49E+9 3.53E+15

neos6 34855 284000 1.05E+9 9.41E+9 4.06E+12

neos-480878 23821 126000 200000 240000000 53509

neos-504674 1047 415 415 32300 734

neos-504815 713 889 877 3200000 208

neos-512201 457 139 159 539000000 5608

neos-522351 1683 987 973 6360 422

neos-598183 101253 67400 75800 6.37E+9 582549

neos-611838 6553 3610 2450 132000 2980

neos-612125 1039 11800 10700 32400 1190

neos-612143 1547 22600 21200 52600 1721

neos-612162 3201 34500 32500 71900 3443

neos-686190 721 396 534 340000 1953

neos-803219 3419 841 1270 2670000 4393

neos-803220 22063 6180 13100 851000000 1072889

neos-806323 6517 1980 3470 4050000 43829

neos-807639 4585 6190 7140 74100 6504

neos-807705 1981 4860 5170 289000 1305

neos-820879 355 76 161 1.05E+9 139

neos-839859 429 504 725 242000 4131

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

OK-LU OK-E K C

neos-906865 19959 23900 138000 1.43E+9 8147

pk1 79383 92800 124000 1.96E+10 808400

prod1 8947 2960 1470 2.11E+9 1068015

qiu 3711 5490 4250 570000 20879

rgn 693 806 1090 208000 451

roy 475 557 490 10700 513

stein27 1191 492 461 810 340

stein45 12659 4540 3960 15000 2925

vpm2 2529 2040 2460 664000 6702

Instances N N̂ at 40%

OK-LU OK-E K C

23588 143 255 261 505 85

aflow30a 1455 860 1440 485000000 161148

bc1 2107 1030 26500 6.36E+9 1.14E+9

bell3a 31479 17000 22700 12500000 17994

bell5 5327 11400 15200 11700000 8012

bienst1 2267 1500 1740 15000 1076

binkar10 1 4417 1690 2250 1200000 7571

blend2 415 2240 2770 1470000 3350

cap6000 5757 20800 19800 2.90E+10 4767

dcmulti 307 120 151 846000 12652

flugpl 1691 974 952 5910 651

mas76 218859 285000 433000 206000000 99035

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

OK-LU OK-E K C

misc07 5895 5240 63100 7.03E+30 47975

mod008 173 38 65 21400000 1730

mod011 939 16100 26600 11100000 22726

neos-1225589 16211 9750 24600 2.63E+9 230788

neos-1396125 1768 751 1090 45900000 11939

neos4 2685 47900 346000000 2.62E+9 3.53E+15

neos6 34855 161000 4.50E+9 6.50E+9 1.28E+12

neos-480878 23821 93200 148000 188000000 53509

neos-504674 1047 463 452 118000 1100

neos-504815 713 1200 1170 2530000 14654

neos-512201 457 200 234 377000000 56389

neos-522351 1683 1130 1130 5630 625

neos-598183 101253 90800 98400 5.54E+9 582549

neos-611838 6553 4710 3260 115000 2980

neos-612125 1039 9290 8370 27700 1190

neos-612143 1547 20300 19100 46600 1721

neos-612162 3201 11000 8670 59000 3443

neos-686190 721 449 570 254000 1953

neos-803219 3419 1200 1850 3980000 4499

neos-803220 22063 8370 17900 807000000 1072889

neos-806323 6517 2700 4570 3490000 30601

neos-807639 4585 4780 5400 64100 998

neos-807705 1981 4400 4780 253000 1721

neos-820879 355 115 250 1.54E+9 213

neos-839859 429 624 892 350000 5961

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

OK-LU OK-E K C

neos-906865 19959 16600 110000 9.97E+9 5491

pk1 79383 98000 128000 1.45E+10 808400

prod1 8947 4010 1960 1.75E+9 1562347

qiu 3711 6200 4860 604000 20879

rgn 693 579 838 1470000 621

roy 475 475 413 9500 974

stein27 1191 600 557 1120 549

stein45 12659 5710 4900 20100 4274

vpm2 2529 2680 3220 707000 4593

Instances N N̂ at 50%

OK-LU OK-E K C

23588 143 229 232 426 85

aflow30a 1455 1020 1640 380000000 11024

bc1 2107 1220 23400 3.62E+9 1.69E+9

bell3a 31479 20400 27200 12500000 17994

bell5 5327 14100 18700 26700000 8408

bienst1 2267 1520 1780 15100 1409

binkar10 1 4417 2140 2870 1270000 7571

blend2 415 684 1030 1340000 4873

cap6000 5757 16200 15800 1.87E+10 4767

dcmulti 307 154 191 856000 9121

flugpl 1691 1150 1120 5910 651

mas76 218859 288000 431000 170000000 99035

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

OK-LU OK-E K C

misc07 5895 4970 47700 3.97E+9 32431

mod008 173 56 107 36700000 2545

mod011 939 16200 27100 15500000 49496

neos-1225589 16211 10900 27000 2.25E+9 230788

neos-1396125 1768 989 1400 36600000 11939

neos4 2685 22200 122000000 1.89E+9 3.53E+15

neos6 34855 165000 3.61E+9 5.08E+9 6.57E+13

neos-480878 23821 91600 144000 198000000 53509

neos-504674 1047 534 512 130000 1628

neos-504815 713 1370 1330 2110000 19496

neos-512201 457 237 276 295000000 56389

neos-522351 1683 1240 1270 5630 809

neos-598183 101253 117000 125000 5.39E+9 582549

neos-611838 6553 5680 4040 104000 2980

neos-612125 1039 6710 5990 23000 1190

neos-612143 1547 10600 9510 38100 1721

neos-612162 3201 10500 8660 50700 2382

neos-686190 721 464 584 219000 1953

neos-803219 3419 1540 2510 21400000 4888

neos-803220 22063 10700 22800 719000000 1072889

neos-806323 6517 3360 5530 2990000 30601

neos-807639 4585 4770 5370 70800 998

neos-807705 1981 3780 4150 194000 1721

neos-820879 355 146 317 1.20E+9 213

neos-839859 429 785 1150 440000 5961

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

OK-LU OK-E K C

neos-906865 19959 16600 106000 7.37E+9 12079

pk1 79383 95100 123000 1.17E+10 808400

prod1 8947 4900 2420 1.43E+9 1068015

qiu 3711 6060 4700 531000 20879

rgn 693 515 735 1300000 621

roy 475 482 421 9110 671

stein27 1191 704 649 1310 549

stein45 12659 6880 5810 26600 4541

vpm2 2529 2760 3260 736000 6702

B.2 Computational Results for Section 3.3.2

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

23588 143 39 30 221 230

aflow30a 1455 332 460 297204 540329

bc1 2107 899 3898 4520 12442

bell3a 31479 6381 5474 7548 5370

bell5 5327 718 3796 8929 47588

bienst1 2267 332 248970 76503 223953

binkar10 1 4417 797 698 23865 23813

blend2 415 617 1828 17351 18480

cap6000 5757 1540 1786 2047 2156

dcmulti 307 42 51 73 1179

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

flugpl 1691 955 863 2860 2733

mas76 218859 44161 37376 2416008 2879846

misc07 5895 2247 71887 4844179 12274258

mod008 173 134 3088 1078 8612

mod011 939 220 966 9630 41484

neos-1225589 16211 2362 2786 3948259 10120876

neos-1396125 1768 316 17402 49278 216340

neos2 2685 534 1658182 1235515 1143398

neos3 34855 5151 3255890 8062463 14037012

neos-480878 23821 4837 27597 22057775 41566831

neos-504674 1047 229 270 27823 28179

neos-504815 713 152 141 803 782

neos-512201 457 163 350 293900 160402

neos-522351 1683 536 167196 293315 487719

neos-598183 101253 12839 1468680 2801097 5432237

neos-611838 6553 812 806 8881 10872

neos-612125 1039 167 167 1537 2114

neos-612143 1547 231 236 2551 4316

neos-612162 3201 414 424 4751 7150

neos-686190 721 148 328 4193 98857

neos-803219 3419 616 600 141489 166492

neos-803220 22063 3196 3031 124624 148870

neos-806323 6517 1140 1131 1030867 1832958

neos-807639 4585 645 616 214188 668201

neos-807705 1981 443 445 2646672 3798228

continued on next page
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Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

neos-820879 355 95 135 2614 5075

neos-839859 429 108 279 869 132331

neos-906865 19959 3795 13816 115630 570310

pk1 79383 21688 27536 2661432 3088403

prod1 8947 1222 1223 818729 1971154

qiu 3711 741 627 621441 620759

rgn 693 1134 3487 6010 11345

roy 475 259 554 2021 2384

stein27 1191 513 434 12991 12914

stein45 12659 2261 1991 368165 368269

vpm2 2529 368 368 105711 178532

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

23588 143 49 44 198 196

aflow30a 432 475 600 73682 457096

bc1 2107 1035 3824 4174 11676

bell3a 31479 10974 9518 12635 9568

bell5 5327 1421 4250 9341 48073

bienst1 2267 556 579 553495 674069

binkar10 1 4417 1261 1170 25443 32887

blend2 415 541 1672 17467 18608

cap6000 5757 2162 2619 2849 3422

dcmulti 307 84 92 450 1514
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B.2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.3.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

flugpl 1691 1003 798 3303 3113

mas76 218859 78207 59975 2309070 2821903

misc07 5895 3174 28708 2660213 11384381

mod008 173 210 4621 1833 15165

mod011 939 345 622 15267 44516

neos-1225589 16211 4282 4571 4382426 10309645

neos-1396125 1768 566 24703 77586 934853

neos4 2685 882 1658213 1202707 1141153

neos6 34855 9692 3251560 10626875 20228984

neos-480878 23821 8262 20792 21879499 45982041

neos-504674 1047 335 327 130153 142460

neos-504815 713 234 245 224583 112468

neos-512201 457 437 669 30097 30842

neos-522351 1683 702 167385 291934 485122

neos-598183 101253 24972 1480085 2854601 5477544

neos-611838 6553 1530 1523 8689 10213

neos-612125 1039 289 278 1493 1650

neos-612143 1547 388 390 2024 2513

neos-612162 3201 792 781 4080 4772

neos-686190 721 221 244 100455 202149

neos-803219 3419 1053 1009 82765 110967

neos-803220 22063 5882 5665 173386 215085

neos-806323 6517 1919 1849 3494057 3176774

neos-807639 4585 1151 1119 727366 965169

neos-807705 1981 688 676 1920834 3427240
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B.2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.3.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

neos-820879 355 134 286 1149 9044

neos-839859 429 147 144 1733 2469

neos-906865 19959 6805 18103 148064 660856

pk1 79383 30109 27812 2238963 2628877

prod1 8947 2097 2127 553311 1353527

qiu 3711 1182 1045 553612 553064

rgn 693 599 1514 2799 4442

roy 475 225 342 2077 2243

stein27 1191 578 481 12361 12288

stein45 12659 3570 3272 422346 422552

vpm2 2529 612 605 255512 289379

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

23588 143 66 58 148 133

aflow30a 1455 594 643 63374 467909

bc1 2107 1285 2923 2950 7283

bell3a 31479 14661 12995 15948 12684

bell5 5327 2024 4805 9898 48585

bienst1 2267 795 829 488718 655464

binkar10 1 4417 1733 1617 14468 14496

blend2 415 350 419 16883 17124

cap6000 5757 3067 3608 3738 4540

dcmulti 307 114 123 432 1487
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B.2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.3.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

flugpl 1691 1071 804 3685 3468

mas76 218859 108917 82353 2013159 2495103

misc07 5895 4010 23562 1811493 9647476

mod008 173 117 3411 1229 12762

mod011 939 397 474 24345 69303

neos-1225589 16211 6141 6270 4230020 9411831

neos-1396125 1768 760 11192 249958 1404189

neos4 2685 1226 1658100 1203678 1211651

neos6 34855 13217 3220309 10420066 22968815

neos-480878 23821 11343 15270 17053346 45438633

neos-504674 1047 420 410 3909 4297

neos-504815 713 306 302 1099 854

neos-512201 457 372 520 30162 30769

neos-522351 1683 917 147887 15234 106052

neos-598183 101253 36401 1491256 2857515 5479853

neos-611838 6553 2257 2249 8496 10276

neos-612125 1039 403 390 1486 1725

neos-612143 1547 576 561 1974 2215

neos-612162 3201 1140 1135 3853 5091

neos-686190 721 283 300 492 1901

neos-803219 3419 1406 1366 71802 102512

neos-803220 22063 8415 8213 155708 204686

neos-806323 6517 2652 2520 3093356 2319801

neos-807639 4585 1650 1615 2168295 2550204

neos-807705 1981 925 905 2618016 3451289
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B.2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.3.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

neos-820879 355 189 330 1575 9288

neos-839859 429 200 195 1787 2463

neos-906865 19959 9452 19763 236007 694701

pk1 79383 38280 34298 1965667 2302328

prod1 8947 3139 3125 1109240 1265971

qiu 3711 1602 1449 467213 638176

rgn 693 510 1186 2474 3349

roy 475 229 338 2139 2257

stein27 1191 651 550 2852 2785

stein45 12659 4864 4589 413392 413682

vpm2 2529 906 910 231192 287112

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

23588 143 83 71 119 113

aflow30a 1455 720 731 1153 209682

bc1 2107 1521 2674 2631 6228

bell3a 31479 17856 16276 18553 15602

bell5 5327 2725 5427 10313 48966

bienst1 2267 1040 1065 441441 574802

binkar10 1 4417 2235 2097 13810 13958

blend2 415 305 390 7753 9036

cap6000 5757 3922 4521 4427 5518

dcmulti 307 150 156 399 1495
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B.2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.3.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

flugpl 1691 1191 882 3272 3104

mas76 218859 136822 104555 1590417 2010690

misc07 5895 4664 18521 1584743 7378953

mod008 173 134 2415 847 10133

mod011 939 502 600 24955 70659

neos-1225589 16211 7962 7957 4013930 8559401

neos-1396125 1768 914 814 605201 1133762

neos4 2685 1532 1657297 1192075 1196704

neos6 34855 16512 1824864 4981544 19546841

neos-480878 23821 14119 15759 12346904 42208326

neos-504674 1047 517 510 1930 1907

neos-504815 713 370 356 1334 1266

neos-512201 457 298 358 38567 87308

neos-522351 1683 1125 148082 14765 105203

neos-598183 101253 48078 1502691 2888892 5509589

neos-611838 6553 2970 2961 8228 9851

neos-612125 1039 522 507 1486 1695

neos-612143 1547 743 734 2044 2489

neos-612162 3201 1496 1489 3615 4989

neos-686190 721 349 337 1967 1959

neos-803219 3419 1750 1724 22690 43324

neos-803220 22063 10849 10678 144052 191928

neos-806323 6517 3364 3216 2034089 1472235

neos-807639 4585 2131 2099 1777991 1900600

neos-807705 1981 1135 1115 2400205 3271618
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B.2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.3.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

neos-820879 355 217 344 1497 8330

neos-839859 429 255 257 1707 2545

neos-906865 19959 12025 21890 144991 602858

pk1 79383 46506 41643 1722775 2065141

prod1 8947 4079 4075 504826 701397

qiu 3711 2010 1875 335423 570283

rgn 693 523 979 1947 2417

roy 475 291 299 2037 2123

stein27 1191 730 647 2519 2466

stein45 12659 6120 5882 86250 86467

vpm2 2529 1211 1211 215601 271406

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

23588 143 99 85 132 123

aflow30a 1455 878 891 1312 179615

bc1 2107 1734 2818 2374 5999

bell3a 31479 22556 20750 23632 19776

bell5 5327 3411 5986 10955 49523

bienst1 2267 1278 1282 357561 585898

binkar10 1 4417 2680 2533 6789 6629

blend2 415 328 345 7588 8784

cap6000 5757 4551 4997 4625 5746

dcmulti 307 182 190 399 1485
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B.2. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.3.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

flugpl 1691 1353 1043 2873 2685

mas76 218859 161816 126767 1158268 1491547

misc07 5895 5111 15574 1182013 5025586

mod008 173 154 2455 867 9776

mod011 939 620 710 7259 52978

neos-1225589 16211 9610 9434 3652316 6592935

neos-1396125 1768 1096 977 605327 1170584

neos4 2685 1801 1647207 1074033 1097938

neos6 34855 20215 420757 4119546 13179220

neos-480878 23821 16819 17510 10298303 42570921

neos-504674 1047 620 631 1370 1555

neos-504815 713 451 433 27749 18314

neos-512201 457 336 370 38608 87320

neos-522351 1683 1328 148193 13659 103022

neos-598183 101253 58493 1513582 2872071 5488276

neos-611838 6553 3693 3677 7907 8856

neos-612125 1039 631 622 1441 1683

neos-612143 1547 911 900 1959 2224

neos-612162 3201 1854 1845 3624 4616

neos-686190 721 435 528 5038 350126

neos-803219 3419 2104 2082 19741 36612

neos-803220 22063 13162 13033 125517 161842

neos-806323 6517 4051 3900 1263756 842014

neos-807639 4585 2625 2598 1607070 1420239

neos-807705 1981 1335 1295 1612567 2430423
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU-Global P-E-Global P-LU-Local P-E-Local

neos-820879 355 268 343 1232 5209

neos-839859 429 289 279 1853 1844

neos-906865 19959 14290 23017 140008 583542

pk1 79383 54104 48901 1424004 1705413

prod1 8947 5009 5005 440270 439985

qiu 3711 2436 2302 40400 241772

rgn 693 586 828 1557 1775

roy 475 317 323 2027 2307

stein27 1191 834 753 2210 2146

stein45 12659 7382 7186 89025 88980

vpm2 2529 1487 1515 4255 248957

B.3 Computational Results for Section 3.4.2

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

23588 143 39 165

aflow30a 1455 332 471

bc1 2107 899 2121

bell3a 31479 6381 7876

bell5 5327 718 1936

bienst1 2267 332 377

binkar10 1 4417 797 2848

blend2 415 617 848
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

cap6000 5757 1540 1691

dcmulti 307 42 112580

flugpl 1691 955 2456

mas76 218859 44161 129008

misc07 5895 2247 2479

mod008 173 134 183

mod011 939 220 8819

neos-1225589 16211 2362 4284

neos-1396125 1768 316 763

neos4 2685 534 617

neos6 34855 5151 6609

neos-480878 23821 4837 630087

neos-504674 1047 229 470

neos-504815 713 152 554

neos-512201 457 163 648

neos-522351 1683 536 171686

neos-598183 101253 12839 18410

neos-611838 6553 812 2083

neos-612125 1039 167 520

neos-612143 1547 231 756

neos-612162 3201 414 1222

neos-686190 721 148 293

neos-803219 3419 616 1179

neos-803220 22063 3196 3380

neos-806323 6517 1140 1333
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

neos-807639 4585 645 56641

neos-807705 1981 443 8400

neos-820879 355 95 202

neos-839859 429 108 45346

neos-906865 19959 3795 5667

pk1 79383 21688 25224

prod1 8947 1222 1321

qiu 3711 741 833

rgn 693 1134 1767

roy 475 259 438

stein27 1191 513 1215

stein45 12659 2261 4738

vpm2 2529 368 15335

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

23588 143 49 259

aflow30a 432 475 2449

bc1 2107 1035 1664

bell3a 31479 10974 9988

bell5 5327 1421 2433

bienst1 2267 556 764

binkar10 1 4417 1261 3431

blend2 415 541 830
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

cap6000 5757 2162 3165

dcmulti 307 84 112463

flugpl 1691 1003 2115

mas76 218859 78207 155057

misc07 5895 3174 3179

mod008 173 210 307

mod011 939 345 846

neos-1225589 16211 4282 6281

neos-1396125 1768 566 1331

neos4 2685 882 957

neos6 34855 9692 10767

neos-480878 23821 8262 168916

neos-504674 1047 335 418

neos-504815 713 234 509

neos-512201 457 437 553

neos-522351 1683 702 186342

neos-598183 101253 24972 27981

neos-611838 6553 1530 2880

neos-612125 1039 289 526

neos-612143 1547 388 975

neos-612162 3201 792 1456

neos-686190 721 221 353

neos-803219 3419 1053 1678

neos-803220 22063 5882 6101

neos-806323 6517 1919 2318
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

neos-807639 4585 1151 8147

neos-807705 1981 688 3065

neos-820879 355 134 245

neos-839859 429 147 6127

neos-906865 19959 6805 7338

pk1 79383 30109 33920

prod1 8947 2097 2510

qiu 3711 1182 1286

rgn 693 599 734

roy 475 225 363

stein27 1191 578 1283

stein45 12659 3570 5244

vpm2 2529 612 12745

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

23588 143 66 204

aflow30a 1455 594 2420

bc1 2107 1285 1428

bell3a 31479 14661 17792

bell5 5327 2024 3058

bienst1 2267 795 908

binkar10 1 4417 1733 3829

blend2 415 350 805
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

cap6000 5757 3067 4919

dcmulti 307 114 112306

flugpl 1691 1071 2062

mas76 218859 108917 154658

misc07 5895 4010 5941

mod008 173 117 187

mod011 939 397 507

neos-1225589 16211 6141 7985

neos-1396125 1768 760 1847

neos4 2685 1226 1563

neos6 34855 13217 19897

neos-480878 23821 11343 123553

neos-504674 1047 420 504

neos-504815 713 306 593

neos-512201 457 372 436

neos-522351 1683 917 213917

neos-598183 101253 36401 50046

neos-611838 6553 2257 3348

neos-612125 1039 403 546

neos-612143 1547 576 1173

neos-612162 3201 1140 1886

neos-686190 721 283 390

neos-803219 3419 1406 1961

neos-803220 22063 8415 9448

neos-806323 6517 2652 3610
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

neos-807639 4585 1650 4960

neos-807705 1981 925 2235

neos-820879 355 189 221

neos-839859 429 200 1075

neos-906865 19959 9452 9625

pk1 79383 38280 41681

prod1 8947 3139 4919

qiu 3711 1602 1719

rgn 693 510 688

roy 475 229 293

stein27 1191 651 1186

stein45 12659 4864 5923

vpm2 2529 906 2735

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

23588 143 83 187

aflow30a 1455 720 905

bc1 2107 1521 1782

bell3a 31479 17856 27142

bell5 5327 2725 3442

bienst1 2267 1040 1755

binkar10 1 4417 2235 4368

blend2 415 305 501
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

cap6000 5757 3922 4391

dcmulti 307 150 112269

flugpl 1691 1191 2023

mas76 218859 136822 148429

misc07 5895 4664 5382

mod008 173 134 195

mod011 939 502 3129

neos-1225589 16211 7962 9364

neos-1396125 1768 914 2367

neos4 2685 1532 2267

neos6 34855 16512 22835

neos-480878 23821 14119 116675

neos-504674 1047 517 609

neos-504815 713 370 603

neos-512201 457 298 516

neos-522351 1683 1125 86310

neos-598183 101253 48078 59958

neos-611838 6553 2970 3645

neos-612125 1039 522 629

neos-612143 1547 743 1039

neos-612162 3201 1496 1810

neos-686190 721 349 419

neos-803219 3419 1750 2238

neos-803220 22063 10849 9335

neos-806323 6517 3364 1957
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

neos-807639 4585 2131 5056

neos-807705 1981 1135 2428

neos-820879 355 217 343

neos-839859 429 255 436

neos-906865 19959 12025 15858

pk1 79383 46506 59054

prod1 8947 4079 4184

qiu 3711 2010 2096

rgn 693 523 612

roy 475 291 293

stein27 1191 730 1152

stein45 12659 6120 6722

vpm2 2529 1211 2507

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

23588 143 99 179

aflow30a 1455 878 1071

bc1 2107 1734 1941

bell3a 31479 22556 27427

bell5 5327 3411 3919

bienst1 2267 1278 1907

binkar10 1 4417 2680 5464

blend2 415 328 380
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B.3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.4.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

cap6000 5757 4551 4761

dcmulti 307 182 769

flugpl 1691 1353 1872

mas76 218859 161816 143270

misc07 5895 5111 7714

mod008 173 154 205

mod011 939 620 1547

neos-1225589 16211 9610 10799

neos-1396125 1768 1096 2905

neos4 2685 1801 2403

neos6 34855 20215 25489

neos-480878 23821 16819 96384

neos-504674 1047 620 748

neos-504815 713 451 534

neos-512201 457 336 459

neos-522351 1683 1328 51368

neos-598183 101253 58493 67718

neos-611838 6553 3693 4152

neos-612125 1039 631 671

neos-612143 1547 911 1375

neos-612162 3201 1854 1872

neos-686190 721 435 479

neos-803219 3419 2104 2421

neos-803220 22063 13162 15508

neos-806323 6517 4051 4266
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU P-LU-Bias

neos-807639 4585 2625 4178

neos-807705 1981 1335 2205

neos-820879 355 268 423

neos-839859 429 289 548

neos-906865 19959 14290 17990

pk1 79383 54104 76193

prod1 8947 5009 5248

qiu 3711 2436 2483

rgn 693 586 688

roy 475 317 401

stein27 1191 834 1110

stein45 12659 7382 7673

vpm2 2529 1487 2624

B.4 Computational Results for Section 3.5.2

Instances N N̂ at 10%

zopt zs

23588 518 165 2232

aflow30a 1637 471 19471

bc1 7544 2121 1557

bell3a 174839 7876 35353

bell5 190492 1936 49804

bienst1 2009 377 368
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

zopt zs

binkar10 1 4476 2848 5084

blend2 3789 848 1033

cap6000 12515 1691 2536

dcmulti 707 112580 155

flugpl 2307 2456 782

mas76 195737 129008 112368

misc07 4513 2479 5822

mod008 179 183 65

mod011 1717 8819 1787

neos-1225589 15333 4284 411363

neos-1396125 12388 763 8350

neos4 3453 617 26919

neos6 48961 6609 26731

neos-480878 40967 630087 85583

neos-504674 10863 470 21304

neos-504815 3395 554 369267

neos-512201 1190 648 432990

neos-522351 1682 171686 3645

neos-598183 137686 18410 368942

neos-611838 6531 2083 7218

neos-612125 1079 520 3379

neos-612143 1541 756 5119

neos-612162 3171 1222 9164

neos-686190 22352 293 315112

neos-803219 12907 1179 1811
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

zopt zs

neos-803220 77253 3380 29431

neos-806323 105920 1333 24012

neos-807639 24850 56641 3232

neos-807705 43796 8400 10923

neos-820879 1194 202 5812

neos-839859 2479 45346 2193

neos-906865 19933 5667 3636

pk1 90988 25224 26559

prod1 9309 1321 1252

qiu 3631 833 1149

rgn 823 1767 240

roy 574 438 322

stein27 1167 1215 1946

stein45 13011 4738 5713

vpm2 5291 15335 3878

Instances N N̂ at 20%

zopt zs

23588 518 259 14012

aflow30a 1637 2449 4186

bc1 7544 1664 3168

bell3a 174839 9988 69476

bell5 190492 2433 97588

bienst1 2009 764 592
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

zopt zs

binkar10 1 4476 3431 4541

blend2 3789 830 2964

cap6000 12515 3165 4838

dcmulti 707 112463 227

flugpl 2307 2115 1243

mas76 195737 155057 136845

misc07 4513 3179 9892

mod008 179 307 112

mod011 1717 846 2671

neos-1225589 15333 6281 549394

neos-1396125 12388 1331 20914

neos4 3453 957 9322

neos6 48961 10767 13749

neos-480878 40967 168916 35869

neos-504674 10863 418 23944

neos-504815 3395 509 110340

neos-512201 1190 553 15656

neos-522351 1682 186342 964

neos-598183 137686 27981 217942

neos-611838 6531 2880 2536

neos-612125 1079 526 1651

neos-612143 1541 975 3677

neos-612162 3171 1456 1624

neos-686190 22352 353 317736

neos-803219 12907 1678 4921
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

zopt zs

neos-803220 77253 6101 23944

neos-806323 105920 2318 948241

neos-807639 24850 8147 9219

neos-807705 43796 3065 20495

neos-820879 1194 245 3985

neos-839859 2479 6127 2897

neos-906865 19933 7338 6249

pk1 90988 33920 34387

prod1 9309 2510 2355

qiu 3631 1286 1030

rgn 823 734 557

roy 574 363 461

stein27 1167 1283 1338

stein45 13011 5244 5418

vpm2 5291 12745 5783

Instances N N̂ at 30%

zopt zs

23588 518 204 239

aflow30a 1637 2420 2838

bc1 7544 1428 4746

bell3a 174839 17792 102670

bell5 190492 3058 130962

bienst1 2009 908 674

continued on next page
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

zopt zs

binkar10 1 4476 3829 5449

blend2 3789 805 3551

cap6000 12515 4919 8405

dcmulti 707 112306 712

flugpl 2307 2062 1732

mas76 195737 154658 143452

misc07 4513 5941 9318

mod008 179 187 95

mod011 1717 507 3243

neos-1225589 15333 7985 54951

neos-1396125 12388 1847 21943

neos4 3453 1563 9039

neos6 48961 19897 19065

neos-480878 40967 123553 24157

neos-504674 10863 504 34842

neos-504815 3395 593 51064

neos-512201 1190 436 15783

neos-522351 1682 213917 1493

neos-598183 137686 50046 64885

neos-611838 6531 3348 2828

neos-612125 1079 546 706

neos-612143 1541 1173 990

neos-612162 3171 1886 1596

neos-686190 22352 390 408342

neos-803219 12907 1961 4526

continued on next page
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

zopt zs

neos-803220 77253 9448 28432

neos-806323 105920 3610 852934

neos-807639 24850 4960 9175

neos-807705 43796 2235 24105

neos-820879 1194 221 4016

neos-839859 2479 1075 2361

neos-906865 19933 9625 8648

pk1 90988 41681 43347

prod1 9309 4919 3024

qiu 3631 1719 1373

rgn 823 688 818

roy 574 293 459

stein27 1167 1186 1222

stein45 13011 5923 6079

vpm2 5291 2735 7746

Instances N N̂ at 40%

zopt zs

23588 518 187 308

aflow30a 1637 905 2779

bc1 7544 1782 6732

bell3a 174839 27142 134796

bell5 190492 3442 137018

bienst1 2009 1755 862

continued on next page
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

zopt zs

binkar10 1 4476 4368 5312

blend2 3789 501 3301

cap6000 12515 4391 7740

dcmulti 707 112269 868

flugpl 2307 2023 1742

mas76 195737 148429 147682

misc07 4513 5382 3284

mod008 179 195 118

mod011 1717 3129 5238

neos-1225589 15333 9364 54485

neos-1396125 12388 2367 21934

neos4 3453 2267 9143

neos6 48961 22835 24159

neos-480878 40967 116675 31217

neos-504674 10863 609 24550

neos-504815 3395 603 40451

neos-512201 1190 516 15802

neos-522351 1682 86310 2807

neos-598183 137686 59958 131357

neos-611838 6531 3645 3512

neos-612125 1079 629 763

neos-612143 1541 1039 972

neos-612162 3171 1810 1709

neos-686190 22352 419 377452

neos-803219 12907 2238 6912
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

zopt zs

neos-803220 77253 9335 58252

neos-806323 105920 1957 853921

neos-807639 24850 5056 15374

neos-807705 43796 2428 31954

neos-820879 1194 343 2757

neos-839859 2479 436 2860

neos-906865 19933 15858 10994

pk1 90988 59054 51185

prod1 9309 4184 3968

qiu 3631 2096 1758

rgn 823 612 896

roy 574 293 476

stein27 1167 1152 1152

stein45 13011 6722 6967

vpm2 5291 2507 8510

Instances N N̂ at 50%

zopt zs

23588 518 179 346

aflow30a 1637 1071 6104

bc1 7544 1941 7132

bell3a 174839 27427 159576

bell5 190492 3919 164045

bienst1 2009 1907 1053
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B.4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.5.2

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

zopt zs

binkar10 1 4476 5464 5118

blend2 3789 380 3607

cap6000 12515 4761 8656

dcmulti 707 769 866

flugpl 2307 1872 1946

mas76 195737 143270 152848

misc07 4513 7714 3395

mod008 179 205 132

mod011 1717 1547 1311

neos-1225589 15333 10799 54349

neos-1396125 12388 2905 20943

neos4 3453 2403 8816

neos6 48961 25489 29185

neos-480878 40967 96384 51642

neos-504674 10863 748 25606

neos-504815 3395 534 40458

neos-512201 1190 459 13768

neos-522351 1682 51368 2502

neos-598183 137686 67718 304045

neos-611838 6531 4152 3840

neos-612125 1079 671 764

neos-612143 1541 1375 1130

neos-612162 3171 1872 1986

neos-686190 22352 479 377498

neos-803219 12907 2421 6592
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

zopt zs

neos-803220 77253 15508 48274

neos-806323 105920 4266 84283

neos-807639 24850 4178 18362

neos-807705 43796 2205 30951

neos-820879 1194 423 949

neos-839859 2479 548 2781

neos-906865 19933 17990 12985

pk1 90988 76193 57046

prod1 9309 5248 5223

qiu 3631 2483 2133

rgn 823 688 952

roy 574 401 450

stein27 1167 1110 1160

stein45 13011 7673 7806

vpm2 5291 2624 7600

B.5 Computational Results for Section 3.6.1

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU OK-LU C

airland2 R1 860 140280 984079 259939

airland4 R1 35552 4587 -1 1.10E+16

airland4 R2 55821 6506 -1 2.76E+12

airland4 R3 4250 1156 -1 89132

continued on next page
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU OK-LU C

airland5 R1 268603 31831 89982148 1.49E+17

airland6 R2 10262 2062 243486 139232

airland7 R1 1737 1467 1023 296

airland8 R1 1871 197 -1 9.71E+16

atlanta–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 15051 37988 191101 99516

atlanta–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 12204 11617 85602 17358

b05100 2146 1716 -1 2745

b05200 9570 7739 -1 7490

b10200 880 100 -1 5611

b20200 576 61 -1 910977

c05200 6476 3557 17101 2053

c10100 6208 6581 -1 9315

c10200 2598 287 -1 396724472

c10400 90981 249258 -1 4.77E+10

c20200 11911 54696 -1 1.37E+11

cls.T90.C2.F1000.S3 8154 10892 -1 13374025

cls.T90.C2.F100.S3 887 1893 -1 25136344

cls.T90.C2.F200.S4 97747 394913 -1 1.33E+9

cls.T90.C2.F250.S5 121456 283223 42296140 2755344

cls.T90.C3.F1000.S2 82607 147425 723743 532322

cls.T90.C3.F100.S5 254308 99326 3.79E+9 22635926

cls.T90.C3.F200.S4 67608 23343 270068310 137105154

cls.T90.C3.F250.S3 39964 312714 318928453 4170767

cls.T90.C3.F500.S2 167850 171196 6876073 605383

cls.T90.C4.F1000.S2 23954 175821 41114558 1962538
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU OK-LU C

cls.T90.C4.F100.S1 16636 2137 6597762 263576

cls.T90.C4.F200.S3 84282 257691 -1 9.79E+9

cls.T90.C4.F500.S1 167212 417096 266868815 66539733

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S2 15465 52777 139011013 76701400

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S5 245685 26680 2554048 1876875

cls.T90.C5.F100.S5 5185 2770 -1 272387646

cls.T90.C5.F200.S1 130472 218586 1.49E+9 44480235

cls.T90.C5.F250.S4 96552 12450 11495239 783800

cls.T90.C5.F500.S4 106069 147229 1347634 173754

dfn-gwin–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50827 298079 1437883 1.17E+12

dfn-gwin–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 47699 205624 6105627 5.36E+12

dfn-gwin–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 82831 481297 -1 2.14E+10

di-yuan–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50247 57244 145313 2.95E+10

di-yuan–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 234617 117191 4710 9.50E+13

e10100 7559 1027 -1 103597

e10200 6936 12281 50577 268536

e10400 7203 940 -1 20126

e15900 6948 993 -1 1057677

e20200 17675 38550 -1 6.44E+11

e20400 37219 415321 -1 5.83E+18

fc.30.50.10 895 16002 -1 877933

fc.30.50.1 4952 474541 -1 2145036

fc.30.50.2 4667 117724 -1 318301

fc.30.50.3 2800 211399 -1 296810

fc.30.50.4 2351 342963 -1 452734
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU OK-LU C

fc.30.50.6 4756 5167 -1 102591

fc.30.50.7 807 21269 -1 1.29E+10

fc.30.50.8 10378 138111 -1 848599504

fc.30.50.9 1950 18912 -1 204878

fc.60.20.10 29704 211618 81084423 7620357

fc.60.20.1 18346 45024 1128266 9.53E+10

fc.60.20.2 66545 133192 11416584 6365542

fc.60.20.3 20593 533550 7204490 1913273

fc.60.20.4 132383 897868 -1 9.26E+10

fc.60.20.5 31595 36072 -1 1.77E+10

fc.60.20.6 75679 121566 -1 1.05E+13

fc.60.20.7 25000 24172 977 3.88E+11

fc.60.20.8 21826 79404 610536 1.90E+11

fc.60.20.9 4962 843 55572563 32337844

mik.250-10-100.4 345367 40736 396155462 1.77E+16

mik.250-10-50.2 24875 26125697 -1 1.35E+9

mik.250-10-50.3 29067 393367 -1 3980605

mik.250-10-75.3 117743 742328 -1 1.38E+15

mik.250-1-100.2 149023 152652 34654 203679

mik.250-1-50.2 23283 11022 2306 40489446

mik.250-1-75.3 103144 11214 -1 6.31E+13

mik.250-20-50.2 34093 36273 3766 4.29E+9

mik.250-5-100.4 58581 9256 -1 3.05E+16

mik.250-5-50.4 5011 1182928 -1 12222567

mik.250-5-75.2 125450 14718 2.65E+9 184039142
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU OK-LU C

mik.500-10-100.2 282411 33346 -1 2.58E+19

mik.500-10-50.4 147599 5527053 -1 1.78E+13

mik.500-1-50.1 172092 290012 985655358 4.29+10

mik.500-1-50.4 140708 148949 172894983 450121632

mik.500-1-75.3 203148 23573 617160812 1.60E+16

mik.500-20-50.4 65763 223128 -1 2.50E+14

mik.500-5-50.1 22167 23462 7652 1.09E+11

mik.500-5-50.2 107873 51663 545345 1.67E+10

neos-1120495 3478 3506 4605 2274

neos-1126860 39889 30289 3352 17450

neos-1200887 124449 391473 3269973 545559

neos-1281048 4304 604 -1 105222

neos-1415183 73321 13283 -1 1.26E+13

neos-1460265 19425 2795 -1 1.63E+9

pdh–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 37732 175764 -1 4715977

pdh–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 34733 358517 377949 6.72E+14

pdh–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 51263 52621 53776 9.51E+9

polska–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 1433 2448 -1 3108

polska–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 32429 155092 77500807 434690

ran10x10c 2323 3375 22319 15696

ran10x26 14679 1294377 -1 33103193

ran12x12 12604 165136 214787 2689196

ran12x21 40030 269007 12203560 5266717

ran13x13 112739 147940 240062 214036

ran17x17 6954 189908 -1 4360794
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 10%

P-LU OK-LU C

ran8x32 22427 259643 -1 1676524

scpd2 1092 219 68477 3946

scpd3 731 1618 15983 7773

scpd4 664 191 783752 49495

scpe1 4200 706 -1 13998

scpe2 4100 1725 -1 14502

scpe3 5000 3842 -1 2085

scpe4 4201 4756 -1 3045

scpe5 5301 3848 -1 339430

scpnre1 44732 62305 376465 271013

scpnre2 150747 155735 9148830 69969

scpnre3 14361 72822 26184462 198760

scpnre4 37529 75830 37299519 139038

scpnre5 16057 33888 254566 243257

scpnrf1 25945 14343 -1 468322

scpnrf2 26797 93506 333870 308573

scpnrf3 10055 16349 -1 114052

scpnrf4 96705 523408 3667674 867737

ta1–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 102225 5087059 -1 1.49E+15

ta2–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 1637 716 -1 99379

ta2–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 8747 12344 -1 8006610
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU OK-LU C

airland2 R1 860 24390 27614 843778

airland4 R1 35552 8161 -1 2.39E+16

airland4 R2 55821 13003 -1 2.76E+12

airland4 R3 4250 1497 47380 89132

airland5 R1 268603 60921 95403393 1.54E+16

airland6 R2 10262 2895 11394030 6752065

airland7 R1 1737 736 4455 599

airland8 R1 1871 1191 -1 1.23E+9

atlanta–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 15051 23331 196966 22434

atlanta–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 12204 29006 181957 160019

b05100 2146 3480 393215 3717

b05200 9570 8225 -1 7679

b10200 880 634 -1 11220

b20200 576 115 -1 231350956

c05200 6476 6355 19284 6632

c10100 6208 8025 -1 15403

c10200 2598 519 -1 447689944

c10400 90981 541200 2108113 1.53E+11

c20200 11911 264669 38944388 1.86E+11

cls.T90.C2.F1000.S3 8154 14410 1736 92211743

cls.T90.C2.F100.S3 887 457 -1 113146596

cls.T90.C2.F200.S4 97747 244083 5.08E+9 1.33E+9

cls.T90.C2.F250.S5 121456 160717 9127526 8793961
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU OK-LU C

cls.T90.C3.F1000.S2 82607 87517 1607732 783800

cls.T90.C3.F100.S5 254308 67283 48998467 4838633

cls.T90.C3.F200.S4 67608 20829 75560447 202750762

cls.T90.C3.F250.S3 39964 349062 66436177 1309990

cls.T90.C3.F500.S2 167850 337987 5592243 1940505

cls.T90.C4.F1000.S2 23954 115463 2427005 905469

cls.T90.C4.F100.S1 16636 3802 771925 55892

cls.T90.C4.F200.S3 84282 140464 -1 9.79E+9

cls.T90.C4.F500.S1 167212 319849 54668639 66539733

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S2 15465 84583 26097867 70390141

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S5 245685 50785 500535 1855889

cls.T90.C5.F100.S5 5185 2288 -1 27612632

cls.T90.C5.F200.S1 130472 167812 424888236 30265477

cls.T90.C5.F250.S4 96552 81046 56292 361394

cls.T90.C5.F500.S4 106069 528110 818792 658277

dfn-gwin–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50827 178710 2944668 1.72E+12

dfn-gwin–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 47699 140449 21177296 5.36E+12

dfn-gwin–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 82831 259390 662011443 3.14+10

di-yuan–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50247 26607 24242 3.11E+13

di-yuan–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 234617 108358 39069 1.43E+14

e10100 7559 21045 1767634 70367

e10200 6936 3874 70400 396135

e10400 7203 1784 -1 71514

e15900 6948 37594 184765 658214

e20200 17675 89775 156460582 7.46E+11
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU OK-LU C

e20400 37219 252891 -1 1.86E+19

fc.30.50.10 895 8652 10627 1477005

fc.30.50.1 4952 185784 212865 46409974

fc.30.50.2 4667 196652 782988 471621997

fc.30.50.3 2800 241755 7039814 642975

fc.30.50.4 2351 66969 91184673 668057766

fc.30.50.6 4756 5126 4947 491837

fc.30.50.7 807 11308 -1 4.22+10

fc.30.50.8 10378 7430386 -1 2.66+9

fc.30.50.9 1950 4862 -1 456638946

fc.60.20.10 29704 295937 12939876 114788937

fc.60.20.1 18346 45139 1829365 3.02E+10

fc.60.20.2 66545 95391 36747734 290073954

fc.60.20.3 20593 146396 11601780 1.91E+9

fc.60.20.4 132383 2316613 119156 2.91+10

fc.60.20.5 31595 40923 12215 1687161

fc.60.20.6 75679 157134 335294 7.20E+12

fc.60.20.7 25000 29109 4667 8.23+9

fc.60.20.8 21826 68085 116915 26607037

fc.60.20.9 4962 1172 27301 360983626

mik.250-10-100.4 345367 83404 104571753 204099810

mik.250-10-50.2 24875 54223 75856 136743709

mik.250-10-50.3 29067 373496 561165 86935020

mik.250-10-75.3 117743 258916 4.66+9 6.42E+14

mik.250-1-100.2 149023 300813 528510 693256
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU OK-LU C

mik.250-1-50.2 23283 42291 60971 48134614

mik.250-1-75.3 103144 21442 -1 2.88E+12

mik.250-20-50.2 34093 31078 9805 1.38E+9

mik.250-5-100.4 58581 15401 2530916 9.67E+14

mik.250-5-50.4 5011 1166158 -1 119882916

mik.250-5-75.2 125450 27048 1730626 24255491

mik.500-10-100.2 282411 62151 1.33E+9 7.39E+12

mik.500-10-50.4 147599 4343895 -1 1.78E+13

mik.500-1-50.1 172092 314106 21913668 6206602

mik.500-1-50.4 140708 162093 1212377 65952101

mik.500-1-75.3 203148 45297 1.03E+9 7.23E+13

mik.500-20-50.4 65763 231072 -1 3.57+9

mik.500-5-50.1 22167 24564 20524 7.42+10

mik.500-5-50.2 107873 58038 243576 1.67+10

neos-1120495 3478 3804 4551 4694

neos-1126860 39889 43349 5422 84130

neos-1200887 124449 390649 476372 583721

neos-1281048 4304 1070 -1 161669

neos-1415183 73321 19794 -1 5.72E+11

neos-1460265 19425 26731 -1 2.14E+9

pdh–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 37732 121802 847613175 6.89+10

pdh–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 34733 371641 364439 1.06E+11

pdh–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 51263 59381 85932 2.99+10

polska–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 1433 4049 223932 989946

polska–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 32429 97178 4223633 999610
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU OK-LU C

ran10x10c 2323 3384 85396 16058

ran10x26 14679 76799 538741 363085221

ran12x12 12604 112898 403646 3740911

ran12x21 40030 100247 709055 78051571

ran13x13 112739 197369 2160328 3156886

ran17x17 6954 226245 315237 21937634

ran8x32 22427 154651 15073317 5082169

scpd2 1092 4302 8485 5655

scpd3 731 3026 3241 1721

scpd4 664 299 20213 5090

scpe1 4200 1214 -1 101400

scpe2 4100 2218 -1 16372586

scpe3 5000 5162 -1 1548971

scpe4 4201 4252 -1 530087

scpe5 5301 4578 -1 533775

scpnre1 44732 62955 423970 397521

scpnre2 150747 264140 2447020 103486

scpnre3 14361 42736 18064386 92302

scpnre4 37529 53239 1126998 97850

scpnre5 16057 20445 376458 35759

scpnrf1 25945 57804 179032 69825

scpnrf2 26797 220633 315165 8420181

scpnrf3 10055 12868 54615 43997

scpnrf4 96705 464436 510549 5719517

ta1–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 102225 1378727 -1 1.54E+14

continued on next page
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 20%

P-LU OK-LU C

ta2–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 1637 1266 96 32803

ta2–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 8747 10315 910 11913894

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU OK-LU C

airland2 R1 860 332 39014 181560

airland4 R1 35552 11754 -1 5.15E+16

airland4 R2 55821 19073 -1 2.76E+12

airland4 R3 4250 2114 13346 58933

airland5 R1 268603 189339 143088 9.61E+16

airland6 R2 10262 3937 4188199 6752065

airland7 R1 1737 1956 3993 10341

airland8 R1 1871 1737 -1 1.31E+11

atlanta–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 15051 16347 26859 15290

atlanta–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 12204 21050 232585 274107

b05100 2146 2325 18974 56332

b05200 9570 16317 162971 217885

b10200 880 2087 9782 17579

b20200 576 172 -1 486067014

c05200 6476 6095 24302 16745

c10100 6208 7889 1828554 10446394

c10200 2598 778 -1 65960531

c10400 90981 605578 1896952 4.90E+11

continued on next page
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU OK-LU C

c20200 11911 222710 3094483 2.69+10

cls.T90.C2.F1000.S3 8154 13419 3488 62836330

cls.T90.C2.F100.S3 887 566 3178053 113146596

cls.T90.C2.F200.S4 97747 145093 239346016 1.09E+9

cls.T90.C2.F250.S5 121456 481635 506818 5974384

cls.T90.C3.F1000.S2 82607 64690 1636244 2496467

cls.T90.C3.F100.S5 254308 80093 3111058 3288082

cls.T90.C3.F200.S4 67608 25538 10823037 64121037

cls.T90.C3.F250.S3 39964 326903 2792782 2835970

cls.T90.C3.F500.S2 167850 452667 1265486 1773335

cls.T90.C4.F1000.S2 23954 122550 685054 1219205

cls.T90.C4.F100.S1 16636 5411 796249 824156

cls.T90.C4.F200.S3 84282 28866 2.73E+9 9.79+9

cls.T90.C4.F500.S1 167212 232114 1002517 89759124

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S2 15465 16479 1773526 2165582

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S5 245685 75141 539102 1958329

cls.T90.C5.F100.S5 5185 2712 5357617 5947939

cls.T90.C5.F200.S1 130472 348786 141327930 214001198

cls.T90.C5.F250.S4 96552 90032 74227 542402

cls.T90.C5.F500.S4 106069 468232 704433 733602

dfn-gwin–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50827 144915 650079 1.17E+12

dfn-gwin–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 47699 136518 547645 1.70E+12

dfn-gwin–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 82831 190408 1046310454 3.14E+10

di-yuan–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50247 36680 19702 4.57E+13

di-yuan–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 234617 231495 115806 9.70E+13

continued on next page
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU OK-LU C

e10100 7559 17804 27249 91736

e10200 6936 3232 66538 268536

e10400 7203 5352 -1 64097

e15900 6948 15591 18796 658214

e20200 17675 60035 160234947 7.46E+11

e20400 37219 344430 23512689 1.16E+19

fc.30.50.10 895 3334 9094 23074

fc.30.50.1 4952 145312 220365 46728134

fc.30.50.2 4667 148242 293491 960510

fc.30.50.3 2800 164704 697516 642975

fc.30.50.4 2351 1616 105098 976780729

fc.30.50.6 4756 6089 7540 491837

fc.30.50.7 807 8895 -1 4.22E+10

fc.30.50.8 10378 2583622 8056654 2.66E+9

fc.30.50.9 1950 3433 65939344 78382662

fc.60.20.10 29704 65302 2921577 35929199

fc.60.20.1 18346 38854 52819 8.86E+10

fc.60.20.2 66545 79789 10455940 290073954

fc.60.20.3 20593 100593 210089 1.73E+9

fc.60.20.4 132383 2192706 84344 1.34+10

fc.60.20.5 31595 34179 19107 1687161

fc.60.20.6 75679 292477 323598 1.06E+13

fc.60.20.7 25000 23114 7623 172760504

fc.60.20.8 21826 28130 163572 35929199

fc.60.20.9 4962 1645 34485 1097000

continued on next page
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU OK-LU C

mik.250-10-100.4 345367 123488 3447173 29237852

mik.250-10-50.2 24875 35217 94737 136743709

mik.250-10-50.3 29067 351701 578974 59343801

mik.250-10-75.3 117743 210368 548339817 2.03E+14

mik.250-1-100.2 149023 244909 462138 503679

mik.250-1-50.2 23283 44969 94048 11768001

mik.250-1-75.3 103144 31893 648860 2.88E+12

mik.250-20-50.2 34093 342831 19867 1.38E+9

mik.250-5-100.4 58581 20853 3802362 6.58E+14

mik.250-5-50.4 5011 1124038 -1 82086833

mik.250-5-75.2 125450 40866 359074 2104030

mik.500-10-100.2 282411 90654 369214227 1.04E+11

mik.500-10-50.4 147599 409511 7780467 1.77E+12

mik.500-1-50.1 172092 324256 4078106 6206602

mik.500-1-50.4 140708 176423 597321 1199524

mik.500-1-75.3 203148 65179 1.53E+9 2.23E+12

mik.500-20-50.4 65763 210262 33107696 761094597

mik.500-5-50.1 22167 23510 32563 738444187

mik.500-5-50.2 107873 64682 346769 3.57E+9

neos-1120495 3478 3139 3028 3055

neos-1126860 39889 78964 97222 157002

neos-1200887 124449 391501 499502 545559

neos-1281048 4304 1659 60184 249763

neos-1415183 73321 27216 -1 5.81E+12

neos-1460265 19425 33655 -1 1.72E+11
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU OK-LU C

pdh–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 37732 85492 930233 6.89E+10

pdh–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 34733 223632 416512 1.06E+11

pdh–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 51263 41260 149936 2.04E+10

polska–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 1433 3525 329197 421675

polska–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 32429 73910 673047 1469995

ran10x10c 2323 2848 8720 53182

ran10x26 14679 43864 136851 77018290

ran12x12 12604 74964 340617 676495

ran12x21 40030 115022 218484 22307654

ran13x13 112739 142321 1053440 3156886

ran17x17 6954 164945 361196 22405601

ran8x32 22427 103434 4855694 113506881

scpd2 1092 4678 6328 9412

scpd3 731 606 4297 1850

scpd4 664 1029 6001 5411

scpe1 4200 8004 -1 1068837

scpe2 4100 5825 -1 5095670

scpe3 5000 4707 -1 16021323

scpe4 4201 4213 -1 1165683

scpe5 5301 6649 -1 5635748

scpnre1 44732 118683 450534 404199

scpnre2 150747 221938 2108753 2303816

scpnre3 14361 32228 1473017 1972302

scpnre4 37529 49866 383030 397850

scpnre5 16057 19654 39996 52506
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 30%

P-LU OK-LU C

scpnrf1 25945 89214 179334 181466

scpnrf2 26797 121858 341554 18201316

scpnrf3 10055 15327 31654 58952

scpnrf4 96705 252630 546207 5759730

ta1–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 102225 644321 5397440 1.06E+15

ta2–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 1637 1629 126 234651

ta2–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 8747 15703 31400 11913894

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU OK-LU C

airland2 R1 860 963 274 358641

airland4 R1 35552 15639 -1 1.09E+14

airland4 R2 55821 24911 -1 5.92E+12

airland4 R3 4250 2728 8503 46393

airland5 R1 268603 216282 126212 2.08E+16

airland6 R2 10262 5074 5978806 7273731

airland7 R1 1737 1898 3741 11527

airland8 R1 1871 1797 -1 1.30E+11

atlanta–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 15051 16945 26541 18271

atlanta–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 12204 19431 22540 50354

b05100 2146 2809 17442 59283

b05200 9570 14705 15731 17885

b10200 880 1743 408638 87322820

b20200 576 229 -1 1.07E+9
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU OK-LU C

c05200 6476 7366 30921 23966

c10100 6208 15553 1123717 4804332

c10200 2598 1070 -1 6466459

c10400 90981 617186 1237263 5.01E+12

c20200 11911 220272 3186196 80703635

cls.T90.C2.F1000.S3 8154 13334 4492 42804138

cls.T90.C2.F100.S3 887 796 605 11165330

cls.T90.C2.F200.S4 97747 108752 165235 909204188

cls.T90.C2.F250.S5 121456 465420 556958 5974384

cls.T90.C3.F1000.S2 82607 79382 1369120 2496467

cls.T90.C3.F100.S5 254308 106890 33579092 2233874

cls.T90.C3.F200.S4 67608 30860 5757107 64121037

cls.T90.C3.F250.S3 39964 278899 1423364 1927756

cls.T90.C3.F500.S2 167850 116661 672760 1773335

cls.T90.C4.F1000.S2 23954 114566 124919 1219205

cls.T90.C4.F100.S1 16636 6973 298063 558926

cls.T90.C4.F200.S3 84282 36437 18853948 21113512

cls.T90.C4.F500.S1 167212 209199 1476631 89759124

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S2 15465 16425 362079 2165582

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S5 245685 99533 475100 1259647

cls.T90.C5.F100.S5 5185 3094 23568686 1873263

cls.T90.C5.F200.S1 130472 318574 34506862 4025359

cls.T90.C5.F250.S4 96552 99706 64216 495056

cls.T90.C5.F500.S4 106069 452275 807263 758277

dfn-gwin–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50827 126433 539133 1.17E+12
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU OK-LU C

dfn-gwin–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 47699 359070 427772 2.30E+12

dfn-gwin–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 82831 190773 275657695 1.00E+10

di-yuan–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50247 39436 28175 4.60E+14

di-yuan–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 234617 233449 209839 9.70E+13

e10100 7559 15974 61873 70367

e10200 6936 3787 52416 268536

e10400 7203 5360 -1 103255

e15900 6948 17153 19477 972140

e20200 17675 58990 216571273 5.37E+14

e20400 37219 268477 6450240 7.90E+18

fc.30.50.10 895 2424 8418 21035

fc.30.50.1 4952 195115 254432 46409974

fc.30.50.2 4667 148156 166133 308768

fc.30.50.3 2800 30373 71646 642975

fc.30.50.4 2351 1793 36213 3124344

fc.30.50.6 4756 7190 13343 491837

fc.30.50.7 807 13520 23740075 2143346

fc.30.50.8 10378 2582646 5672261 1.67E+10

fc.30.50.9 1950 2332 90332 249312268

fc.60.20.10 29704 45985 2124756 35929199

fc.60.20.1 18346 7783 7169 4.09E+10

fc.60.20.2 66545 78208 1397562 290073954

fc.60.20.3 20593 108852 184024 2.55E+9

fc.60.20.4 132383 2078905 112624 613531575

fc.60.20.5 31595 47333 12324 2275751
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU OK-LU C

fc.60.20.6 75679 267197 366537 9.47E+10

fc.60.20.7 25000 23122 10826 172760504

fc.60.20.8 21826 28348 86437 24387938

fc.60.20.9 4962 2166 3329 1003254

mik.250-10-100.4 345367 157181 2119338 13430943

mik.250-10-50.2 24875 56510 84793 184423487

mik.250-10-50.3 29067 313892 511732 19036216

mik.250-10-75.3 117743 195083 64892134 2.94E+12

mik.250-1-100.2 149023 101875 79114 3122299

mik.250-1-50.2 23283 38441 73359 11768001

mik.250-1-75.3 103144 42411 687412 1.95E+12

mik.250-20-50.2 34093 112919 32525 440846208

mik.250-5-100.4 58581 27020 4332975 2.06E+13

mik.250-5-50.4 5011 986193 18631075 82086833

mik.250-5-75.2 125450 53466 215518 2104030

mik.500-10-100.2 282411 119991 211621673 4.80E+10

mik.500-10-50.4 147599 315896 9962053 1.20E+12

mik.500-1-50.1 172092 333283 3213889 6206602

mik.500-1-50.4 140708 187692 429415 1199524

mik.500-1-75.3 203148 85725 1.98E+9 4.76E+11

mik.500-20-50.4 65763 212871 9242648 50564468

mik.500-5-50.1 22167 25293 42492 72909267

mik.500-5-50.2 107873 53603 342676 238272871

neos-1120495 3478 3461 2144 3055

neos-1126860 39889 67873 83766 84130
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU OK-LU C

neos-1200887 124449 392504 464719 370275

neos-1281048 4304 2271 26261 335791

neos-1415183 73321 34465 47034 7.89E+12

neos-1460265 19425 59888 -1 3.71E+17

pdh–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 37732 77551 458304 6.89E+10

pdh–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 34733 205753 473253 4.93E+10

pdh–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 51263 40370 219133 9.51E+9

polska–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 1433 5705 16744 13553

polska–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 32429 58319 3553419 2160693

ran10x10c 2323 9985 11583 24957

ran10x26 14679 43742 111763 534861647

ran12x12 12604 20749 45044 246567

ran12x21 40030 245619 812273 10252449

ran13x13 112739 101235 608315 3173976

ran17x17 6954 127092 160646 343932192

ran8x32 22427 166068 8003068 1.70E+9

scpd2 1092 4556 8512 5655

scpd3 731 692 4552 1242

scpd4 664 1137 6743 5411

scpe1 4200 8879 -1 25126857

scpe2 4100 8611 -1 117382100

scpe3 5000 4858 -1 10856597

scpe4 4201 4725 -1 5570846

scpe5 5301 5290 -1 882126151

scpnre1 44732 103286 351286 404199
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 40%

P-LU OK-LU C

scpnre2 150747 203086 5685195 448940

scpnre3 14361 51305 639550 62820

scpnre4 37529 71202 498936 397850

scpnre5 16057 19137 267376 52506

scpnrf1 25945 88716 240328 203313

scpnrf2 26797 85422 216740 18201316

scpnrf3 10055 12987 39693 91601

scpnrf4 96705 178386 242634 5759730

ta1–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 102225 372523 10120442 1.05E+15

ta2–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 1637 1713 139 234651

ta2–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 8747 13451 34312 11913894

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU OK-LU C

airland2 R1 860 885 334 358641

airland4 R1 35552 19002 -1 1.09E+14

airland4 R2 55821 30954 -1 5.97E+12

airland4 R3 4250 3243 7320 3976

airland5 R1 268603 141270 135817 2.08E+16

airland6 R2 10262 6022 3963624 3124344

airland7 R1 1737 1775 1569 11034

airland8 R1 1871 1591 -1 1.92E+11

atlanta–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 15051 16425 21427 15290

atlanta–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 12204 18496 21477 50354
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continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU OK-LU C

b05100 2146 2743 10912 24553

b05200 9570 13791 14939 17885

b10200 880 1202 129616 9.11E+9

b20200 576 286 -1 1.10E+9

c05200 6476 11394 26787 23966

c10100 6208 11024 110572 4804332

c10200 2598 2099 2980 928425

c10400 90981 620581 1192031 1.08E+13

c20200 11911 220014 2459193 54740560

cls.T90.C2.F1000.S3 8154 13969 5317 19843088

cls.T90.C2.F100.S3 887 869 406 11165330

cls.T90.C2.F200.S4 97747 116224 134635 909204188

cls.T90.C2.F250.S5 121456 64625 346924 5974384

cls.T90.C3.F1000.S2 82607 70393 601473 2496467

cls.T90.C3.F100.S5 254308 131277 1986876 1517296

cls.T90.C3.F200.S4 67608 35374 243321 86471868

cls.T90.C3.F250.S3 39964 278555 5477368 1309990

cls.T90.C3.F500.S2 167850 90298 424113 1773335

cls.T90.C4.F1000.S2 23954 578798 121041 1641209

cls.T90.C4.F100.S1 16636 8601 202503 75077

cls.T90.C4.F200.S3 84282 44963 17072752 21113512

cls.T90.C4.F500.S1 167212 333804 1187994 19197813

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S2 15465 9776 41736 3190936

cls.T90.C5.F1000.S5 245685 123405 291714 1855889

cls.T90.C5.F100.S5 5185 3384 1579590 1873263
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Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU OK-LU C

cls.T90.C5.F200.S1 130472 66453 317871 4025359

cls.T90.C5.F250.S4 96552 99825 67938 305884

cls.T90.C5.F500.S4 106069 54825 130350 233602

dfn-gwin–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50827 107268 16353072 1.17E+12

dfn-gwin–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 47699 274208 323252 2.30E+12

dfn-gwin–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 82831 129528 145349311 1.00E+10

di-yuan–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 50247 43900 42618 4.57E+13

di-yuan–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 234617 204948 324373 9.70E+13

e10100 7559 17782 35028 64065

e10200 6936 4209 15806 51378

e10400 7203 5374 -1 70333

e15900 6948 13257 16092 658214

e20200 17675 24300 275295132 5.37E+14

e20400 37219 86010 91077 1.16E+19

fc.30.50.10 895 2486 6552 6590

fc.30.50.1 4952 85269 247132 62610941

fc.30.50.2 4667 109374 131650 209270

fc.30.50.3 2800 30580 68246 201559

fc.30.50.4 2351 2046 4929 668057766

fc.30.50.6 4756 6302 41188 724932

fc.30.50.7 807 14020 1462680 2143346

fc.30.50.8 10378 1409519 4693392 3.59E+9

fc.30.50.9 1950 2004 33794 78382662

fc.60.20.10 29704 42910 288895 11231571

fc.60.20.1 18346 9610 9001 4.096E+9
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Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU OK-LU C

fc.60.20.2 66545 5770133 165285 2.00E+9

fc.60.20.3 20593 100993 180703 802622876

fc.60.20.4 132383 1275133 144307 192224695

fc.60.20.5 31595 50286 15571 10735201

fc.60.20.6 75679 167943 350194 9.47E+9

fc.60.20.7 25000 20533 14100 254394482

fc.60.20.8 21826 28603 10825 24387938

fc.60.20.9 4962 2613 2392 498624537

mik.250-10-100.4 345367 188074 1972097 13430943

mik.250-10-50.2 24875 49386 63171 125672661

mik.250-10-50.3 29067 271180 412000 25651435

mik.250-10-75.3 117743 155119 4383441 3.80E+9

mik.250-1-100.2 149023 101017 98659 3122299

mik.250-1-50.2 23283 32111 18005 8011434

mik.250-1-75.3 103144 52003 572802 2.83E+11

mik.250-20-50.2 34093 91392 44568 204867096

mik.250-5-100.4 58581 32806 4632485 4.29E+10

mik.250-5-50.4 5011 897847 1585510 17910959

mik.250-5-75.2 125450 116457 103187 2104030

mik.500-10-100.2 282411 147572 65566454 7.07E+10

mik.500-10-50.4 147599 209235 6878974 1.20E+12

mik.500-1-50.1 172092 287902 922675 6206602

mik.500-1-50.4 140708 201907 258650 584191

mik.500-1-75.3 203148 105967 1.91E+9 1.49E+11

mik.500-20-50.4 65763 219148 497904 1038633

continued on next page
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU OK-LU C

mik.500-5-50.1 22167 27381 53760 2235501

mik.500-5-50.2 107873 61642 255627 238272871

neos-1120495 3478 3494 1900 2759

neos-1126860 39889 55126 79417 124085

neos-1200887 124449 393526 416051 251155

neos-1281048 4304 2830 24310 335791

neos-1415183 73321 42137 60652 7.89E+12

neos-1460265 19425 58274 -1 5.53E+18

pdh–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 37732 51073 63099 4.70E+10

pdh–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 34733 178191 234310 4.93E+10

pdh–U-U-E-N-C-A-N-N 51263 41628 291723 1.39E+10

polska–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 1433 5292 12125 16218

polska–U-U-M-N-C-A-N-N 32429 43909 1022833 1975965

ran10x10c 2323 3395 9866 22679

ran10x26 14679 29870 160944 52253295

ran12x12 12604 20630 40045 246567

ran12x21 40030 154376 739583 10252449

ran13x13 112739 107166 567232 3173976

ran17x17 6954 145803 231636 14397101

ran8x32 22427 65538 9555665 1.70E+9

scpd2 1092 2855 9101 5655

scpd3 731 595 3178 1242

scpd4 664 863 2297 5411

scpe1 4200 9228 -1 162222589

scpe2 4100 8459 -1 260695703

continued on next page
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B.5. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR SECTION 3.6.1

continued from previous page

Instances N N̂ at 50%

P-LU OK-LU C

scpe3 5000 5917 -1 165198508

scpe4 4201 4612 -1 9.02E+9

scpe5 5301 5212 -1 6.36E+9

scpnre1 44732 91979 286303 592731

scpnre2 150747 114638 654924 979130

scpnre3 14361 39138 406682 42720

scpnre4 37529 61281 534537 131264

scpnre5 16057 18781 182619 53508

scpnrf1 25945 71275 210378 203313

scpnrf2 26797 65103 111124 18201316

scpnrf3 10055 11680 22579 136572

scpnrf4 96705 153810 368492 12763747

ta1–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 102225 166038 12757004 4.88E+14

ta2–D-B-E-N-C-A-N-N 1637 1635 272 234651

ta2–D-B-M-N-C-A-N-N 8747 11392 25793 11913894
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